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About JPPI
The Jewish People Policy Institute (JPPI) is an independent professional policy planning
think tank incorporated as a private non-profit company in Israel. The mission of the
Institute is to ensure the thriving of the Jewish people and the Jewish civilization by
engaging in professional strategic thinking and planning on issues of primary concern to
world Jewry. Located in Jerusalem, the concept of JPPI regarding the Jewish people is global,
and includes aspects of major Jewish communities with Israel as one of them, at the core.
JPPI’s activities are action-oriented, placing special emphasis on identifying critical options
and analyzing their potential impact on the future. To this end, the Institute works toward
developing professional strategic and long-term policy perspectives exploring key factors that
may endanger or enhance the future of the Jewish People. JPPI provides professionals, decision
makers, and global leaders with:
t
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JPPI is unique in dealing with the future of the Jewish people as a whole within a
methodological framework of study and policy development. Its independence is assured
by its company articles, with a board of directors co-chaired by Ambassadors Stuart Eizenstat
and Dennis Ross — both have served in the highest echelons of the U.S. government, and
Leonid Nevzlin in Israel — and composed of individuals with significant policy experience.
The board of directors also serves as the Institute’s Professional Guiding Council.
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Jewish and Democratic:
Perspectives from World Jewry
A Jewish People Policy Institute (JPPI) Report1
Executive Summary
Overview
t

The Jewish People Policy Institute's project exploring the views of Diaspora Jews
on the issue of Israel's identity as a "Jewish and democratic state," found that
these views have characteristics similar to those of the Israeli public. At the same
time, the fact that Diaspora Jews live outside Israel adds a distinctive layer to
how they approach this issue.

t The idea that Israel should be a "Jewish and democratic state" creates a
conceptual framework that encompasses the views of the majority of
Diaspora Jews (even though they give a wide variety of answers to the
question of what precisely a "Jewish and democratic state" is). Assertions that
Israel should be "only Jewish" or "only democratic" are outside the consensus
view of Diaspora Jews.
t

The debate on Israel's character as a "Jewish and democratic state" was found to
be extremely significant to many of those who participated in JPPI discussions.

Basic Positions Concerning the Dilemma: "A Jewish
and democratic state"
t

The project was able to identify views at both ends of the spectrum: those
who express an unequivocal preference for the democratic element over the

1 JPPI’s senior fellows Shmuel Rosner and Ambassador Avi Gil headed JPPI’s project “Israel as a
Jewish and democratic state: a world-Jewry’s perspective”. JPPI senior fellow Dr. Shlomo Fischer
assisted with moderation and reporting on several JPPI seminars. Fellow Inbal Hackman managed the
process and participated in writing the report. JPPI assistant Asaf Nissenboim assisted with
background research. The report was edited by Rami Tal and Barry Geltman.
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Jewish, and those who express the converse. However, the dominant view was
unmistakable: the desire to see an Israel that is both Jewish and democratic,
and the assumption that such a combination is certainly possible, despite the
tensions involved.
t

The ambiguity inherent in the precise definition of "Jewish and democratic" is
perceived by many as an advantage as it makes it possible to maintain partnership
and avoid factionalism and division.

t

For many Diaspora Jews, democratic values are considered "Jewish values." Thus,
actions that erode Israel's democratic values are seen as detrimental to Judaism
and to the definition of Israel as a Jewish state. If Israel is not a liberal democracy,
its attractiveness to many Diaspora Jews will erode.

t

A sharpening of the concrete tensions between "democracy" and "Judaism"
shows that there are two camps among the majority who generally see these
values as congruous: those who see Israel's democratic identity arising from the
state's Jewish foundations, and those who emphasize the opposite arrangement.
This finding is expressed in the way in which the two camps examine and develop
their opinions with regard to the practical dilemmas that characterize life in a
"Jewish and democratic state."

Expectations of Israel
t

It is clear that many Diaspora Jews recognize the difficulties and constraints
Israel faces given the regional hostility and security threats. At the same time, the
majority does not consider this reality, and the fact that Israel's neighbors do not
adhere to principles of democracy and human rights, as justification for lowering
the high values bar Israel is expected to maintain. The regional reality also does
not grant Israel immunity from criticism.

t Criticism heard in the Diaspora on aspects of Israel's conduct in Jewish
matters is often based on arguments rooted in democratic values, just as
criticism of aspects of Israel's conduct in the democratic field are often
based on arguments rooted in Jewish values. This shows the high correlation
between the two concepts as perceived by the majority of Diaspora Jews
(for example, the criticism of the Orthodox monopoly in Israel and the
deprivation of other streams is largely rooted in arguments based on
democratic values).
6 THE JEWISH PEOPLE POLICY INSTITUTE

t

The debate over Israel's identity as a Jewish and democratic state showed that
Diaspora Jews have a variety of expectations of Israel:
–

That Israel be pluralistic;

–

That Israel strive for a reality in which it does not rule over the Palestinians;

–

That Israel put an end to the Orthodox monopoly over Jewish life and give
equal standing to all Jewish streams;

–

That Israel avoid imposing religious norms on its mostly secular civil
society;

–

That Israel prevent dissipation of its Jewish character by strengthening its
citizens’ knowledge of Jewish history, traditions, and values.

Unique Aspects of Diaspora Views on the Issue
Diaspora Jews look at Israel's identity in their own unique ways:
t

Israel's character has significant influence on how "Judaism" is regarded around
the world by Jews and non-Jews. For example, it is likely to affect the degree of the
young generation's devotion to its Jewish identity, and at the same time is likely to
affect attitudes of non-Jews toward the Diaspora Jews who live among them.

t

Diaspora Jews are members of a minority group in their home countries; in Israel,
Jews are the majority. This distinction is relevant to the great importance that
Diaspora Jews attach to minority rights in Israel and to human rights in general.

The Right of Diaspora Jews to be Heard by Israel
t

The right of Diaspora Jews to express their views on issues being decided in Israel
was a central topic of discussion.

t

Their growing assertiveness in expressing criticism of Israel was conspicuous,
particularly on subjects related to Israel's Jewish identity.

t

Many participants emphasized that because Israel's policy and its world image
have an impact on Diaspora Jews' security and wellbeing, they have the right to
have a say.

t

Conspicuous, too, was the wish of most discussants that Israel consult with Diaspora
Jews on a regular basis on issues close to their hearts. It was emphasized that this
consultation would strengthen solidarity between Israel and the Diaspora.
THE JEWISH PEOPLE POLICY INSTITUTE
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Methodology
The project is based on direct study of the views of Jewish groups with a significant
connection to Israel. This was accomplished by initiating some 40 discussion groups
and seminars with the participation of engaged Jewish community members around
the world, through questionnaire responses, and analysis of research on the full
spectrum opinions on the subject, including those of Jews who are distanced from
Israel and/or organized Jewish life in the Diaspora. The findings arising from this
process served as the basis for an integrated summary discussion at a conference held
in Glen Cove, New York (March 11-12, 2014) attended by senior representatives of the
Jewish leadership in the United States, rabbis, public intellectuals, and academics.

8 THE JEWISH PEOPLE POLICY INSTITUTE

Foreword
This JPPI special report brings Diaspora input on the character of Israel as a Jewish
and democratic state into an important initiative of Israel’s Ministry of Justice. The
goal is to consider legislation on Israel’s Jewish and democratic nature at a time
when different ideological groups within Israel hold conflicting views of how these
components should be prioritized.
Professor Ruth Gavison, who was tasked by the justice minister with elucidating
legislation on Israel’s Jewish and democratic identity, believed that such an historic
undertaking should not occur without holding consultations throughout the Jewish
world. JPPI was asked to utilize its unique position as a global Jewish policy institute
to assemble and analyze the attitudes and perceptions of Jews worldwide.
This report is based on an analytical process that included a comprehensive review
of existing research – spanning the entire gamut of Diaspora opinion on the subject
– as well as seminars held in Jewish communities around the world. The process
culminated with a brainstorming conference held in Glen Cove, New York (March
11-12, 2014), which brought together academics, leaders, and professionals to help
integrate our findings and incorporate them into the broader picture.
The major, essential significance of this unprecedented process is the real, deep, and
frank consultation held with Diaspora Jews around an issue that was previously seen
as a matter of Israeli prerogative. This kind of dialogue is especially necessary at a
time when Israel’s leadership requires its neighbors’ expressed recognition that Israel
is the nation-state of the Jewish people, and when much debate has developed within
Israel over various proposals to enact "Jewish Israel" legislation.
Not surprisingly, a chief finding of our report is that a majority of Diaspora Jews
expects Israel to uncompromisingly deploy Jewish and universal humanitarian values
with respect to the rights of its minority citizens. That said, it is notable that we did
not find any desire that the national anthem or Jewish state symbols be changed in
any significant way. Another key finding worth heeding is the expectation that Israel
better reflect and accept the religious pluralism that has characterized the Diaspora
for many years.
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This project opened a space where Jews worldwide felt deeply connected in an
environment of mutual responsibility so critical to a thriving Jewish future and
civilizational continuity. This intensified communal dialog is a significant component
in JPPI’s raison d’etre.
We owe a debt of gratitude to the many participants in this process, and to the
organizers of the seminars held in Jewish communities around the world – you
will find their names in an appendix to this report. I would also like to extend my
heartfelt thanks to those who took part in JPPI’s Glen Cove conference and especially
to the Institute’s Co-Chairs who led the discussions there, Stuart Eizenstat, Dennis
Ross and their associate Leonid Nevzlin. I am also extremely grateful to the heads
of this project, Shmuel Rosner and Avi Gil who invested so much thought and labor
in this process, and to the Chairman of the JAFI Executive, Natan Sharansky for his
assistance. Finally, Ruth Gavison has my special thanks for prompting this work and
for having the confidence in JPPI to carry it out.
Avinoam Bar-Yosef
President and Founding Director
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Introduction
JPPI’s project Jewish and Democratic: Perspectives from World Jewry was initiated to
supplement the work of Prof. Ruth Gavison on the Jewish and democratic nature of
Israel. Prof. Gavison was appointed by the Minister of Justice to investigate the need
to have a new "constitutional arrangement dealing with Israel’s identity as a ‘Jewish
and democratic’ state." We believe that JPPI’s project sets an important precedent, in
attempting to inject the perspectives of Jewish communities around the world into a
principally “Israeli” discussion.
The investigative process included dozens of seminars in Jewish communities
around the world, reading and analyzing many volumes of background material –
representing the full range of opinion on the subject, and a culminating conference
of Jewish leaders and thinkers in New York. JPPI’s investigation concludes that Jews
around the world have a vision for Israel that is much more consensual than it is
diverse – a view that is in many ways similar to the vision Jewish Israelis themselves
have for the state. It also has resulted in an even stronger conviction that deliberate
and open-minded consultations of this nature are of critical importance to the future
of the Jewish people.
At a time of frequent bickering over specific policies, language, and conduct, and in
an era where strife and disputes get the limelight, which creates a (mis)impression
of unbridgeable fissures, JPPI’s project on world Jewry’s views regarding the Jewish
and democratic character of Israel concludes on a positive note: Jews around the
globe support Israel and see their connection to it as important and enduring. Israel
is – and could be even more so – a positive and inspiring common denominator for
world Jewry. Non-Israeli Jews have a vision for Israel that is much more aligned than
it is disputed. Moreover, the vision of Diaspora Jews for Israel is often similar to that
of Israelis themselves.
Surely, there are gaps in interpretation and emphasis of needs and goals that
should not be ignored. There are differences between non-Israeli communities
and individuals, and between them and the Israeli Jewish public. It is also quite
possible that this project’s methodology contributed to the relative harmony
THE JEWISH PEOPLE POLICY INSTITUTE
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we found (we dedicate a chapter to explaining the strengths and limitations
of JPPI’s process). Still, this report will leave you with the impression that the
overall objective of a majority of Jews is to work jointly in building a “Jewish
and democratic” state. A state that is safe, moral, economically and culturally
prosperous, and markedly Jewish.
Jews around the world did not initiate this discussion. They were invited and
encouraged to take part in the internal discussion currently underway in Israel. Yet
those Jews who came to the table – representatives of dozens of communities around
the world that differ in shape, size and character – did so with gusto. They understood
the significance of the discussion for Israel, and were quick to demonstrate that
what’s important for Israel is also important for them. In JPPI-initiated seminars from
Brazil to the Netherlands, France, Britain, Canada, the United States, and Australia,
Jews delved into the nuanced questions presented to them as stakeholders. “This is
very personal, this is about me," a New York participant said when talking about the
Jewishness of the Jewish state.
Indeed, the issue of Israel’s Jewish nature is the one the world Jewish community
strongest messages in this report: If Israel wants to be “Jewish and democratic” in a
way that speaks to non-Israeli Jews, it needs to first modify its understanding of what
being “Jewish” means to many millions of Jews today – and find a way to be more
inclusive of them. In every discussion JPPI conducted, in every community and every
setting, Jews challenged Israel’s current interpretation of “Jewish.” At the conference
in Glen Cove, the culmination of the discussions, one of the most dramatic moments
was when a Conservative woman spoke about her struggle with Israel’s religious
reality. “Our support of Israel is unambiguous, it’s wall to wall,”, she said, “but I want to
know there is a place for me there where I can put on my Tallit every morning. May I
do that in the State of Israel and not have things thrown at me? Will the government
arrest me? Is there a place for me in Israel?”2
Israel’s implementation of Jewishness was challenged because – the way world-Jews
see it – for Israel to be truly deserving of the title “Jewish,” it needs to be a place
where more Jews can feel comfortable in expressing their type of Judaism. It was also
2 All JPPI discussions, both in the communities and in Glen Cove, were under the so-called Chatham
House Rule: namely, individuals can be quoted in the report but cannot be identified. This was decided
to keep discussions free and open. The report includes many quotes from JPPI discussions, without a
name attached to them. We did include the names of the participants in Appendix A.
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challenged because – to Diaspora Jews – not being inclusive and tolerant of other
types of Judaism makes Israel less “democratic.”
Non-Israeli Jews are not blind to the difficulties Israel must overcome, nor to the
dangers it must face as it strives to retain its Jewish and democratic character. They
also reject false allegations against Israel’s democracy – one notable example from
JPPI discussions is the almost-unanimous rebuff of the attempts to present the Law
of Return as an impediment to Israel’s democratic nature. But they set a high bar for
Israel on democratic values: Jewish and democratic alike are binding terms to them
and mandate sensitivity to minorities and respect for human rights. As discussants
were asked to look at the text of Israel’s national anthem, Hatikvah, and the difficulties
it poses for non-Jewish Israelis, they struggled with their instinctive attachment to it,
coupled with the understanding that it is, indeed, somewhat exclusionary of nonJewish minorities. The conclusion reached about Hatikvah was somewhat murky in
many of the discussions: keep Hatikvah but be “sensitive” about it. Currently, many
Jews believe Israel is less than meticulous in properly keeping to values that protect
human rights, or with showing the proper sensitivity when circumstances necessitate
and justify a deviation from strict interpretation of these values.
There is a certain quality of moderation to the findings presented in this report. Just
as political views and religious affiliations accurately foretell the position of Israeli
respondents to public opinion surveys on the Jewish-democratic spectrum, the same
is true for Jews around the world. Jews on the political far-right and on the political
far-left can at times "dismiss the question [of what’s more important, Jewish or
democratic] as too obvious to warrant deliberation."3 Far-right leaning groups stress
“the priority of Israel's Jewish [character] over its democratic character," and far-left
leaning groups regard "Israel's Jewish character as anachronistic." But the majority
of Jews at the center want to have it both ways, and believe it is possible to do so.
They thus find the questions related to tensions and contradictions between Jewish
and democratic "quite difficult to answer." Frequently, their answers hedge around
tensions and keep the formulation of having both values at the same stand intact.
For many Jews, some of the appeal of the formulation Jewish and democratic is in
its vagueness. The more they delve into attempts to exact its meaning, the more
some feel the need to opt-out in disagreement. “Vagueness is good for Israel. Leave it
unclear. Don't define Judaism. Judaism has never been a fixed entity. It's always been
3

Sasson, Theodore, (2013), The New American Zionism, NYU Press, p. 133.
THE JEWISH PEOPLE POLICY INSTITUTE
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grey,” a discussant said in a Washington DC JPPI seminar. One message, however, was
conveyed throughout the process with no ambiguity: Jews around the world would
like to be consulted by Israel on matters of importance to them, and many of them
believe that these consultations should have more impact on Israel’s policies.

ttt
We would like to thank the many participants in this process, especially the organizers
of seminars in the many communities that have risen to the challenge. It was not
obvious that Jews around the world would take the time to discuss the matters of
a country far away from where they live, and not obvious that they should answer
the call for discussion when the timeframe required was so tight. The background
material requested of they were asked read appears in an appendix to this report.
We would also like to extend our gratitude to the Glen Cove conference participants,
who were of great assistance in further developing our thoughts on the topic at
hand. More facts on the process, its strengths and limitations, are detailed in the
report. Prof. Ruth Gavison deserves special thanks for prompting JPPI to initiate this
process; we commend her for understanding the need to hear the perspective of
Jewish communities around the world as she goes about investigating the character
of Israel as a Jewish and democratic state.
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Purpose of the Project, and the Main
Questions Raised and Discussed
In the summer of 2014, Israel's justice minister, Tzipi Livni, is slated to receive
recommendations from Prof. Ruth Gavison following Gavison’s investigation into the
possible need for a new "constitutional arrangement dealing with Israel’s identity as
a Jewish and democratic state." Minister Livni’s launch of Prof. Gavison’s investigation
arose from a flurry of activity in the Knesset, and the declared intention of several
Knesset Members to propose new legislation that would legally change the definition
of Israel as a Jewish and democratic state. It will specify in greater detail than current
language what ‘Jewish and democratic’ means.4 Some arguing for the need for a
new legal formulation believe that the existent Basic Laws cover “the institutional
structure of the state… and human rights…” but do not properly cover “the national
identity of the state” – a third component that is missing from Israel’s constitution in
the making.5
The legislative proposals have prompted criticism over both the claimed need
for changing the current, somewhat vague framework of the law6 and also, more
specifically, over the content, namely, the new language proposed by some legislators.
Critics claim the proposed drafts for change seem to “believe that to ensure the
Jewish character of the state it is necessary to damage its democratic character.” 7 Yet,
advocates of new legislation, among them Knesset members of several parties, seem
emboldened in their position amid the criticism. Their activity has stemmed from
three main trends they aim to curb.

4

Text of several proposed legislation can be found at appendix B.

5 See interview with former Secretary of the Cabinet Zvi Hauser, 25.2.14 (Hebrew: http://www.nrg.
co.il/online/1/ART2/556/041.html)
6 See, for example: Avineri, Shlomo, (Nov. 21, 2011), “New 'Jewish identity' bill will cause
chaos in Israel,” Haaretz (http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/opinion/new-jewish-identitybill-will-cause-chaos-in-israel-1.396724)
7 See, for example: Stern, Yedidia, (November 9, 2011), “A Jewish and Undemocratic State,”
IDI (http://en.idi.org.il/analysis/articles/a-jewish-and-undemocratic-state)
THE JEWISH PEOPLE POLICY INSTITUTE
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Legal: Some view recent rulings of Israel's High Court based on the current
formulation of the Basic Laws as "post Zionist,"8 and want a new legal framework
that “simply reasserts the national interest as a fundamental principle alongside that
of universal rights.”9
Social: Some believe that the lack of a stronger definition of Israel’s national identity
strengthens the hands of those wanting Israel to eventually become a “bi-national
state.”10
National: Others point to external criticism of Israel’s character as their main
motivation for legislation. Their goal is to battle those who strive to "cancel the right
of the Jewish people to have a national home on its land."11
Minister of Justice Livni was unsatisfied with proposed legislation she perceived
as partisan,12 which might upset “the balance” of Israel’s need for both Jewish and
democratic guiding principles.13 Thus, she appointed Prof. Gavison to investigate
the needs, and draft her own proposal for further action. The investigation – and
Prof. Gavison’s letter to JPPI stating her desire to supplement her work with an
investigation of world Jewry’s perspectives on this topic – prompted JPPI action.
This included reading and analyzing existing background material laying out the full
spectrum of opinion, seminars in dozens of communities around the world, and a
culminating conference of Jewish leaders in New York (for technical details about the
project see Appendix A).
That Israel is a democracy was never under any doubt.14 Israel was founded as and
continues to be a modern political project, a way for Jews to exist in the modern
8 Yariv Levin, Likud MK. See (Hebrew: http://pelephoneportal.invokemobile.com/nana/
iarticle.aspx?ServiceID=126&ArticleID=987073)
9 Golovensky, Joel H. , (Apr.07, 2013), Affirming Israel’s Jewish character does not negate civil
equality, Haaretz (Hebrew: http://www.haaretz.co.il/opinions/.premium-1.1985174)
10

See Hauser interview (footnote #5)

11 Former Kadima Minister Avi Dichter, initiator of previous drafts of the proposed
legislation. (See Hebrew: http://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4103660,00.html)
12 Livni says that in the current proposals "each political side attempts to force its worldview
on the others". (See Hebrew: http://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=1000873524)
13

Livni to oppose bill meant to bolster Israel's Jewish character

(See Hebrew: http://www.nrg.co.il/online/1/ART2/484/412.html)
14

Rubinstein, Amnon, (Summer 2010), “The Curious Case of Jewish Democracy,” Azure.
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world. The 1947 UN mandate and Israel's Declaration of Independence both refer to
a "Jewish state." Thus, both the Jewish and the democratic concepts have always been
essential for Israel as viewed by the Israeli mainstream. Still, Israel formally adopted
the Jewish and democratic formulation fairly recently, with passage in the early 1990s
of two Basic Laws containing that phrase.15 But as the laws were debated and voted
upon, Israel’s character encapsulated by the terminology Jewish and democratic was
defined in a compromise arrangement, not through "broad constitutional consent."16
In fact, the word Jewish was added to the law because some legislators from Israel’s
religious parties made it a condition of their supporting the legislation.17 At the time,
proponents of the Basic Laws believed that such legislation requires “broad agreement
of all the parties,” and that was the reason they agreed to the formulation.18
The need for legislative compromise stemmed from what some legislators perceived as
an inherent tension (some say: contradiction) between Jewish and democratic values
and interests. The more democracy represents values of equality and neutrality,19 the
less compatible it will be with an emphasis on "particularistic foundations on the
state level."20 And the more Jewish frames the contours for policymaking, the less
compatible resulting policy will be with neutral democratic values. Thus – and this is
one example of possible tension – during the discussions leading to the Jewish and
democratic compromise, representatives of several parties repeatedly raised the fear
that lacking a Jewish component, the new Basic Laws might jeopardize the Law of
Return and prompt the courts to declare it unconstitutional.21
15

The wording of the Basic Laws also appears at the appendix.

16 Gavison, Ruth, (), “a Jewish and democratic state,” in Menachem Mautner, Ai Sagi, Ronen
Shamir (ed.), Multiculturalism in a Democratic and Jewish State, page 217. [Hebrew]
17 Rubinstein, Amnon, (2012), “The Story of the Basic Laws”, The Law & Business Journal Vol. 14
[Hebrew] (http://portal.idc.ac.il/he/lawreview/volumes/volume14/documents/rubinstein.pdf).
18 Statement by Knesset Member, Prof. Uriel Lynn, then chair of Constitution, Law and Justice
Committee.
In: Karp, Yehudit, (2013), Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty: a Biography or a Power Struggle
[Hebrew]
19 Whether “democratic” values are really more “neutral” than, say, communist, or Jewish values, is
an interesting question that is way beyond the scope of this paper.
20

Gavison, Ruth, (2003), “The Jews’ Right to Statehood: A Defense,” Azure

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1885004
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Prof. Rubinstein and others believe this to have been an unnecessary apprehension.
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The story of past legislation and debates associated with any suggestion of new
legislation prove that if legislators strive to preserve or strengthen the Jewish
character for the state, or its core democratic values, a balancing act is needed. The
necessity of resolving such tensions is not rare in legislative work. Israeli scholars have
already written extensively on the topic, and have demonstrated that the interlacing
of Jewish and democratic values without one compromising the other is possible, and
by most accounts also desirable. They also proved that other countries take similar
measures to guard their own identities and guide their own policies.22
In a previous background paper for this project we identified two main fields in which
the occasional tension between Jewish and democratic arises.23 There is an internal
Jewish debate on state-religion issues (such as marriage, conversion, the role of the
rabbinate, jurisdiction over the Western Wall plaza etc.), and a Jewish-Arab tension
integral to majority-minority relations in a state that is not religiously-ethnically
neutral. Israel is not “Israeli and democratic” but rather “Jewish and democratic,”
even though more than one fifth of its citizens are not Jewish (In an October 2013
decision, the Israeli Supreme Court made this even more evident as it denied a
request to recognize "Israeli" as a nationality).24 Adding greatly to the complexity
of these two areas of tension are two underlying issues: the larger Israeli-Arab
conflict (as illustrated recently in the Israeli-Palestinian debate over Israel’s demand
for Palestinian recognition of Israel as a Jewish state prior to any permanent peace
agreement); and the definition of Jewishness and its meaning today, as well as the
meaning (and justification) of Zionism after the establishment of the Jewish state.
These issues and tensions were brought to the table in JPPI-initiated seminars around
the Jewish world and discussed in detail by examining specific examples of possible
dilemmas, such as the question of whether there is a need for the Jewish state to
regulate its day of rest according to certain Jewish standards, and the question of
whether the Israeli national anthem, having such a demonstrably Jewish theme ("the
Jewish soul yearns"), can be considered detrimental to having a democratic state.
22 Alexander Yakobson and Amnon Rubinstein, Israel and the Family of Nations: The Jewish
Nation-State and Human Rights, Routledge, 2009.
23 Rosner, Shmuel, (2014), “Jewish and Democratic: Perspectives from World Jewry,” JPPI:
http://jppi.org.il/uploads/Jewish_and_Democratic_Perspective_from_World_Jewry.pdf
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Goldenberg , Tia, (Oct. 2013), “Supreme Court rejects ‘Israeli’ nationality status,” Times of Israel

(http://www.timesofisrael.com/supreme-court-rejects-israeli-nationality-status/)
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Participants were asked questions such as: “What kind of Shabbat do we want for
Israel as a Jewish state?” and “Should Israel strive to make state symbols inclusive of
non-Jewish citizens?” These specific topical questions later guided participants as they
attempted to answer the larger questions, such as: “What are the core Jewish values
and expressions that Israel must insist on having?”; “What are the core democratic
values and expressions that Israel must insist on having?”; and “When Israel has to
choose between Jewish and democratic, what principles should guide its actions?”
The need to get answers for these questions from Jews who do not live in Israel, and
who, for the most part, never intend to become Israeli citizens, can be a matter for
discussion and debate in and of itself. Clearly, the views of Israeli citizens should have
more merit as the state grapples with issues of national identity than those residing
elsewhere. Moreover, it would not be inaccurate to claim that deciding to solicit the
opinions of world Jewry on this matter already presupposes a specific position on the
nature of Israel as a country in which all Jews have a stake – a position unacceptable
to some who see this association with world Jewry as one that is thinning the
democratic nature of Israel.25 Still, for several reasons, Prof. Gavison and JPPI were
convinced that an investigation of the perspectives of non-Israeli Jews on the matter
at hand was necessary:
–

Jewish communities around the world contributed significantly to the
building of the State of Israel and are asked to keep contributing to its
success. As such active partners it would be wise for Israel to consult them as
it ponders matters related to its core identity.

–

Israel was established to answer to the “the natural right of the Jewish
people” and claims to be a state in which all Jews have a stake. As long as this
proposition is not revoked, consultation on matters of Israel’s nature should
be conducted.26

–

Israel's self-definition may influence the way Jews are perceived by non-Jews,
and may even subject Diaspora Jews to hostility.

25 For example of such criticism, see: Barbour, Sam, (April 23, 2013 ), Diaspora Jews must
speak out against the Israeli Law of Return, (http://mondoweiss.net/2013/04/diaspora-againstreturn.html)
26

See: Declaration of Establishment of the State of Israel (Appendix C)
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–

Definitions Israel employs to determine the question of “who is a Jew” may
also affect Jews who are not currently Israeli citizens.

–

Changes to Israel’s character have the potential to impact the way Israel
relates to Jews around the world. They can also impact the way Diaspora
Jews relate to Israel. Consultation with which to anticipate such impact is of
essence.

–

A reason for consultation suggested in seminars and by outside sources27, is
that non-Israeli Jews have a unique vantage point on this matter that could
enrich the Israeli discourse.

For all these reasons JPPI initiated its investigation of world Jewry’s views on this
seemingly Israeli matter, adding to the questions discussed by Israelis a specific
emphasis on the impact any alteration of Israel’s character might have on Diaspora
Jews. In JPPI seminars, discussants were asked to think about – in addition to the
two areas of potential tensions listed above (Jewish-Jewish and Jewish-Arab) –
the dynamics that spring from Israel’s desire to maintain and deepen its special
relationship with Jews around the world.

27 The example that was regularly invoked in this context is that world-Jews, as a minority in the
country in which they reside, offer a different perspective on majority-minority relations in Israel.
See, for example, the article: Raffel, Martin, (25/03/2014), “The Case for Equality for Israel’s Arab
Citizens,” Jewish Week
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Do Diaspora Jews Want Israel to
be Jewish and Democratic?
A majority of the Jewish people supports the “Jewish and Democratic” formulation
but gives it various interpretations; many of them perceive democracy as a “core
Jewish value,” that the very existence of Israel as a Jewish state requires it to be
a democracy; many non-Israelis Jews highlight the fact that the Jewish character
of Israel carries a national and cultural, but not religious, character; many in the
Jewish world believe that the end of Israeli control of the West Bank is a necessary
condition for Israel’s existence as a Jewish state.
A large body of research is available to assist in assessing the views of Diaspora Jews
with respect to Israel as a Jewish and democratic state. Clearly, few Jews in the world
would instinctively list the Jewish-democratic tension as one of Israel’s most pressing
problems.28 Still, in JPPI seminars, as the matter was raised and discussed, participants
seemed to quickly grasp how integral questions regarding Israel’s desired character
are to almost every Israel-related issue they contemplate.29
Also clear from the research and from JPPI seminars is that – as often happens in Israel
– the insertion of "Jewish and democratic" slogans into political debates is common,
especially (but not exclusively) among Jewish groups on the political left. These
groups invoke the "Jewish and democratic" cri de coeur to claim that this or that
decision by Israel’s government endangers its Jewish and democratic character. Some
fringe voices argue that Israel’s ongoing policies disqualify it from being "democratic,"
and that a more accurate description would be that it is a theocratic Jewish state.
“Israel today,” wrote Jewish-French historian Diana Pinto, “has abandoned the
old postwar references to espouse a new national identity… ever more Orthodox

28

See: A Portrait of Jewish Americans, Pew 2013, “Most Important Problem Facing Israel”.

29 See, for example, AJC’s David Harris article contending: “From grappling with a less-thanideal electoral system to dealing with religious zealots… to balancing the Jewish and democratic
nature of the country… Israel has no shortage of challenges” (http://www.ajc.org/site/apps/
nlnet/content3.aspx?c=7oJILSPwFfJSG&b=8480869&ct=12478125#sthash.nw3Pw2iu.dpuf).
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religious identity, and its ever more ethnic nationalistic outlook.”30 We deal with the
question of whether non-Israeli Jews currently see Israel as “Jewish and democratic”
in the second half of this chapter.
But first, we have to ask whether non-Israeli Jews want Israel to be "Jewish
and democratic," and in what way. As we attempt to answer this question,
it is interesting to note that in a vast majority of contentious intra-Jewish
debates about Israel’s policies or pursuit of goals the “Jewish and democratic”
formula is embraced by virtually all parties to the debate. Almost all Jews use
it in ways that could suggest a nearly unanimous acceptance of it as the right
formulation for Israel, even though it is subject to differing interpretations.
There are relatively few instances in which the formulation itself is challenged
as unfit for use. This is particularly interesting considering that for many Jews
in the world, especially for the largest Jewish community that lives in the US,
Israel's identity as Jewish and democratic is "potentially challenging," as one
researcher put it.31
Jews who live in different countries face an environment that is markedly different
for Judaism than the Israeli context. As small minorities they have an understandably
special sensitivity to minority rights, and a special interest in keeping ethnic-religious
identity issues away from politics. As people who live in places where Judaism is seen
mostly through a religious prism, they, at times, have a harder time with the national
aspect of Judaism. Young American Jews’ “discomfort with an understanding of
Jewishness as peoplehood has been thoroughly internalized by many younger
American Jews, who frequently embrace the cultural ‘nucleus,’ the particulars of
Jewish culture, but reject ‘us and them’ constructions of ethnicity.”32 Israel – as a
Jewish state – can suggest a potentially challenging “us and them” mentality. In some
ways, the challenge is resolved for young Jewish leaders by becoming “’non-Zionist

30 Pinto, Diana, (Feb. 2013), “Israel poses a serious dilemma for Europe's Jews,” Haaretz
(http://www.haaretz.com/opinion/israel-poses-a-serious-dilemma-for-europe-s-jews.premium1.503489).
31 Sasson, Theodore, (June 2009), “The New Realism: American Jews’ Views about Israel,” AJCAmerican Jewish Committee
32 Barack Fishman, Sylvia, (2011), “De-legitimation of Israel and Israel Attachments among Jewish
Young Adults: The College Campus and Other Contributing Factors,” JPPI.
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Jews’ feeling ‘very connected to Israel.’” They feel attached to the country yet reserve
a sense of detachment from its character.33
The issue of Israel being democratic is, naturally, not much of a challenge. We know
from many surveys that Jews in general – and North American Jews, the largest Jewish
community outside Israel, in particular – tend to hold liberal views (US Jews are “the
most strongly liberal” in America).34 All the Jews included in JPPI seminars lived in
democratic countries – as most world Jews do – and have little doubt that there
is no good alternative to democracy. Moreover, for many Jews the very definition
of democracy is highly compatible with what they view as Jewish values. That is to
say: compromise related to democratic values is a betrayal of Judaism, and defining
a state as Jewish without it being a liberal democracy would be anathema.35 As one
participant in Canada said: “Core Jewish values are democratic ones and there is no
conflict between Jewish and democratic.”36 Participants in several JPPI groups hinted
that if Israel were not perceived as democratic by world-Jewry, support for it would
erode. Israel “must be democratic or will not appeal to next generations [of Jews],” a
Cleveland seminar discussant warned, and then added, “that is the issue for me as a
Jewish American.”
Obviously, Jews around the world live in places where the legal and societal
placement of nationality, ethnicity, and religion can be much different from what it
is in Israel. Nevertheless, a majority of non-Israeli Jews don't seem to want to impose
33 The quote, and findings, from: Wertheimer, Jack, (2010), “Generation of Change: How Leaders in
Their Twenties and Thirties Are Reshaping American Jewish Life,”
34 Pew: Jews are among the most strongly liberal, Democratic groups in U.S. politics. There are
more than twice as many self-identified Jewish liberals as conservatives, while among the general
public, this balance is nearly reversed.
35 For more about why Jews are liberals see, for example, the symposium on Tablet Magazine,
2009 (http://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-and-politics/15445/why-are-jews-liberals). There
were many such symposiums following the publication of "Why Jews are Liberals" by conservative
Norman Podhoretz. Morris Dickstein said in the above mentioned symposium: "Most Jews have
remained liberals because they are, well, Jews. Their social conscience dates back to the laws of Moses
and the moral injunctions of the Hebrew prophets. Their word for charity, tzedakah, is virtually
the same as their word justice, tzedek, and their word for a righteous man, tzadik. Their fathers
and grandfathers grew up poor. Strangely, they remember where they came from, and even more
strangely, they empathize with others who are still struggling. Their subliminal memories go back not
only to the ghetto and the tenement but to the condition of being despised outsiders, humiliated,
persecuted, even killed".
36 From: Canada Webinar 2, see appendix for details on the communities and the seminars
participating.
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their own conditions and set of beliefs on Israel. They understand that there are
inherent differences between the challenges they experience in their lives as Jews in
Diaspora communities and the ones that face a Jewish state. As one participant in a
San Francisco JPPI seminar remarked: “We don’t have experience being a majority.”37
Their discourse is, of course, influenced by the way Judaism – and religion in general
– is expressed in their own societies. In the Atlanta seminar, for example, participants
"conceived of [Israel's] Shabbat as evolving in the direction of how Sunday evolved
in Georgia." Still, they tend to make an exception for Israel, and strongly want it to
retain its definition as Jewish, while understanding that this definition can complicate
various aspects of democracy as they understand it. “We are all in agreement that
Israel can’t be religiously neutral,” suggested a participant in the New York seminar.38
His friends at the table, who would not accept such a notion for their own country,
accepted this formulation vis-à-vis Israel without much hesitation.
Of course, these discussions of Israel’s Jewishness exposed an important and deep
misperception in the way many non-Israeli Jews view Israel’s Jewish character. When
asked pointedly about the Jewish nature of Israel, many of them were quick to
surrender the fact that Israel is not “religiously” but rather “nationally” Jewish. The
report from France, for instance, states that most respondents understand “the
Jewishness of the state… culturally rather than religiously.”39 Yet, when the discussion
turned to specific examples, or to making recommendations, it was impossible not
to notice the instinctive turn of world-Jews to thinking about Jewishness in religious
terms. “Religion should continue to play a role in Israel’s public life,” says a report from
Australia.40 “Jewish is a religious definition,” claimed a participant in a San Francisco
seminar.41 His colleague at the table agreed: “to become Jewish you need conversion.
You can’t join the nation without the religion.” A participant in JPPI’s Glen Cove
conference reminded the group that Israel itself makes it hard for others not to view
its Jewishness through a religious lens by only offering “a religious path to marriage.”42

37

Notes taken in San Francisco seminar on 24-25 of February 2014 by Shmuel Rosner.

38

The quote from notes taken by Shmuel Rosner at the JPPI event in New York, Feb. 18, 2014.

39

In France, the report is based on answers to a questionnaire sent by the CRIF, see appendix.

40

Executive Council of Australian Jewry report, see appendix.

41

San Francisco, second seminar, notes taken by Shmuel Rosner.

42

See appendix for details on the Glen Cove conference.
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Thus, Jews’ intuitive tendency to turn to religion as they discuss Israel’s Jewishness
– that is, for Jews to think about Judaism the way they think about Christianity and
not the way they think about “Arab” – stems from their understanding of Judaism
and of Israel, from the context more familiar to them in their own communities, and
also, possibly, from the complicated dilemmas that a purely national definition of
Jewishness raise for Jews who hold other nationalities. Such dilemmas might find
remedy by opting to use definitions that are somewhat vague, but which seem to be
placed somewhere between religion and nationality. The report from the Brazilian
Jewish community contains a telling example of an attempt to struggle with the
proper definition: “In their statement that Israel should be the Jewish State, the
adjective ‘Jewish’ should be understood as belonging to the Jewish People, thus a
Jewish National State, a widely encompassing concept such as culture or civilization,
and not only pertaining to the Jewish religion, which is a more restricted notion even
if one acknowledges the fact that it was the origin of Judaism.” Another example can
be found in the detailed report from the New Israel Fund Australia that states: “’the
Jewish people’ comprises in this context not a body of co-religionists but an ethnocultural entity comprising the whole of the Jewish people throughout the world.”
Specific questions about the level of Jewish support for a Jewish and democratic
Israel are not often asked in surveys of Jews. But, in some cases, questions have been
asked that could give credence to the assumption that this formulation of Israel’s
character is the commonly accepted one for most Jews around the world. One
notable example of a telling question is the one asked in American Jewish Committee
surveys of American Jewish opinion: "Should the Palestinians be required or not be
required to recognize Israel as a Jewish state in a final peace agreement?"43 A vast
majority of respondents, in this case 96%, believe that such recognition should be
required. Of course, this is not a question specific to Israel’s self-definition. Still, this
position is significant when considered against other data from which it is clear that
US Jews have relatively little trust in the efforts made by the Israeli government to
achieve peace with the Palestinians.44 It tells us that even though Israel’s demand
for recognition as a Jewish state is somewhat controversial, and even though about
43 The numbers here are from the 2011 survey (http://www.ajc.org/site/apps/nlnet/content3.
aspx?c=7oJILSPwFfJSG&b=8479755&ct=12476755).
44 Pew: About four-in-ten American Jews (38%) think the current Israeli government is
making a sincere effort to bring about a peace settlement with the Palestinians, while 48% say
this is not the case.
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half of US Jews have little trust in Israel’s government sincerity in peacemaking, an
overwhelming majority of US Jews supports the demand.
The commonly stated interest of non-Israeli Jews in keeping Israel as a Jewish
state might not be a huge surprise, as "it is only as a Jewish state that Israel holds
special meaning" to Jews outside of Israel.45 A boldly stated position in the report
from a seminar of Hebrew speakers (American-Israelis) in Palo Alto, also shared by
many other JPPI seminar participants is that “if Israel isn’t a Jewish state there is no
justification to having it.” Surely, if Israel weren't Jewish there would be little or no
reason for it to have special meaning for non-Israeli Jews.
By all available accounts, Israel does hold special meaning to most Jews, so the
interest they have in keeping it Jewish cannot be overstated. “We feel it is our
homeland,” said a JPPI seminar participant in Cleveland. Strong language, with which
not all other participants would fully agree, but that generally captures the interest
in, and caring for, Israel among seminar participants – a mood that was obviously
impacted by the selection process of participants, as specified above. Nevertheless, it
is in keeping with known realities of Jewish communities and individuals. The recent
Pew study of American Jews found that about 70% of Jews feel a strong or some
emotional attachment to Israel.46 Another recent study found that 70% of American
Jews strongly or somewhat agree with the statement: "Caring about Israel is a very
important part of my being a Jew."47 49% of French Jews feel very close to Israel, while
37% more feel fairly close to it (47% in this poll said it would have been better for
them had they been born in Israel).48 In Britain, 72% of Jews define themselves as
Zionists, and 82% said that Israel has an important part in their lives as Jews.49 In
Sweden, 61% of Jews see "feeling of solidarity with Israel" as "very important" to
having a sense of Jewishness, and 31.7% more see a "certain importance" to having

45 Sasson, Theodore, (June 2009), “The New Realism: American Jews’ Views about Israel,”
AJC-American Jewish Committee
46 A Portrait of Jewish Americans - Findings from a Pew Research Center Survey of U.S. Jews.
2013.
47

AJC 2013 Survey of American Jewish Opinion

48

Cohen, Erik, (2011), The Jews of France Today - Identity and Values, BRIL.

49 Graham, David, Boyd Jonathan, (2010), “Committed, Concerned and Conciliatory: The
attitudes of Jews in Britain towards Israel,” Institute for Jewish Policy Research (JPR).
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such solidarity (7.4% see no importance).50 So, amid recent talk and data suggesting
that a shift is occurring in the way world Jews – especially the young Jews of North
America – view Israel, there is still an undeniable connection.51
As already stated, it is clear from JPPI’s seminars and other studies that both avid
supporters of Israel's current policies and Israel's Jewish critics tend to claim that
their vision of Israel is as Jewish and democratic. Politics partly determines the
interpretation of the formulation. “There is no urgency for Israel, or the Diaspora,
to set in stone what is meant by a Jewish and democratic state,” states a paper
submitted in advance of the London seminar.52 A participant in a San Francisco
seminar emphasized her desire for Israel “to make itself safer for all Jews by making
peace with the Palestinians,” while a participant in a Miami group dismissed such talk
as detrimental to Israel’s Jewishness. Questions specifically tailored53 to address the
issue of "Jewish and democratic" were asked in a study in the Boston area.54 In focus
groups of Jews, there seems to be a general acceptance of the Jewish and democratic

50 Dencik, Lars, (2005), ’Jewishness’ in Postmodernity: The Case of Sweden,” The Rappaport
Center for Assimilation Research and Strengthening Jewish Vitality Bar Ilan University – Faculty of
Jewish Studies.
51 It is interesting to note in this context that many of the analyses of a potentially weakening
connection of young American Jews to Israel highlight the role of interfaith marriage as a main driver
of such trend. Possibly, this points to members of the Jewish tribe who have an understandable
tendency to view Judaism as a religion more than a civilization, and hence lack the instinctively felt
connection to Israel. See, for example, the findings from the New York Community Study of 2011,
page 148: In short, a major reason for the drop in Israel attachment among the young is that so many
more of them are intermarried and, in addition, younger intermarried Jews are more distant from
Israel than their older counterparts. Even more than in the past, intermarriage today is associated
with a decreased attachment to Israel”.
52 In London, and some other communities, papers written by individuals were transferred to JPPI
– usually, but not in all cases, or people unable to personally attend a JPPI seminar.
53 In the Boston area focus groups, the question was: "Today, Arab citizens of Israel comprise
roughly one-fifth of Israel’s population within the 1967 borders. Advocates for equal rights
for the Arab minority contend that, as a democracy, Israel must become a "state of all of its
citizens." Others respond that Israel is first and foremost a state of the Jewish people, and that
too much emphasis on equality will undermine the Jewish character of the state. What do you
think? Can Israel be both a democratic state of all of its citizens and at the same time a state of
the Jewish people?"
54 See: Sasson, Theodore, (June 2009), “The New Realism: American Jews’ Views about Israel,”
AJC-American Jewish Committee. Thirty focus groups of Jews from all denominations were
moderated and summed by Sasson both at his study and in his book: Sasson, Theodore, (2013),
The New American Zionism, NYU Press (from page 114).
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formulation by the majority of participants, despite interpretive differences of its
precise meaning.
Thus, it is reasonable to claim that the Jewish and democratic formulation is
probably a useful if vague "litmus test" by which to separate those who want to be
"legitimate" participants in the larger Jewish conversation about Israel from those
(at the far religious right or far liberal left) who don't much mind being stationed
"beyond the pale" of a community conversation. Such an argument was made by
(former) President of the Union for Reform Judaism, Rabbi Eric Yoffie: “If you fail
to affirm your commitment to Israel as a Jewish and democratic state, you are also
outside the camp.”55 JPPI seminar discussions seemed to affirm this notion: very few
participants challenged the idea of a Jewish and democratic Israel, and a vast majority
of participants accepted the premise of the discussion – that is, to talk about the
tensions inherent to Israel being both Jewish and democratic.
Of course, concluding that this is what Jews support should be made with a note of
caution: in JPPI seminars participants were not asked to say if they want Israel to be
Jewish and democratic, but rather how they want Israel to be Jewish and democratic.
Nevertheless, we believe that the small number of cases in which a challenge to
our premise was raised is a reliable sign that dissent in most Jewish circles from
the premise is marginal.56 This was not always the case, however, and the practical
implementation of the premise was hotly debated. Even in groups where some
unease could be detected regarding the markedly particularistic nature of a Jewish
state, the tendency of participants was still not to want to discard the Jewish and
democratic conceptual framework (there were of course exceptions to this general
tendency that should not be ignored).57
Again, the report from the NIF Australia is good testimony to this claim: “It was also
generally accepted that, if and to the extent that that characterization of Israel as a
55 Yoffie , Eric H., (June 2011), “Thin-Ice: Criticism vs. Loyalty in Israel-Diaspora Relations,
Union for Reform Judaism (URJ), The Israeli Presidential Conference.
56 The most creative challenge to the premise was made in a London seminar with a participant
proposing to replace “Jewish and democratic” with “Zionist and liberal”.
57 Two examples or dissenting views similar to which could be found in many of the communities
surveyed (but were not the majority view in any community): A participant in a Palo Alto seminar
(for English speakers) said that the “mind set” of a need for “a Jewish state” is outdated. A paper
submitted in London argues that “a modern state can be either democratic and the state of all its
citizens or it can be the state of one ethnic\religious group – it cannot be both”.
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Jewish state departs from an idealized model of a liberal, Western secular democracy
that treats all its citizens exactly the same, the departure is justified on an exception
basis, as is self-determination for the Palestinian people in a Palestinian state.” The
Australian report also states, “the majority further agreed that full justification of
Israel as a Jewish state requires implementation of a two-state solution and the end
of Israeli military administration of the West Bank.” This is an example of even harsh
critics of Israel still speak in the language and within the framework of the “Jewish
and democratic” formulation.
In the above-mentioned Boston focus groups, Jews with leftist views at times focused
on "the need to preserve Israel's Jewish and democratic character" when arguing that
Israel should end "its rule over millions of Palestinians." Statements of political leaders
on the left, such as that from J Street founder and critic of Israel’s policies Jeremy
Ben Ami are similar in nature: "Israel desperately needs a two-state solution if it is to
remain both Jewish and democratic."58 JPPI seminar participants made many similar.
“Please make sure to have the occupation end by the time you submit your report,” a
New York seminar participant sarcastically remarked to the moderator.59
This emphasizes the fact that not all interpretations of the term "Jewish and
democratic" are identical. As Jews refrain from challenging the general formulation
they still struggle with both its possible meaning in practice, and with questions
related to the legitimacy of deviating from it. For Yoffie, its meaning for Israel is
“having a secure Jewish majority and being democratic in the commonly accepted
meaning of that term. Affirming policies that make it impossible for Israel ever to
be Jewish and democratic, and that condemn Israel to being either a bi-national or,
God forbid, a non-democratic state, means abandoning classical Zionist values.” For
others, like some of the participants of the JPPI seminar in Brazil, the meaning seems
quite different in many ways: “Judaism should guide Israeli democracy, and not viceversa, prioritizing the uniqueness of the Jewish people and the State of the Jewish
People.”60

58 Ben Ami, Jeremy, (Nov., 2012), “America’s Jewish Vote,” New York Times (http://www.nytimes.
com/2012/11/13/opinion/americas-jewish-vote.html?_r=0).
59

From notes taken by Shmuel Rosner.

60 The report from Brazil is hardly one-dimensional on this issue: “Some discussants consider
that when political and Jewish views are being confronted, one should privilege Jewish views. Others
would rather have democracy above Judaism”.
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For Jews around the world, keeping the formulation “Jewish and democratic” was
a common denominator of seminar discussions. But this common denominator
occasionally hit a wall when sensitive questions were brought to the fore. For
example, in some JPPI seminars the hypersensitive question of how Israel could keep
its Jewish majority was raised, i.e. what measures of keeping a Jewish majority would
participants consider legitimate. On one hand, in many communities participants
shared the view that a “clear majority of its citizens being of Jewish heritage” is a
condition for Israel to be Jewish, as the report from the Jewish Federation of Ocean
County, New Jersey states. On the other hand, how to preserve a Jewish majority
while not infringing on democratic values is a question not always easy for Jews to
deal with, and not just in JPPI seminars.
This was evident, for example, in a dialogue between two American Jews of markedly
left persuasion, Michael Lerner of Tikkun Magazine and Peter Beinart, author of
the much talked about book “The Crisis of Zionism.” Lerner asked: “Would it be
acceptable in your mind to have a democratic Israel if through demographic changes
a majority of Israelis were Palestinians? Or would you say that to preserve its Jewish
character it would be permissible to infringe on its democratic character?” Beinart’s
response attempted to dodge the question as being too theoretical, while going on
to make a statement that is compatible with democratic-liberal values: "We are a
long way away from the time when an Israeli state would have an Arab majority, but
if Israelis thought that was about to happen, I would oppose any measures (such as
expulsion of Arabs) designed to coercively impose a Jewish majority."61
Many participants in JPPI seminars, with patently liberal political views gave answers
very similar to Beinart's62 – that is, dismissing the necessity as unlikely to arise (and in
many cases focusing on the situation in the West Bank as the only possible danger to
a Jewish majority,) while still expressing great unease about any artificial administrative
measure that might serve the cause of keeping a Jewish majority in Israel. 63
61 Michael Lerner, "Building a Jewish and Democratic State: A Conversation with Peter
Beinart", Tikkun, May 2012. (http://www.tikkun.org/nextgen/building-a-jewish-and-democraticstate-a-conversation-with-peter-beinart)
62 This question was raised, for example, in the two Webinars for Canadian leaders on
January 28, 2014, moderated by Shmuel Rosner, where several participants agreed that they
"cannot envision any legitimate measure to keep a Jewish majority" – other than having a
majority by way of having more births and Jewish immigration to the country.
63

A quote from the New York seminar, Shmuel Rosner notes.
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This was one of several questions that forced participants into thinking about their
priorities in cases where they believe there are inherent contradictions between
keeping Israel Jewish and keeping it democratic. In some seminars these presumed
contradictions came to the fore not because moderators believed there are
inherent contradictions between Jewish and democratic values, but rather, because
participants believed this to be the case, or because participants believed other
people believe this to be the case.
All in all, there were three principal strategies participants employed in tackling
questions with a clear contradiction (rather than a simpler tension):
A. Denying the contradiction – namely, in most cases, declaring the ultimate
Jewish interest to be a democratic one. Those participants generally argued that
the democratic component of the equation – assuming there is an equation –
trumps the Jewish component.
B. Making a clear choice between the two values. In the Chicago seminar, for
example, “one speaker said that democracy is the ultimate because it is
necessary for the ultimate survival of the state. The other opinion is that the
most important thing is the Jewishness of the state – that should be the ultimate
measure because that is the essence of Israel.”64
C. Looking for other ways to circumvent what might be perceived as inconsistencies
in their own democratic beliefs. While wanting Israel to remain Jewish, some
participants did make exceptions for Israel for different reasons. This was evident
in some discussions about the Law of Return, which some seminar participants
viewed as incompatible with democratic values, yet they still opposed Israel
tampering with it. Thus, a participant in a JPPI seminar in Toronto Canada stated,
"the Law of Return did violate democratic norms but was justified because of the
historic and ongoing persecution of Jews." A San Francisco participant made a
similar statement: “the Law of Return has the most compelling justification, even
if it is not democratic.”
Last word on “Jewish and democratic” as a common denominator: Since there is such
high level of acceptance of the formulation of Israel as a "Jewish and democratic state,"
there are also occasional debates concerning the legitimacy of views advocating other
formulations. The issue was recently discussed (in the US) in Jewish communal circles
64

Quote from the summary of the seminar by Dr. Shlomo Fischer.
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because of the insistence of the Jewish students’ organization, Hillel International, on
not giving credence and on not hosting speakers who oppose the existence of Israel
"as a Jewish and democratic state."65 The Hillel guidelines, demanding that all Hillel
branches refrain from hosting such speakers, are opposed by groups of dissenting
students. The students do not necessarily oppose the Jewish and democratic
formulation, but insist on what they deem their right to hear out arguments against
this formulation under Hillel auspices66 (they insist on other things as well, such as
their claimed right to host BDS supporters at Hillel chapters.)67
As mentioned above, there are good indications from which to conclude, as a general
rule, the support for the "Jewish and democratic" formulation is a relatively safe way
to define the boundaries of mainstream Jewish communities. Yet one phenomenon
that is associated with the younger generation of Jews is their growing impatience
with any boundaries that preclude hearing the range of views acceptable to the
Jewish community. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that even while the broader
Jewish community supports a Jewish and democratic Israel, voices advocating other
formulations (bi-national state, neutral state, etc.) may grow louder in the coming
years, and might be granted more space at the Jewish table. Such a development,
if not reversed because of changing circumstances or because of intentional and
successful campaigns for change, could lead to some measure of erosion in the
relative consensus over the Jewish and democratic formulation.

65 Interestingly, Israel’s Basic Law: The Knesset doesn’t allow a candidate or a list participate
in the election if “its objects or actions, expressly or by implication, include one of the following:
(1) negation of the existence of the State of Israel as the state of the Jewish people; (2) negation
of the democratic character of the State; (3) incitement to racism”.
66 See, for example: Nussbaum Cohen, Debra, (Jan. 2014), “Hillel’s 'loyalty test’ puts the
kibosh on left-wing Israel events, critics say,“Haaretz (http://www.haaretz.com/news/features/.
premium-1.566808).
67

Notes from Shmuel Rosner’s conversation with “Open Hillel” leader.
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Do Diaspora Jews Think Israel is
Currently Jewish and Democratic?
Most Diaspora Jews express dissatisfaction with Israel’s treatment of “religion
and state” issues, and consider this a deviation from Jewish and democratic
standards.
As Jews around the world consider the question of whether Israel currently meets
the Jewish and democratic threshold, at times they divide the formulation into its
two component parts. They ask whether Israel is Jewish enough, and whether it is
democratic enough. But at other times they treat the two components as one, as we
will demonstrate. The answer is not unanimous in all cases, but areas of agreement
and disagreement can be mapped to identify where, in the eyes of world Jews, Israel
fails to meet its Jewish/democratic standards.
One area in which a clear majority of Jews express dissatisfaction with Israel's standards
–as recorded in previous studies and in JPPI seminars – is the relationship of religion
and state. Interestingly, even though this area is nominally about the Jewish nature
of Israel, most criticism of Israel related to this topic focuses on the impact of Israel's
construct of the state-religion relationship on its democratic nature. The following
example, a statement by Reform Jewish leader Rabbi Rick Jacobs is typical of this
line of censure. Jacobs, talking about the status of the Reform and the Conservative
Jewish streams in Israel said, "[Israel is] the only democracy in the world that legally
discriminates against the streams of Judaism representing the majority of Jews in the
world and the overwhelming number of Jews in the US."68 Clearly, the complaint
concerns the way Judaism is handled in Israel – officially dominated by the Orthodox
rabbinate – yet his language refers to democracy and legal discrimination.
An opposite phenomenon can be identified when non-Israeli Jews criticize Israel for
lacking in democratic values – for example in its treatment of the Bedouin community
68 Jacobs spoke at a meeting with Knesset members. See: Farkash, Tali, (Nov. 2013), “Rabbi
Stav lashes out at Reform Jews,” Ynet, (http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4452898,00.
html).
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– while often choosing to present the deficiency discussed in Jewish terms. When 500
rabbis sent a letter to the Israeli government protesting the plan to resettle groups of
Bedouins in the Negev, they chose to write, "As rabbis, we are moved to take action
on this issue because we believe that Israel must live up to the Jewish and democratic
values on which the country was founded."69 Similarly, when now Mayor of Chicago
Rahm Emanuel sent a letter to Israel's ambassador in Washington, protesting Israel's
rejection of Sudanese refugees at the border, he was referring to Jewish experience
and sensitivities, rather than to general liberal values. This is apparent in his main
source of reference: "I am writing today to express my disappointment that Israel
would turn away any person fleeing from persecution. … [I]f any country should
understand the special needs of those affected by the genocide in Darfur, it should
be Israel."70 In these cases, critics tie policies that are not instinctively associated with
the “Jewishness” of Israel to it.
So in criticizing Israel, Jews at times choose to raise a democratic flag over issues
related to Israel's Jewish character, and they also choose to use Jewish language in
protesting what they perceive as a lack of democratic sensitivity. Of course, the mixing
of such messages is no coincidence. It could be argued that – consciously or not – by
invoking Jewish values and democratic values in cases that without intrinsic content
related to Judaism and/or democracy, non-Israeli Jews attempt to gain further
sway with Israelis. That is, they assume that the Israeli audience vis-à-vis the abovementioned concerns is more sensitive to democratic arguments when speaking, for
example, about the treatment of Jewish streams (as most Israelis have little familiarity
and understanding of Judaism other than Orthodox, and hence are less likely to be
attentive to Jewish values claims in this instance). Likewise, they assume that Israelis
are more receptive to Jewish values arguments when speaking about the rights of
minorities such as the Bedouins than they are to arguments based on democratic
values because they intuitively elevate Jewish values over other considerations.
Criticism of Israel has become more acceptable in recent years, and much more
common in Jewish circles. This has been shown and discussed in many previous
studies, including some by JPPI; the areas of criticisms are many. Naturally, doubts

69 Jacobs, Jill, (Sep. 2013), “U.S. Jews see the Bedouin issues as a test for Jewish values - and
donations,” Haaretz (http://www.haaretz.com/opinion/.premium-1.545133).
70 See: Rosner, Shmuel, (August 2007), “Action-Oriented Morality: How can Israel turn away
refugees from Darfur?,” Slate Magazine.
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about Israel's policies and conduct may foment negative trends of detachment from
it in the Diaspora, but as explained in the past,71 this is not necessarily the case.
Reservations can also be evidence of "American Jews who care sufficiently about Israel
to seek to influence her…”72 that is, criticism based on a positive strengthening of
concern and attachment. And there is another positive aspect that can be suggested:
"paradoxically, it seems that one of the reasons [for which identified Jews feel freer to
criticize Israel than in the past] is precisely because Israel‘s fundamental security and
stability seem assured."73
Criticism of Israel’s current policies was not uncommon in JPPI seminars. Many
participants claimed that Israel could be a better “Jewish and democratic” state.
In the context of this study, the criticisms expressed can be divided into five main
themes that repeatedly arose in seminars:
1. Israel's democracy is challenged by the control it has over a disenfranchised
Palestinian society.74
2. Israel's democracy is weakened as a result of the inequality between Jews and
Arabs within Israel (a typical quote, from the Washington seminar: "Don't
exclude Arab citizens from basic rights.").
3. Israel's democracy is weakened as a result of the enforcement of Orthodox
behavioral norms in civil society, most of which is secular.
4. Israel's Jewish character is, paradoxically weakened by the dominant force of
Orthodox Judaism, which ignores Jewish variety (a typical quote from Miami: "As
a Jewish State, Israel needs to be pluralistic and Jewishly diverse.").
5. Israel's Jewish character weakened as a result of most Israelis’ ignorance of Jewish
traditions, values, and, history.

71 See: Rosner, Shmuel, (2012), “Agreeing to Disagree: Jewish peoplehood – Between Attachment
and criticism,” JPPI (http://jppi.org.il/uploads/Agreeing_to_Disagree-Jewish_Peoplehood_Between_
Attachment_and_Criticism.pdf)
72 Sasson, Theodore, (2010), “Mass Mobilization to Direct engagement: American Jews’ changing
Relationship to Israel,” Israel Studies, volume 15, number 2.
73

Mirsky, Yehudah, (2011), “Rethinking Peoplehood and Israel-Diaspora Relations,” JPPI

74 As we've shown above, the "democratic" arguments are often presented with "Jewish" language
and vice versa. In this part of the analysis we place complaints against and criticisms of Israel where
we think they belong.
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Israel and the Jewish Sphere:
Discussions Related to
Intra-Jewish Tensions
Non-Israeli Jews reject religious legislation as a way to express Israel’s Jewishness;
most believe that Israel must be more pluralistic and inclusive than today with
respect to non-Orthodox streams.
Of these themes, three and four were the most common and agreed upon. That is, the
themes related to Israel's established and formal expressions of Judaism. “Throughout
the discussion, it became apparent that the underlying issue of pluralism in Israel
was the main topic that should have been raised from the beginning,” reported the
moderator of the JPPI seminar in New Orleans.
We found a cross-denominational dissatisfaction with Israel's rabbinate. To a lesser
extent but still widespread we also found dissatisfaction with the status of nonOrthodox Jewish streams in Israel, which included sharp criticism of Israel's marriage
and conversion laws. JPPI seminar participants in almost all locations were disinclined
to see any suggestion of religious legislation as an acceptable form of expressing
Israel's "Jewishness." A group in a Cleveland seminar “agreed that Shabbat should
be different than the other six days – but didn’t want it to be ‘like Iran.’” Most Jews
want few if any laws regulating Shabbat, beyond the law designating Shabbat as the
official day of rest. Most seem reluctant to accept laws regulating dietary restrictions.
These sentiments correspond with many previous studies in which Jews around
the world, but especially in North America, expressed their uneasiness with Israel's
religious policies. According to a recent American Jewish Committee Annual Survey
of American Jewish Opinion, 43% of respondents supported a separation of religion
and state in Israel, and 25% more supported the view that religion should play less of
a role in Israel's life.75
75 The question was: "Which of these statements best represents your opinion of the role of
religion in the State of Israel?". Response: 43% separation, 25% less of a role for religion, 23% for
"current relationship is best" and 6% for "religion should play more of a role".
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There were participants who suggested a "complete withdrawal from the public
sphere, especially in regards to the Jewish religion” (Chicago), and that “religion and
State should be separated so as to guarantee the State’s laity as well as the respect
for human rights” (Brazil). At the same time, other voices expressed unease with the
possibility of "complete withdrawal." In Atlanta, a participant stated, “the Shabbat
atmosphere in Jerusalem and Israel was very special. Would not want to lose that.”
Had more ultra-Orthodox discussants participated in our groups, such voices would
probably be somewhat more numerous.
The views of most participants can be located somewhere between the two polar
positions of no-Jewish-rules and many-Jewish-rules. Jews expressed a desire for some
Jewish atmosphere, while leaving most of the room for individual or local communal
expressions. "Each person should be free to express their religion in the manner
they saw fit.” (Atlanta); “There should be recognition of certain Jewish aspects and
symbols such as Shabbat and the calendar. However, how these Jewish aspects
should be expressed or celebrated should be left up to the individual... Judaism
and Jewishness should be separated from the state and given over to individual
autonomy.” (Chicago).
In JPPI seminars, participants were asked specifically to address the right way for Israel
to "observe" Shabbat. The debate over Israel's Shabbat is a never-ending discussion.
Just recently, a battle of sorts erupted in Jerusalem over the right of a cinema owner
to operate his business on Shabbat – one of many such debates spanning decades.76
Several attempts have been made in the past to reach a broader Israeli consensus
over the principles that would govern the Israeli Shabbat, the most notable of them
is the so-called Gavison-Medan Covenant, in which the general idea was to establish
Shabbat as "the official day of rest in Israel.77 Persons will not be employed and will
not be required to work in manufacturing, trade or services on the Sabbath. Cultural
events, entertainment and a reduced schedule of public transportation will be
permitted to meet demand."

76 See: Eisenbud, Daniel k., (16/03/2014), “Secular Campaign to Open Sleek Jerusalem Cinema on
Sabbath Suffers Setback,” Jerusalem Post (http://www.jpost.com/National-News/Battle-to-keep-sleekJerusalem-cinema-open-on-Sabbath-suffers-setback-345550)
77 See: Artsieli , Yoav, (2004), “The Gavison-Medan Covenant: Main Points and Principles,” The
Israel Democracy Institute (IDI) (http://www.gavison-medan.org.il/FileServer/792c573c471c12fd8eac
98ae9e21cc89.pdf)
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A more recent paper by The Institute for Zionist Strategies further developed the ideas
encapsulated in the Gavison-Medan Covenant to propose a fully developed "law to
normalize the public character of the Sabbath."78 In both cases, the Israeli proposals
were based on differentiation between activity of "commerce" and that of "culture."
It is interesting to see that in most Diaspora communities such differentiations were
rare – and the common differentiation acknowledged was between state activity
(which a vast majority of participants agreed should be banned on Shabbat), and
private activity (which a majority of participants believed the state should not
forcibly ban on Shabbat).
Generally speaking, participants in most JPPI seminars were quite reluctant to
advocate for state involvement in Shabbat's design (other than declaring it the day
of rest, and closing government offices on that day). And this is true even though
we can reliably assume that participants in JPPI seminars were tilting, as a rule, more
conservatively than the Jewish communities as a whole. In other words, most seminar
participants tended to reject even the proposal for rules of “compromise” on which
Israeli documents such as the Gavison-Medan Covenant are based.
The reluctance to countenance state intervention in the observance of Shabbat derives
both from the belief that this kind of intervention infringes on people's individual
rights – in Brazil there were some voices, especially from the younger generation,
that "consider it ‘undemocratic’ not to permit public transportation on Shabbat.”
But in some cases the desire to free Shabbat of government involvement was also
based on the assumption that such involvement erodes rather than strengthens the
power of Shabbat. "If Orthodox Judaism was not rammed down people’s throats,
there would be a greater appreciation of the religious Jewish dimension of identity,"
said a participant in Toronto, giving voice to a sentiment expressed by many other
participants, especially from the US, where participants seems to believe that the
separation of Church and State is the very reason why, paradoxically, the US is so
religious in character.79
78 Eliash, Nadav, Aviad Hominer, Eyal Berger, and Ariel Finkelstain, (Februar 2014), “The Israeli
Shabbat,” The Institute for Zionist Strategies (IZS) (http://izs.org.il/eng/?father_id=454&catid=462)
79 Such understanding of the American sphere of religion is quite common. See, for example,
the following: “Religious belief and practice remain vibrant in the United States despite - or more
likely, because of - the separation of church and state”. From the Boisi Center papers on Religion
in the United states (https://www.bc.edu/content/dam/files/centers/boisi/pdf/bc_papers/BCPChurchState.pdf)
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Take a look at some quotes and reports from different JPPI discussions: "Decisions
about Shabbat (and other issues) should be made locally and in a decentralized
fashion.” (Chicago); “Shabbat is important, but citizens should be able to choose for
themselves the degree to which, and the manner in which, it is observed.” (Canada);80
“Shabbat in some fashion should be marked as the day of rest however, individual
choice and freedom should be preserved and people who wished to shop etc. should
be enabled to.” (Canada);81 “[a] number of the participants supported the approach
in which decision making in regard to issues like Shabbat should be decentralized
– every community, including the non-Jewish ones, should make its own rules."
(Toronto).
In Atlanta, two diametrically opposed opinions were voiced. One was that “any
institutionalization of Shabbat rules constitutes a violation of democracy. Any
deviation from strict neutrality of the public sphere would constitute a violation
of equal treatment for all citizens." But as mentioned above, some participants also
expressed the opposite opinion: losing “the Shabbat atmosphere… would turn
Israel into just any other country and its specialness would be lost." A third opinion
presented at the meeting seems like an attempt to bridge the two differing views:
"There should be local decisions concerning how to handle Shabbat, whether to
close streets or public transportation or what… [Israel should] construct Shabbat as
a matter of individual preference: If people did not want to work on Shabbat, they
should not have any sanctions applied to them, however, if people did want to work,
they should be allowed to…"
That the Israeli calendar should be the Jewish calendar was widely agreed upon
among our discussants, but many participants argued that having set the dates,
the government should then step aside and let Jewish Israelis celebrate and mark
their holidays as they wish, without attempting to nudge them toward certain
behavioral habits.82 A discussant in a Canadian seminar proposed "adherence of the
Jewish calendar, with the Knesset not sitting on Shabbat unless for emergencies or
extraordinary circumstances; El Al not flying on Shabbat, but Ben Gurion Airport
open to other airlines. Public transport operates - not state run." Some still argued
80

This is from Canada's webinar 1.

81

Canada, Webinar 2.

82 There were few suggestions by participants to add to the official calendar a date or two based
on the Muslim calendar, by way of making Israel more inclusive toward its Arab minority.
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though that the state could support institutions and programs that aim to assist
Israelis with practicing their Jewishness in certain ways, but that if it does give such
support then it should make it available to all streams of Judaism and also to "civic
alternatives”83 that are religiously and culturally neutral. Education as a to strengthen
Shabbat was mentioned in some communities: "Religion should continue to play
a role in Israel’s public life, especially in autonomous public education for religious
communities, as long as the various arrangements in place suit the preferences of
most members of Israel’s Jewish and non-Jewish religious communities." (ECAJ).
The issue of the treatment of Jewish "streams" – that is, how Israel communicates and
treats Conservative, Reform and Jews of other denominations that are not Orthodox
- very often came up in discussions, and most participants agreed that Israel should
be more inclusive and pluralistic about its Judaism. This issue was front and center in
all discussions about the Jewish character of Israel at JPPI's Glen Cove conference. In
one of the more dramatic moments of the conference, as mentioned in the summary
chapter, a non-Orthodox Jewish leader pleaded with the participants to consider the
fact that while her devotion to Israel is categorical, she can't ignore the fact that she
has no place in Israel in which she can feel secure as she practices non-Orthodox
Judaism.
Jews in communities all around the world seem to agree that Israel's Orthodox
monopoly is not compatible with it being Jewish and democratic. This assertion,
again, rests on two different legs: that rejection of certain Jewish ways of practice
makes Israel less Jewish – and that it makes Israel less democratic.
It makes Israel less Jewish, in the eyes of these Jews, as it limits the full participation
of all Jews in the life of the Jewish state. The example of the Western Wall – that is,
the inability of non-Orthodox Jewish women to hold services at the Kotel in ways
compatible with their own understanding of Judaism – was commonly cited by Jews
who are unhappy with Israel's religious preferences, and was often mentioned in
JPPI seminars. JPPI's previous research stated that "young Jewish Americans are not
fond of the fact that the Kotel plaza has a strict separation policy between men and
women, and that the responsibility for enforcing it is in the hands of an Orthodox
rabbi who applies to all visitors the rules of behavior that agree with his conception
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The term borrowed from a participant in a San Francisco seminar.
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of Judaism"84 Most Israelis also support the demands made by Women of the Wall to
be able to pray at the Kotel.85
Recently, Natan Sharansky, as chairman of the Jewish Agency, devised a compromise
to resolve the Western Wall controversy, and negotiations over the exact details of
his plan are still ongoing.86 It was evident in JPPI seminars, though, that this issue is
still a sore wound that has greatly affected the way non-Orthodox Jews view Israel.
For Israel to be "Jewish" it is essential for it not to be exclusively the jurisdiction of one
stream. "Israel should accept all Jews." (San Francisco); "I believe that Israel is right
now a Jewish Orthodox Democracy. It needs to be more Jewishly inclusive, i.e. that
a Conservative or Reform Convert be acknowledge/accepted as a Jew. As a Jewish
State, Israel needs to be pluralistic and Jewishly diverse." (Miami); "When you give the
rabbinate ability to decide on rules of Judaism it's a slippery slope.” (Washington);
"Israel should have a more pluralistic Jewish character, and thus give room to other
non-Orthodox conceptions of Judaism." (Toronto).
Insistent arguments that Israel accept all streams of Judaism rest not just on Jewish
arguments, but also, to a large extent, on democratic arguments. In fact, it is
interesting to note that the two points raised in regard to this issue also correspond
with geography: the Jewish claim relates to Diaspora Jewry and the need to include
its members in the Israeli Jewish sphere (the vast majority of world Jews aren't
Orthodox).87 Democratic arguments claim the right of non-Orthodox Israelis to
be unburdened by state infringement on their rights as citizens to express their
religious-national sentiments in ways compatible with their own set of beliefs and
84

Rosner, Shmuel, (2011), “Debating religion and state, debating distancing,“ JPPI

85 See: Herman, Tamar, (May 2013), “Israeli public opinion on the Women of the Wall,” IDI (http://
en.idi.org.il/analysis/articles/israeli-public-opinion-on-the-women-of-the-wall). From the analysis:
"the survey data show that support for the demand of the Women of the Wall to be allowed to pray
at the Western Wall while wearing prayer shawls and phylacteries is not distributed evenly Israeli
Jewish public, and is concentrated in Israelis who were born in Europe and America and their children
(with the exception of Israelis born in the former Soviet Union), university educated Israelis, and
traditional and secular Israelis. In contrast, support for the Women of the Wall is far lower among
Israelis who were born in Asia and Africa, among Israelis with a low level of education, among
religious Jews in Israel, and—even lower—among Haredim".
86 See: Kershner, Isabel, (9.4.2013), “Compromise Is Proposed on Western Wall Praying,” New
York Times. Also see: JPPI's annual assessment 2012-2013, page 203, "Women of the Wall: Toward
Compromise or Continued Conflict".
87 Estimations about the number of Orthodox Jews in the world range between 1.5 million and 2
million out of 13-14 million Jews in total.
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values. In Brazil, for example, it was mentioned that young people consider the ban
on women's prayer near the Kotel to be "undemocratic."
The assertion, more generally, that an Orthodox monopoly on Israel’s Judaism is
undemocratic was very common in JPPI seminars. This was raised in regards to the
Kotel issue, but even more so by invoking the issue of marriage laws in Israel. "The
religious monopoly over matters of personal status in marriage, divorce, conversion
and accommodation of non-Orthodox streams of Judaism should be reviewed with
the aim of providing equity among all Jewish streams… without the organs of the
State imposing decisions about internal religious questions” (ECAJ, Australia); "
The Rabbinate should have less authority with respect to marriage, for example.”
(Canada); “Religious liberal movements should be ensured the same rights granted
today to [the] Orthodox and Ultra-Orthodox in subjects such as marriages, divorces,
burials and kashrut.” (Brazil).
The issue of Israeli matrimonial law is complicated, and a plethora of discussions and
papers have been dedicated to it.88 As such, the discussions and comments of JPPI
seminar participants regarding marriage hardly covered the many difficulties, and
rarely, if at all, proffered a serious alternative model for marriage in Israel. They did,
however, show that a sizable group views current Israeli matrimonial law as improper,
harmful, and incompatible with the values of a majority of Jews. That said, one of
the main arguments in support of Israel's current system is that it "prevent[s] the
division of the Jewish people, which might occur if the Jewish lineage is not properly
preserved in accordance with the religious law."89 It is worth noting that this system
may or may not assist in preserving Jewish lineage, but it is definitely has negative
implications on preserving a value-based unity of the Jewish people.
The report from the community in France says this succinctly: "For an overwhelming
majority, the creation of the civil marriage is seen as a condition to attain a Jewish
democracy."
88 The most recent significant addition to this stack of proposals is the paper by Westreich,
Avishalom, and Pinhas Shifman, (2013), “A civil legal framework for marriage and divorce in Israel,”
Metzilah Center (Edited by Prof. Ruth Gavison).
89 See Westreich and Shifman, note number 6: Eliav Shochetman, “The Question of Civil Marriage
in Israel”, Landau’s Festschrift (ed. Aharon Barak and Elinoar Mazuz, Vol. 3, 1995), pp.1561-1564 (heb.)
(henceforth: Shochetman, Civil Marriage); Zvi Triger, “A Homeland for Love: Marriage and Divorce
between Jews in the State of Israel”, Law, Society, and Culture – Trials of Love (2005), pp.198-207
(heb.) (henceforth: Triger, A Homeland for Love).
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The Majority-Minority Sphere:
Discussions related to
Jewish-Arab Tensions
Almost all Diaspora Jews support equality between Arab and Jewish Israelis in
terms of the rights of individuals, but most express doubt about granting national
group rights to Israel’s Arab minority; most Jews support Israel’s continued use
of Jewish state symbols, but also believe that Israel must be sensitive in these
matters.
Debates over the current state of Israel’s Jewish and democratic character became
more heated and less consensual, when issues related to Israel's defense, foreign and
social policies were raised. Many participants in JPPI seminars thought that the West
Bank situation is a sign that Israel is not democratic enough. "Israel should no longer
have the Palestinian population under its jurisdiction," states a seminar summary from
Brazil. Jews in many communities are critical of Israel's Palestinian policy and are not
convinced that Israel has made a sincere effort to improve the situation (more on this in
the next chapter).90 But the Palestinian issue is hardly the only one raised in the context
of majority-minority relations. Israel’s treatment of foreign workers and the settlement of
its Bedouin community, were also cited as detrimental to Israel's Jewish and democratic
identity. Indeed, when these issues were discussed most groups were more divided in their
assessment of Israeli policies, often split according to participants’ political affiliations.
In one seminar, a heated debate ensued over the question of whether Arab citizens
are treated equally in Israel, even though participants agreed that their level of
knowledge was not up to the task of making a valid judgment on the issue. This
lack of nuanced knowledge was a prominent (and understandable) feature of JPPI
seminar discussions. However, putting this limited knowledge aside, the belief
that Israeli Arabs do not enjoy full equality was widely held. This was true even for
90 Pew, on American Jews: About four-in-ten American Jews (38%) think the current Israeli
government is making a sincere effort to bring about a peace settlement with the Palestinians, while
48% say this is not the case.
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participants who showed little patience for accommodating Arab "discomfort
with Jewish symbols" (when asked about the anthem, flag and state symbols) and
who had stated belief that "comfort isn't a democratic right."91 Participants in JPPI
groups largely made it clear that Israel is either not equal enough, or doesn't well
communicate the fact that it is equal.
Obviously, this report doesn't aim to determine if Israel treats its minorities properly.
Our aim is to report the perceptions of Diaspora Jews on this issue – and how
they influence their views on Israel as a Jewish and democratic state. JPPI seminar
discussions on what was defined as “Jewish-Arab tensions” focused on the following
five questions and themes:
1. Is Israel truly a country with equal rights for its non-Jewish citizens?
2. Does Israel need to only give equal rights to individuals, or should it also give
equal status or footing to minority groups?
3. What are the boundaries beyond which minority rights become a threat to Israel
as both Jewish and democratic?
4. What legitimate means can the state utilize to preserve its Jewishness – both
culturally and demographically?
5. How does Israel's treatment of minorities correspond with the larger regional
context and the Israeli-Arab, or Israeli-Palestinian, conflict?
The first question was answered with relative consensus, if not regarding the
assessment of the current situation, then certainly in the conclusions that stemmed
from it. "What seemed to be most important in regard to democratic [values] was
equality before the law and equal rights for all the citizens of Israel," states the report
from the Chicago seminar. "I'm not sure if I'm knowledgeable enough to accurately
assess the state of equality for Arab Israelis – but I do know that my expectation
would be for such assessment to be honestly made, and then for the state to fix all
the areas in which equality is not there," a participant in New York said. These two
statements succinctly capture the almost unanimous view that equality for Arab
Israelis is essential. This gold standard was expressed as: "Justice for all and protection
of rights of all citizens (as enunciated in the Declaration of Independence)" (Canada,
webinar-1); "Equality for all citizens of the country… this includes support of absolute
91

New York seminar, Shmuel Rosner ‘s notes.
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legal, social and political equality for all its citizens." (Miami); "Equality before the law
and equal rights for all the citizens of Israel" (Chicago); "Respect for cultural diversity
and plurality." (Brazil); "The people who really do not identify with the Jewish contents
of the state should be respected." (Atlanta); “Israel must not lose its democratic
nature, state institutions must provide equal services to all, and minorities must get
their proper share of state resources in things like education etc. This should not
compromise the Jewish ethos.” (South Africa).
When differences on this issue did arise among discussants, they were with respect
to two main questions: 1) Is there equality today? and 2) What exactly constitutes
equality?
In many of our seminars a sizable number of participants were dissatisfied with
Israel's current state of equality for its non-Jewish citizens (mostly with respect to
Arabs, but to other groups as well). In some cases participants mentioned specific
examples that troubled them, such as the status of the Arabic language in Israel, and
the obstacles Arab Israelis face in buying land.92 The 2003 Or Commission Report
and its conclusion that "the state did not do enough or try hard enough to create
equality for its Arab citizens or to uproot discriminatory or unjust phenomenon."
was cited in several seminars and also in the discussions in Glen Cove.93 Once again,
the factual debate was relatively calm and its conclusion was by and large agreed:
there should be equality.
Of course, this became more complicated as the discussion turned to the question
of what exactly constitutes equality, on which two principle themes were proposed.
One – as the report from Atlanta states – is about equality for the individual citizen:
"There should be equality of educational and employment opportunity for all
citizens." Namely, all rights and benefits should be equally conferred to all individuals
who are citizens of Israel. “This,” as the report from Atlanta concludes "has nothing to
do with the Jewishness of the state or with its symbols." It means that when individual
rights are the issue, the law should be blind to ethnicity, religion, color etc.
92 See, for example, the following detailed quote from the NIF Australia report: "Most participants
observed also that it is not enough to legislate for equality for all citizens if court decisions about
such legislation are not promptly and strictly complied with or administrative or bureaucratic actions
and decisions (e.g. discretionary budget allocations, administration of land, housing, health and
education) continue to discriminate against non- Jewish citizens".
93 See: The Official Summation of the Or Commission Report (http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.
org/jsource/Society_&_Culture/OrCommissionReport.html)
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Some discussants asserted their belief that Israel already meets a reasonable standard
of such equality. It should be noted, though, that the majority view seemed to be
that no compromise could be tolerated when it comes to individual rights, and that
more improvements are needed before Israel could claim to have achieved equality
for its Arab citizens. It is interesting to note that even among those who did not
think Israel meets a proper standard of equality, many emphasized that "compared
to other nations in the region" Israel is in much "better shape."94 Still, world Jewry has
yet to be convinced that Israel meets the standard of equality expected of the "Jewish
and democratic state."
In fact, and this is quite interesting (some would argue that it also points to a
certain detachment of the theoretical discussions abroad from Israeli realities)
– in many seminars the complaint regarding “rights” was extended to include
one regarding “duties” as well. That is, the demand for equal individual rights was
accompanied by a strict demand for equal burden sharing by all citizens. Thus,
in a San Francisco seminar a group of participants that made statements to the
effect that "Arabs don't have equal rights in Israel” also felt strongly that Israel
should "…let Arabs serve in the military,” or "demand participation in military
or national civil service." As one San Francisco participant put it: "We have to
better integrate the Arabs into Israeli society and this can only happen if they are
called for national service like everybody else." When someone else in the group
noted that such a position is usually associated in the Israeli context with "antiArab views," he did not budge, and was supported by others expressing similar
opinions.95
Discussing group rights in Israel was more complicated – as is the issue itself. "Israel
has a history of thinking in terms of groups," remarked a Glen Cove participant, "the
other side of this is that it can impede individuals from having access to democratic
institutions. So what you don't hear from Arabs is that that they are stuck in their
groups." Namely, giving the Arab minority group-rights doesn't necessarily help the
Arab individual – in fact, it might even harm him.
94

New York seminar: Notes taken by Shmuel Rosner.

95 This was interesting but doesn't necessarily reflect a tendency to support similar ideas of Israel's
political right on Arab-Israeli matters. A J Street survey from 2010 found that 69% of American Jews
oppose an idea that citizenship in Israel will be contingent on a "loyalty oath" for Arabs (as well as for
Jews). See: http://www.ameinu.net/blog/america/summary-findings-of-national-survey-of-americanjews-commissioned-by-j-street/
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In many cases, the discussion of the Arabs as a "group" began with the question asked
of all seminar participants regarding Israel's national anthem, Hatikvah. Obviously,
Hatikvah has a markedly Jewish, and, hence, is considered by some as offensive to
non-Jewish citizens. In JPPI groups, three main responses were recorded with respect
to the question of Hatikvah’s compatibility with a Jewish and democratic Israel, which
represent, we believe, three main approaches to the issue of Arab equality.
Probably the most common response was that symbolic issues like Hatikvah are a
side issue, which deflect attention from the more important goal of equality. Jewish
intellectual Leonard Fein, in his 2000 Speech to Hadassah on Arab Israelis and the
Zionist Enterprise, gave voice to this notion when he said, "The words of Hatikvah
are merely an insult; these disparities in investment are a palpable injury – and they
injure not only those who are denied equal opportunity; they injure, as well, the idea
of the Jewish state, the Zionist idea."96
Many JPPI seminar participants were quick to say that Hatikvah’s lyrics could
be a source of discomfort to Arab Israelis, yet they also argued that if equality
were in place for all citizens, symbolic issues such as the anthem (or the flag,
and other mentioned Jewish state symbols) would become less important.
The Chicago seminar summary says, for example, “Most were inclined not to
change Hatikvah. There was widespread agreement that Arab reservations about
Hatikvah should be respected and Israeli Arabs should not be forced to sing
it but rather respectfully to remain silent. A few people thought they should
be allowed to add to or change verses." In Chicago, as well as in other places
participants said that "More important than the words of Hatikvah [is] how
should all of the citizens be treated." (Washington seminar). In Toronto, “Most of
the participants thought that 'democratic' should refer to making Israeli society
inclusive especially vis-à-vis its non-Jewish population." They "seemed to think
that if this issue was taken care of, the symbolic aspect of the state’s Jewishness
(Hatikvah, the Menorah symbol) would not be a problem, even for the Arab
population." This response was typical of people who strongly favored equality
while still willing to tolerate a certain level of minority discomfort because of
the need for demonstrative expression of Israel's national – Jewish – character.
Some of these participants still advocated for adding a verse to the anthem, or
96 See: Fein, Leonard, (2000), “Speech to Hadassah on Arab Israelis and the Zionist Enterprise, July
17, 2000,” BJPA (http://bjpa.org/Publications/details.cfm?PublicationID=16183)
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generally said that Israel should be "sensitive in the way Hatikvah is used. But
still keep it," (again, a quote from Washington).
Another response more blatantly dismissed minority concerns when it comes to
national symbols. This group of people would not even acknowledge an "injury"
let alone agree to be "sensitive" about it. "To consider even changing the national
anthem because it talks about the Jewish soul and makes others uncomfortable…
I am appalled that we need to have this conversation," said one participant in a
Miami seminar. A Cleveland seminar concluded, “Being ‘PC’ [politically correct] can
be the downfall of the country – change to make others more comfortable could
endanger our comfort.” In many groups a parallel was drawn – sparking a debate
– between Arab Israelis having to cope with Hatikvah and Jews around the world
having to cope with (and in many cases sing) Christmas carols at school. "Many
Jews grew up uncomfortable when Christmas carols were sung." (Glen Cove). In
the London seminar a participant said, "When you are a minority you learn to live
with such things and not be constantly offended by the culture of the majority. If I
want a Jewish environment I can go to Israel, if the Israeli Arab can't live in a Jewish
environment there are many places to which he can move."
The third response regarding Hatikvah was most alarmed about Arab group
sensitivities. Participants in this group tended to want to change the anthem, not just
because it creates discomfort for the individual, but also because it "excludes" the
Arabs as a group. This view was strongly expressed in some Glen Cove discussions,
and echoed remarks made in some JPPI seminars. It was, in most cases, a dissenting
minority view, but still not an uncommon one. According to its proponents,
expressions of Jewishness by the state should be either eliminated to make the state
more equal, or be compensated for by allowing and even encouraging a parallel
expression of minority sentiments. “There should be an alternate anthem for people
who are loyal to the state but don’t aspire to a Jewish soul.” (Cleveland). Of course,
such an accommodation raises a whole new set of question about character and
limits of such an alternate anthem– simply put, who would write it and what would
it say?
The greater the focus is on ethnic or cultural expressions, the more participants in
JPPI discussions seemed to favor tolerance of minority group expressions. "Religious
groups should continue to be allowed to have autonomous public education, which
receive some public finance, but with proper public control over teaching and
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education standards and the non-religious aspects of the curriculum." (Australia). But
when minority group expressions become "national" – a nationalistic Arab expression
within Israel – the more controversial the issue becomes: "Once you get the rights as a
group, the next step is self-determination." (Glen Cove). A London seminar attendee
told the group, "We have to remember that we are not just dealing with a regular
minority here – we are dealing with a minority that is hostile to the state." “What do
we mean by collective rights for the Arabs – "do we want the Jewish state to sponsor
nakba ceremonies in Arab villages?" one London participant sarcastically asked. A
Glen Cove participant was less blunt but expressed a similar sentiment: "It's more
complex in Israel because of the contrarian anti-state nature of the Arab minority
and because of the narrative of dispossession."
This debate touches upon the third question framed at the top of this section: What
are the boundaries beyond which respect for minority expression becomes a threat to
Israel as a Jewish and democratic state? Again, attempting to group the participants
into more and less common views is not easy. Generally speaking, individual rights
pose no problem and raise little debate, but manifestations of national group
identity were seen by many as a threat to the Jewishness of the state (as are questions
of demographics). In some groups, compromising the national symbols because of
sensitivity to the minority was seen as one step too far. “Getting rid of the Jewish
symbols is a step in the process of eliminating the ‘Jewish’ nature of the State,” said a
participant in Cleveland. The group in Atlanta was "rather adamant that the symbols
of the state must remain Jewish." Atlanta was where a majority of discussants agreed
that "it should be clear that the 'club' was Jewish and everyone who wanted to be a
member of the club must accept the Jewishness of the club." In Brazil, some argued,
"Israel should have safeguards that ensure the maintenance of its Jewish aspects…
Israel must have a constitution that prioritizes the uniqueness of the Jewish people
and Jewish people [sic] State."
Some groups, but not all, touched upon the very sensitive question of what would
be considered legitimate ways to preserve Israel's Jewishness – both culturally and
demographically.
Painting the range of common responses in broad strokes, one could divide them
into two main leitmotifs – the positive means and the negative means. The positive
means, which were supported by most JPPI seminar participants, even by most of
those acknowledging that they might create a certain level of discomfort for minority
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Israelis, include educational and cultural tools to strengthen the Jewish identity
of Israeli Jews, the tightening of ties with world Jewry, and the encouragement of
Aliya to Israel (but not to negate Diaspora communities). We also found very broad
support for keeping the Law of Return, which will be discussed in another chapter. "It
was not considered antidemocratic that the Hungarians or Poles, for example, should
establish nations to embody and sustain their particular cultures," states an article
by Douglas Feith, a copy of which he distributed in the Washington seminar.97 The
report from France talks about "the necessity of a public Jewish Education in Israel's
Public schools," and the Palo Alto report advocates that Israel's education system
"embed knowledge about and a sense of belonging to the Jewish culture."
Negative means – that is, those of discouragement, disenfranchisement and exclusion
– were strictly opposed in all groups and by almost all participants. As we already
mentioned above, while the need for having a Jewish majority in Israel was well
understood by many participants, the desire is to see such a majority maintained
solely by positive means.

97 The article: Feith, Douglas J., (25/10/2000), “Can Israel be Jewish and Democratic,” The Wall
Street Journal
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Israel's Jewishness and the Larger
Regional Context
Diaspora Jews expect Israel to be “better” than its neighbors in adhering to the
rule of law and high ethical standards, and demand that Israel be in accordance
with Western standards.
JPPI seminar discussions focused on the situation within Israel, both on relations
within the Jewish majority and relations between Jewish and Arab Israelis.
However, the regional context could not be avoided and was raised in three main
ways:
1. To compare Israel to other countries in the Middle East to show that Israel is
much better than most of its neighbors in its treatment of minorities.
2. To make the argument that for Israel to be fully democratic there must be a
solution to the Palestinian issue.
3. To connecting JPPI discussions to the ongoing negotiations between Israel
and the Palestinian Authority and to the high profile debate about Palestinian
recognition of Israel "as a “Jewish state."
In most cases, comparisons of Israel to other countries in the region were made
in favor of Israel. However, in some cases they were also framed to admonish
Israel not to become like other countries in the region. No doubt, Israel's record
on human rights and its treatment of minorities is highly superior to that of all
other countries in the region. The question then becomes one of expectations:
Would non-Israeli Jews (and for that matter, Israeli Jews also must grapple with
this question) make do with Israel being "better" than other countries in the
region – namely, to give Israel credit for maintaining high levels of lawfulness
and morality considering the region’s "special circumstances." Or perhaps the
expectation is for Israel to stand shoulder to shoulder with liberal democracies
in less rocky parts of the world and maintain standards comparable to those of
Western countries.
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In a Canadian seminar, participants contended that Israel "must have a higher standard
on" human rights and equality "than other countries," and these participants were
referring not just to Middle Eastern countries, but to all countries. That is to say that
special circumstances don't translate into a values preservation exemption – and are
in fact trumped by Jewish values, which are understood as integral to the Jewish and
democratic formulation. A similar statement was made by a Miami participant: "We
always talk about Israel, the one democracy in the Middle East…within that, one has
to have a very strong democratic framework."
All in all, it seems that Israel gets credit for attempting to abide by democratic
standards in a tough neighborhood, but it is also expected to improve its adherence
to these standards without basking in flattering comparisons to other states in the
region. Participants in JPPI discussions often agreed that special circumstances might
force Israel to temporarily adopt policies that "don't look good" (San Francisco), or
"don't feel quite right" (London). And many participants are willing to accept some
deviation from ideal policies, if they are convinced that the necessity truly exists
(their level of confidence in the Israeli leadership varies, and recent indications point
to a receding confidence, especially on the part of young American Jews).98 Yet these
measures or policies of necessity should not be confused with the desired values
and policies. Jews seem unwilling to simply measure Israeli policy in accordance with
regional standards. As one Glen Cove conference participant put it: "Younger Jews
are… liberal and want to identify with an Israel that reflects their own ideals."
The connection between Israel’s Jewish and democratic character and the ongoing
control it maintains over disputed territory and the lives of Palestinians – Palestinians
whom are disenfranchised of political rights – was frequently mentioned in JPPI
discussions. "We cannot discuss Israel only in terms of pre-1967 borders," remarked
a discussant in Chicago. "We're here to talk about it as a democratic Jewish state.
Nobody wants Israel to be a permanent occupier," said a discussant at the Glen
Cove conference. Jews around the world, and especially so in North America, look
suspiciously at Israel's policy in the West Bank, and this view often erodes their
confidence that Israel is true democracy. They warn Israel that changing the current
circumstances is essential to Israel being democratic, but also maintain a high level of

98 See: Cohen, Steven M., and Samuel Abrams, (May 2012), “Workmen’s Circle / Arbeter Ring
2012, American Jews’ Political Values Survey,” The Washington office of IPSOS, under the direction of
Dr. Alan Roschwalb
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skepticism whether achieving peace between with the Palestinians is even possible).99
"A 44% plurality of American Jews say the continued building of Jewish settlements
in the West Bank hurts the security of Israel," found one survey.100 It is fair to assume
that an even higher plurality would argue that “the continued building of Jewish
settlements” hurts the democratic character of Israel.
A mirror image of this argument was made by discussants that used the Arab-Israeli
conflict as reason to explain why Israel, at this time, cannot or should not strive
to fully meet "unreasonable standards" (London). Rather than making Jewish and
democratic Israel contingent on ending the occupation, some discussants argued
that it is the conflict forced on Israel that explains the delay in arriving at a final
determination regarding its ultimate character. This line of argument was not only
employed by discussants attempting to "defend" Israel from critics, but it was, in fact,
also used by some of the critics themselves. These critics of Israeli policies suggested
that current circumstances of the conflict might change – and hence change the
context of discussion. "If and when there is a Palestinian state, and security and a
lasting peace have been achieved, cooperation and trust will hopefully grow," states
the report from NIF Australia.101
Israel’s demand for "recognition" as a Jewish state – constantly in the media when
JPPI discussions were taking place – was occasionally mentioned by participants. It
usually came up as proof that the issue is of much greater importance than some
people realize (Jews seem to support Israel’s demand to be recognized as "Jewish" by

99 High, but not as high as the skepticism of the general American public, according to Pew:
"American Jews are more optimistic than the U.S. general public that a way can be found for Israel
and an independent Palestinian state to coexist peacefully; 61% of Jews say this is possible, compared
with 50% of the public overall". AJC surveys offer a slightly grimmer outlook (2013): "75 percent
agree and 24 percent disagree with the statement: "The goal of the Arabs is not a peaceful two-state
agreement with Israel, but rather the destruction of Israel."
100

Pew, Portrait, chapter 5.

101 As not to be misrepresented or misunderstood, here is the full quote from the report: "If and
when there is a Palestinian state, and security and a lasting peace have been achieved, cooperation
and trust will hopefully grow the emphasis on nation states may reduce, and Israelis may choose
to develop new regional or federational or other creative political ways of cooperating with their
neighbours, with whom they are already inextricably connected in many ways for geographic,
environmental and other reasons. This long term possibility was also seen as a reason of self-interest
why Israel should exercise restraint and sensitivity in relation to the elements that characterise it as a
Jewish state, and emphasise wherever possible pluralistic and democratic elements that strengthen a
shared identity for all its citizens".
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the Palestinians),102 and also as another reason to insist that Israel meet the standards
according to which it wishes to be recognized. Some discussant comments in various
locations somewhat resembled those made by Knesset proponents of stronger
legislative language on Israel's Jewishness. They saw the need for a stricter emphasis
on the Jewish character of Israel to counter-balance attempts by supporters of
the Palestinian cause to delegitimize Israel as Jewish state. A discussant in Miami
reminded his group, "We live in a world, in a time where vast numbers of people
are out to do anything to delegitimize the State of Israel." His only concern was "to
preserve this magnificent State of Israel as a Jewish state."

102 See Survey of American Jewish Opinion, 2010. According to a Luntz/CAMERA poll (2011):
Fully 78% of respondents consider it "very to 100% necessary" for Palestinians to recognize Israel as a
Jewish state, with an additional 12% considering it "somewhat necessary."
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Israelis’ Interest in the Views and
Perspectives of World Jewry
Most Israeli Jews believes that Israel’s future largely depends on the the Diaspora;
Diaspora Jews feel more confident in their right to have a voice in Israel’s Jewish
matters, but less so when it comes to foreign and defense policy.
Since the issue at hand concerns Israel first and foremost, participants and local
organizers of JPPI seminars raised questions about the possible added value of worldJewry’s views in the conversation about Israel's nature. The reason to include the
perspectives of Diaspora Jews in this discussion is not solely based on their ability
to influence the Israeli public. As specified earlier, there are other reasons to include
world Jewry in the conversation, even if their actual impact on the final outcome
of the process is limited. Still, the question of whether such participation actually
contributes to Israel's investigation of its own character has some importance. One
discussant in San Francisco asked: "Is it all just to make us feel good, do you think
anyone is going to listen to what we say?" Her question was one version of a common
concern that cannot be easily dismissed or diminished. And it is a question that
somewhat reveals the extent to which non-Israeli Jews have expressed the desire to
be included and exert influence in Israeli character building (we discuss world Jewry’s
expectations in this chapter, but deal with it more specifically in the "Israel as Jewish
and democratic" context in the next chapter).
Relations between non-Israeli Jews and Israel have changed over the years since its
establishment. If the idea of Diaspora Jews having real impact on Israel's policies
once seemed strange, in recent years the expectation of Jews in many communities
have changed,103 and they now expect to have such impact.104 This is likely the
result, among other things, Israel’s more secure situation, institutional changes in

103 Wertheimer, Jack, and Manfred Gerstenfeld, (2008), Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs
(JCPA)
104 You can find a discussion of this topic at: Mirsky, Yehudah, (2010), “Peoplehood – thin
and strong: Rethinking Israel-Diaspora relations for a new century,” JPPI
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Diaspora communities, Diaspora assistance and support, technological advances,
international media coverage, and greater opportunities for transnational travel. One
manifestation of this change in attitude is that many Diaspora Jews have chosen to
no longer support Israel broadly and generally, but rather to support Israel-related
causes compatible with their own political beliefs. “Israel’s government asks us for
material support, money, and it is therefore not inappropriate for us to be involved
in the conversation. Some of the money the Diaspora gives goes to these efforts in
Israel,” explained a participant in the New Orleans seminar.
Of course, the areas in which different Jews in different communities expect to have
influence on Israel, and to what extent vary.105 The span is wide, with some believing
it is their duty to raise their voice even on matters related to Israel's security, while
others prefer to focus on themes more related to Jewish life in Israel. Attempts to
draw a clear line determining the legitimacy for world Jewish intervention can be
quite complicated. The following example illustrates the point: “Diaspora Jews, then,
have the moral imperative to enter into the Israeli public discourse…virtually every
issue that enters into the civic sphere becomes a matter of concern for Jews around
the globe… issues which relate primarily to Israel’s functioning as a sovereign state
and the civic obligations of citizenship fall beyond the purview of legitimate diaspora
involvement….”106
Still, expectations of involvement and impact are common and widely shared by
non-Israeli Jews, and this phenomenon is more prevalent in stronger communities
than in smaller and weaker communities.107 It is a sign of changing relations, what
Theodore Sasson calls “[from] mass mobilization to direct engagement.” It can be
read as a positive sign, that the Jewish world is more willing to engage Israel on a
personal and active level. A sign – in this case applied to the US community – that
“more American Jews care sufficiently about Israel to seek to influence her.”
It is no wonder then, that the invitation to Jews in various communities to participate
in a conversation dedicated to the nature of Israel was accepted with a sense of
105 For example of differing views see: Should we Hug or Wrestle with Israel?, Robbie
Gringras, Robert Orkand, Jewish Agency for Israel (JAFI), Makom: Renewing Israel Engagement,
April 6, 2009.
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Moshkovski, Ari, (2012), “Diaspora Jews should stay out of draft debate,” Times of Israel

107 See: Sasson, Theodore, (2010), “Mass Mobilization to Direct Engagement: American Jews'
Changing Relationship to Israel,” Israel Studies, volume 15, number 2, pp. 173-195
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entitlement. Still, the suspicion that Israel doesn't truly intend to be attentive to the
view of non-Israeli Jews bears mentioning again. The question of whether this kind of
engagement between Israelis and non-Israelis can be effective remains – considering
"the inherent difficulty of conducting a fruitful dialogue between groups whose gaps
in outlook, mentality, political culture and goals continue to grow."108
In recent years, the change in attitudes of world Jews has begun to met with a parallel
Israeli acceptance of the new paradigm of relations. For Israel, the connection to
world-Jewry is part of its core mission. This was acknowledged quite tellingly in the
recent High Court decision rejecting a plea to recognize “Israeli” as a nationality. The
court, as two observant readers explained, “[Israel] adopted the position that one of
Israel's essential characteristics as a ‘Jewish state’ is its responsibility for the fate of
the entire Jewish people – including the Jews of the Diaspora…. The responsibility of
the State of Israel for world Jewry is an important expression of the fact that Israel is
not an ordinary democratic state, but also a ‘Jewish state.’… Thus, it is imperative for
the State of Israel to distinguish between citizenship and nationality. Israeli Jews and
Israeli Arabs share a common citizenship…. But they are not members of the same
nation.”109
Many Israelis understand the essential importance of relations with Diaspora Jewry,
and are also beginning to understand that a change in the nature of these relations is
underway. A broad Israeli acceptance of Diaspora criticism of Israel – at least in theory
– is evident according to polls, and is a sign that Israelis are not blind to Diaspora
expectations: “62% say that American Jews have a right to freely and publicly criticize
Israel and Israeli policies; which is more than double the number of Israelis who
feel otherwise.”110 The Israeli establishment also seems to be gradually grasping the
meaning of this change, as recent Israeli government moves and initiatives clearly
demonstrate. "The relationship of the State of Israel with Diaspora Jewry is undergoing
a historic shift that is at once inevitable and surprising," wrote the Jewish Forward
newspaper referring to "a hugely expensive, ambitious initiative to strengthen Jewish
identity in the Diaspora" by the Israeli government.111 Israel plans to invest millions of
108

See: Rosner , Shmuel, (2010), “Conversion: Between Crisis and Dialogue,” JPPI
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See: Stern, Yedidia, and Jay Ruderman, (3.3.2014), “Is "Israeli" a Nationality?,” JTA.

110 A poll by ADL and the Begin Sadat Center (http://archive.adl.org/presrele/
islme_62/5055_62.html#.Uuok6WQW0sY)
111

See: "A New Relationship Between Israel and the Diaspora", Forward, 28.3.2014.
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dollars in bolstering Jewish identity in communities around the world: “The intention
is to build the initiative from $30 million in 2014 to $300 million annually within five
years.”112
According to some polls,113 Israelis support measures with which Israel is attempting
to strengthen Jewish identity in other communities (of course, some Israelis would no
doubt object to funding projects abroad at the expense of domestic investments).114
There is a difference, though, between recognizing changing relations and the need
for Israel to accept responsibility for building communities abroad (with significant
implications for "negation of diaspora" ideas), and the acceptance of Diaspora
intervention in Israeli affairs. The data point to the possibility that Israelis currently
tend to view the possibility of non-Israeli intervention in state affairs as based less
on a belief in the need for such engagement, and more on specific calculations of
the cost-benefit implications this engagement will have on specific political causes.115
That is to say: a look at Diaspora views and attitudes through the Israeli political
prism.116
Surveys of Israelis don’t always present a clear picture of Israeli acceptance of Diaspora
intervention in the state’s internal affairs. Israelis tend to support symbolic measures
112 See: Sokol, Sam, (Jan. 2014), “Israel to spend billions on initiative to bolster Jewish identity in
Diaspora,” Jerusalem Post.
113 The level of support is significantly different for Israelis with different party affiliation.
See: The Israelis who would not support Diaspora Jews, Shmuel Rosner, Jewish Journal, June, 2012
(http://www.jewishjournal.com/rosnersdomain/item/the_israelis_that_would_not_support_
diaspora_jews_20120628).
114 A participant in JPPI seminar in Atlanta said: "these identity building programs for the
Diaspora are meaningless for the Israeli population and they wonder why their tax shekels are used
for them." He is probably right to identify such sentiments among certain Israelis.
115 This was discussed in the article: Rosner, Shmuel, (2008), “Whose Jerusalem Is It, Anyway?,”
Slate Magazine, (http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/foreigners/2008/02/whose_
jerusalem_is_it_anyway.html).
116 An interesting example for such political outlook on Jews abroad can be found in a
Peace Index from 2010, in which Israelis were asked to identify the reasons for “distancing” of
young “Diaspora Jewry” form Israel. While the premise of the question was erroneous (see: The
Challenge of Peoplehood: Strengthening the Attachment of Young American Jews to Israel
in the Time of the Distancing Discourse, Shmuel Rosner and Inbal Hackman, JPPI, 2012) the
response of Israelis was telling. The more religious they are, the more they tended to say that
“distancing” is a result of weakening Jewish identity – the more secular they are, the more they
tended to blame distancing on Israel’s policies towards Conservative and Reform Judaism and
toward the Palestinians.
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that give voice to Jewish communities. For example: 76% of Israelis said that they
would agree that one of the 12 torches lit on Yom Ha’atzmaut “should be reserved for
a representative of Diaspora Jewry.”117 71% support the idea that “representatives of
the Israeli government should always be ready to meet and maintain contact [even]
with Diaspora Jewish organizations that criticize their policies.” Israelis also express
a desire to have world Jewry more adamant in its support of Israel.118 Yet, when
asked about world Jewry’s formal involvement in Israeli policy making, Israeli public
support declines. 63% of Israelis oppose the idea of allowing Diaspora Jews to elect
“a few” members of Knesset to represent their interests.119 49% oppose “establishing
a mechanism requiring the Knesset to hold debate on issues relevant to Diaspora
Jews.”
Differences exist between various groups of Israelis over the level of attachment to
world-Jewry, and, as a consequence, also over the level of acceptance of possible
involvement of Diaspora Jews in Israel’s policy making. Feelings of “belonging” to a
larger Jewish world are stronger for traditional and Orthodox Israelis than for secular
Israelis.120 Expectations of religious Israelis around the support of Diaspora Jews and
their assessment of the global Jewish situation also differ.121 For example: more than
80% of religious and ultra-Orthodox Jews (Haredi, 89%) is strongly convinced that
assimilation and lack of Jewish identity is a great danger for the Jewish people, while

117 See: Sixth Annual B'nai B'rith World Center Survey Of Contemporary Israel Opinion
Toward Diaspora Jewry Finds: Israelis have strong, personal connection to Diaspora Jewry
(http://www.bnaibrith.org/5/post/2011/06/sixth-annual-bnai-brith-world-center-surveyof-contemporary-israel-opinion-toward-diaspora-jewry-finds-israelis-have-strong-personalconnection-to-diaspora-jewry.html).
118 See: the fourth annual B'nai B'rith Survey of Contemporary Israeli Attitudes Towards
World Jewry, 2009 and the ADL-Begin Sadat poll.
119 The seventh annual B’nai B’rith World Center Survey on Contemporary Israeli Attitudes
Toward Diaspora Jewry
120 See: A Portrait of Israeli Jews, Beliefs, Observance, and Values of Israeli Jews, 2009.
Research Team Leader: Asher Arian, Report: Keissar-Sugarmen, Ayala, (2012), “A Portrait of Israeli
Jews Beliefs, Observance, and Values of Israeli Jews, 2009,” Survey conducted by the Guttman
Center for Surveys of the Israel Democracy Institute for The AVI CHAI–Israel Foundation
(http://en.idi.org.il/media/1351622/GuttmanAviChaiReport2012_EngFinal.pdf).
121 See: Rosner, Shmuel, (June 2012), “What do Israelis want from Diaspora Jews?
EVERYTHING,” Jewish Journal, based on findings of a survey for the Israeli Presidential
Conference 2012.
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the percentage of secular Jews strongly fearing assimilation is much lower (22% are
“certain” it is a danger, and 31% "think" it is).122
In one question about Israeli desire for world Jewry’s "involvement in social issues in
Israel" – a question that touches one aspect of world Jewry’s possible active influence
on Israel’s character – the level of support for involvement was very high.123 Still,
support for such Diaspora engagement was lower than for the more "traditional"
roles that Israelis attribute to world Jewry, such as lobbying for Israel, donating
money to Israel, and visiting Israel. An Israeli participant in a Palo Alto seminar gave
voice to what many Israelis may also believe: "Those who are not living in Israel, don’t
serve in the IDF, and don’t suffer from the day-to-day decisions may not express their
opinions and thoughts regarding Israel’s policy. This is true for Israelis who decide to
live abroad as well."
While Israelis can be reluctant to listen to the views of outsiders when they differ
from their own, there are strong incentives for them to still make the effort – as,
indeed, they have done in several recent cases. The incentive is usually the belief a
vast majority of them with strong connections to communities abroad share –
mainly to the American Jewish community – that it is essential for Israel’s interests.
This was evident in a response to a survey asking, “To what extent is Israel’s future
tied to or dependent on Diaspora Jewry generally and on US Jewry in particular.”124
Nearly 80% of respondents said Israel was dependent on world Jewry to “a very great”
or “a great” extent. JPPI seminar discussants expressed similar views in claiming that
a “stronger relationship would be an asset for both Israel and diaspora” (the report
from France); that "The bond works for the benefit of both Israel and the Diaspora"
(ECAJ-Australia); that "They all thought that funding Diaspora programs was in
Israel’s interest" (Chicago).
Incentivized to be attentive to Diaspora Jewish communities, Israelis in recent years
have been influenced on matters of policy more often than most of them realize. They
are influenced in many nuanced ways related to religious identity, as demonstrated
122 Table of poll findings: http://www.jewishjournal.com/images/bloggers_auto/
post20612table11.gif
123 One way of explaining this though is the expectation Israelis have for financial assistance by
world-Jews to solving "social issues".
124 Details about the Ruderman Foundation survey in: Rettig Gur, Haviv, (Nov. 2013), “Most
Israelis think future dependent on American Jewry,” Times of Israel
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in Yair Sheleg's investigation of Israel's "Jewish renaissance"125 – the influence of North
American Orthodox feminism on Israel, for example, is hard to deny. But they also see
direct influence on Israeli government policies. This was evident when Jews around
the world rallied to achieve preventive aims, such as blocking the so-called Rotem
Bill on conversion.126 It was also evident when the Israeli government, understanding
the negative impact of the contentious battle of Women of the Wall for the right
to pray near the Kotel on the non-Orthodox, non-Israeli Jewish world, decided to
actively seek a compromise acceptable to all sides.
It is important to note that these two examples fit right into the formula that a
majority of Israelis seem more willing to adopt: that is, that world Jewry makes a
better case for attempting to influence Israel on matters related to Judaism than on
matters directly related to foreign affairs and security. In a survey by the Ruderman
Foundation, more than 70% of Israelis agreed that the Knesset should "consider the
Diaspora when deliberating on legislation like 'who is a Jew.'"127 Naturally, on matters
such as this the tendency of religious (Orthodox) Israelis to want world Jewry’s
involvement is relatively lower, as it is clear to them that Jewish advocacy from abroad
would tilt heavily toward a liberal approach to Jewish matters. Similarly, in the case
of Women of the Wall, the Israeli public generally supports the call for equality at the
Kotel, while religious Israelis tilt heavily against it.128
JPPI seminar participants showed a similar tendency to have more confidence in their
right and ability to be involved in Israeli matters related to Judaism. Moreover, as
demonstrated in previous chapters, they were more unified in their approach to such
matters. This is not very surprising. A Washington seminar discussant emphasized the
fact that "When American Jews feel that they are not respected [by Israel] as Jews, that
impacts their connection to Israel more than any other political decision." In New York,
a participant, referring to the way Israel frames its Jewishness, said, "This is very personal,
125 See: Sheleg, Yair, (2010), “The Jewish Renaissance in Israeli Society, The Emergence of a New
Jew,” IDI
126 The bill was shelved by Prime Minister Netanyahu following heavy pressure from Jewish
organizations abroad. For more details about this event see: Rosner, Shmuel, (2011), “Conversion:
Between Crisis and Dialogue,” JPPI
127 Press release with poll findings: http://rudermanfoundation.org/news_and_events/
pr/2012-1-23.shtml
128 See: Hermann, Tamar, (2013), “Israeli Public Opinion on the Women of the Wall,” IDI
(http://en.idi.org.il/analysis/articles/israeli-public-opinion-on-the-women-of-the-wall).
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this is about me." Many participants agreed that Israeli policies that determine the Jewish
character of Israel have direct consequences for Diaspora Jews – That Israel could be
more or less "respectful" of other Jews, and it is their right to try to nudge Israel to better
respect their types of Jewishness. As a result, in conversations dedicated to Jewish themes,
discussants were much bolder and less apologetic in pushing their specific agendas, while
in conversations about other issues, many pointed out that "World Jewry has no right to
influence, in a practical sense, the policies of the State of Israel" (Palo Alto).
It would be natural for Israelis to be more receptive to world Jewry’s involvement in
shaping Israel’s “Jewish” character for two reasons. First, they have a better sense of
the connection between Diaspora Jews and Judaism in Israel, than on other matters
(security, peace process etc.). And second, Israelis, generally speaking, share their
unfavorable view of how state-religion affairs are handled in Israel. A recent poll
found that 76% of Israelis are unsatisfied with the government’s handling of religious
affairs in Israel.129 More specifically, the Israeli public tends to prefer more freedom
of personal choice when presented with dilemmas such as the question of public
transportation on Shabbat – a question that was also raised in every JPPI seminar.
Most Jewish Israelis support public transportation on the day of rest, either in limited
form (43%) or with the same frequency as weekdays (20%). Most Israelis, according
to this survey also support a marriage system that includes "Conservative, Reform
and civil marriage."130 Another poll found that this broad support for change even
extends to providing civil union arrangements for same-sex couples.131
129 It should be noted that this survey was conducted by Hiddush, an ideologically driven
organization. The question, loaded with references to the unpopular funding of Haredi
populations, might have has something to do with the negative response of Israeli interviewees:
“The political system deals with a long list of matters pertaining to religion and state, such as
conversion, marriage, exemption from military service for yeshiva students, participation of
Haredi in the workforce, funding to yeshivas, and core curricular studies in Haredi education.
To what extent are you satisfied with the actions of the government in the area of religion
and state?” (See the survey here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/i0qhudsge6qrkb4/2012%20
Religion%20and%20State%20Index%20for%20Publication.pdf).
130 41% strongly support, 18% somewhat support, 10% somewhat oppose, 31% strongly
oppose.
131 “According to the survey, 59 percent of respondents support civil union legislation that
would provide a solution for gay couples, while 33 percent oppose it. Among the secular and
traditional and among immigrants from the Soviet Union, there is particularly broad support.
However, a decisive majority of the religious, Arabs and Haredim oppose same-sex marriage
in Israel”. Lior, Ilan, and Jonathan Lis, (Dec. 2013), “Haaretz poll finds 70% of Israelis support
equality for gay community,” Haaretz
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Such a convergence of views between Jewish-Israelis and non-Israel Jews is not as
common when discussing defense-related policies or those related to some social
issues (the gap is most evident when comparing the views of Israelis to those of
American Jews, for which we also have the most data). Israeli Jews tend to be more
hawkish in their political attitudes – for example, support among Israeli Jews for a
Palestinian state is lower than that of American Jews.132 Israelis tend to view issues
such as the resettling of the Bedouin community or the treatment of illegal foreign
workers through the prism of national security and the general battle for control
of the land, whereas Diaspora Jews tend to look at these issues through a human/
minority rights lens.133 Israelis, as they ponder the possible involvement of non-Israeli
Jews in Israel's affairs, are less inclined to extend such an invitation (of course, certain
groups are inclined to invite Diaspora involvement when it is compatible with their
own views).
The desire of non-Israeli Jews to be involved in matters related to Israeli foreign and
defense policies is complicated by ambivalence. Jews from other countries do not
always wish to openly oppose the policies of their own government vis-à-vis Israel.
Likewise, they are discomfited when regarded suspiciously by Israelis as they engage
with Israel while supporting their own government’s policies. While participants in
most JPPI discussions were reticent about the fear of so-called "dual loyalty," hints of
anxiety could be found, as in the report from France that warns "against the danger
to put the Jews around the world in an unstable position vis-à-vis their national
community (due to suspicions of double allegiance)." It is rare that Jews are at odds
with their own publics when involving themselves in Israel's Jewish policies, but
certainly could become more complicated if they are actively involved in shaping
Israel's policies on peace and security.

132 A worthy word of caution from INSS' Yehuda Ben Meir and Gilad Sher: "Public opinion in Israel
on the Palestinian issue and the future of Judea and Samaria is extremely complex". Israelis, in general,
like the idea of "separation" from the Palestinians more than they are interested in the idea of "peace.
See: http://d26e8pvoto2x3r.cloudfront.net/uploadImages/systemFiles/Strategic%20Survey%2020132014_Ben%20Meir%20and%20Sher.pdf
133 For more about this gap see: Rosner, Shmuel, and Dov Maimon, (2012), “Young people in Israel
and in the USA: Using the difference to make a difference,” Position Papers, The Israeli Presidential
Conference 2012
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The Impact of Israel’s Decisions
on World Jewry
European Jews are more connected to Israel than American Jews, and depend
more on Israel as an expression of their Jewishness; most Diaspora Jews worry
that some Israeli policies and its image on the international stage will impact
negatively on them.
Trends related to world Jewry’s connection to Israel have been heavily debated
in recent years among scholars and leaders. And while some basic facts are well
established, there are still many aspects of the "attachment” issue that remain
unresolved.
We know the following to be established facts: a significant majority of Jews supports
Israel, is emotionally attached to Israel, and regards Israel as an essential element of
its Jewish identity;134 attachment to Israel, in all countries and for most groups, is
a reliable predictor of Jewish identity levels;135 in some countries136 there are clear
gaps in Israel attachment between younger and older generations;137 European Jews
have stronger connections to Israel than American Jews, and they are also more

134 See: Rosner, Shmuel, and Inbal Hakman, (2012), “The Challenge of Peoplehood: Strengthening
the Attachment of Young American Jews to Israel in the Time of the Distancing Discourse,” JPPI
135 See, for example: Gitelman, Zvi, (2012), Jewish Identities in Post-communist Russia and
Ukraine: An Uncertain Ethnicity, Cambridge University Press. "Zionists, for whom the state of Israel is
central to Jewishness, certainly tend to identify high on the scale of Jewiswhness…"
136 This is a notable feature in American studies, but can be also seen in studies about Jews of
other countries, such as Britain where "older respondents are more inclined to feel that ‘Supporting
Israel’ is a very important aspect of their personal Jewish identity than younger respondents". (From:
Jews in the United Kingdom in 2013: Preliminary findings from the National Jewish Community
Survey, Institute for Jewish Policy Research).
137 For details on this gap in the US see: Pew, A Portrait… Chapter 5: "About seven-in-ten
American Jews (69%) say they are emotionally very attached (30%) or somewhat attached (39%) to
Israel… Attachment to Israel is considerably more prevalent among American Jews 50 and older than
among Jews under age 50…"
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dependent on Israel as an expression of Jewish identity;138 gaps based on type and
level of religiosity exist;139 the Israel attachment of Jews who are married to non-Jews
is weaker than that of Jews who married Jews; visits to Israel enhance attachment to
Israel.140
Researchers have not found clear evidence in the data indicating disconnection from
Israel as a result of political disagreement.141 But the impact of Israel's character and
policies on the ability and proclivity of Jews around the world to feel close to Israel
and see it as an essential ingredient of their Jewish identity is not entirely clear. On
the one hand, no indication was found of a clear linkage between one’s political
views and one’s level of attachment to Israel. On the other hand, leaders, pundits,
and opinion makers keep asserting that Israel's conduct has immense implications
for the way it is perceived by non-Israeli Jews. They point to data supporting the fact
that Jews today (especially among the young, non-Orthodox) are increasingly critical
of Israel's policies related to peace and security,142 and to dissatisfaction among Jews,
especially but not exclusively in North America, with the relationship between state
and religion in Israel.143 Of course, both these issues are relevant to our attempt to
understand the views of Diaspora Jews on Israel as a Jewish and democratic state.
In discussing Israel's policies and their impact on connection of Jews to Israel, two
elements must be addressed:
138 See: Rosner, Shmuel, and Dov Maimon, (2012), “Agreeing to Disagree: Jewish peoplehood –
Between Attachment and criticism,” JPPI (http://jppi.org.il/uploads/Agreeing_to_Disagree-Jewish_
Peoplehood_Between_Attachment_and_Criticism.pdf).
139 See Pew: "Solid majorities of Orthodox (91%), Reform (71%) and Conservative Jews (88%) say
they feel at least somewhat attached to Israel, as do 48% of Jews with no denominational affiliation.
Orthodox Jews are more apt than members of other denominations to say they feel very emotionally
attached to Israel. This is due to the deep attachment to Israel felt by Modern Orthodox Jews, 77% of
whom say they feel very attached to the Jewish state".
140 Even researchers wary of "distancing" proved that attachment to Israel is growing because of
visits to Israel. See: Workmen’s Circle / Arbeter Ring 2012 American Jews’ Political Values Survey.
141 “In contrast to Under 35 conventional wisdom, we found that political inclinations associated
with possible discomfort with Israeli government policies are not the root cause of young people’s
distancing from Israel.” Thinking about Distancing, AJC, 2010.
142 Workmen’s Circle / Arbeter Ring 2012: "Younger Jews – both those under 35 and those
35-44 – express far less enthusiasm for Israel’s stance in the conflict. On a “Trust in Israeli Leaders”
index ranging from 0 to 100, the younger respondents scored about twenty points lower than their
parents’ age groups".
143

See: Rosner, Shmuel, (2011), “Debating religion and state, debating distancing,” JPPI
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1. The impact of Israel's policies on the security and wellbeing of Jews around the
world.
2. The ways world-Jewry interprets Jewish identity, and the compatibility of these
interpretations with Israel's policies.
The impact of Israel's policies on the security and wellbeing of Jews around the
world: There is clear evidence that periods of tension between Israel and its neighbors
raise the frequency and severity of harassment/attacks on Jews in locations around
the world. This is true in places where there are few Jews, as well as in places where
Jewish communities are larger and stronger.
The 2012 Anti-Defamation League report, Anti-Semitism on the Rise in America,
stated, "Anti-Israel feelings are triggering anti-Semitism." The report found that
"Negative attitudes toward Israel and concern that American Jews have too much
influence over U.S. Middle East policy are helping to foster anti-Semitic beliefs. Slightly
more than half of Americans (51%) said the U.S. has been tilting too much toward
Israel, while three-quarters of the most anti-Semitic Americans (73%) said they
felt this way."144 A survey of Arab and Muslim anti-Semitism in Sweden found that
Muslim pupils in Swedish schools "rarely make any distinction among Jews, Israelis,
or Zionists, and have very clear opinions about Jewish behavior or characteristics
despite having had little or no interaction with Jews."145 Some notable attacks on Jews
in recent years have been connected to Israeli policies. Such was the case in France,
where the murderer of four Jews in Toulouse counted Israel's actions in Palestine as
a motivation for the shooting (one of several mentioned).146 Such was the case in
Seattle, when during Israel's 2006 war in Lebanon, a gunman killed a woman and
injured others at the Jewish Federation of Greater Seattle.
Thus, it is understandable that Jews around the world – from Argentina, where
a major attack on a Jewish institution occurred in 1994, to Europe, where antiSemitism levels have been high in recent years147 – worry about those Israel's

144 Anti-Semitism on the Rise in America -- ADL Survey on Anti-Semitic Attitudes
(http://archive.adl.org/presrele/asus_12/4109_12.html#.Uu4ykPmSxHQ)
145

In: Hoare, Liam, (April 2013), “The Scandal of Scandinavia,” The Tower

146 See: (21/03/2012), Fusillades: opération policière à Toulouse, eitb.com
(http://www.eitb.com/fr/infos/societe/detail/854031/fusillades-operation-policiere-toulouse/)
147

See: Sokol, Sam, (Jan. 2014), "Bennett warns cabinet of rising anti-Semitism", Jerusalem Post
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policies that damage its image internationally. When Israel is seen by other
nations – as it is by some today – as a country that endangers the world, Jews
around the world, whether they want to be associated with Israel or not, bear
some of the consequences. If Israel's image as a Jewish state contributes to its
portrayal as "racist," "biased," and "undemocratic," which legitimizes attacks on
groups associated with it in the eyes of Israel's enemies, then world Jews have a
clear interest in Israel’s exercising great care with respect to the image it projects
abroad.
Clearly, the question of Israel as Jewish and democratic is but one of many aspects
the impacts various Israeli policies have on the wellbeing of Jewish communities.
Still, it is on the minds of Jews when they are asked to ponder the character issue,
and it usually activates their sensitivity that Israel is indisputably understood as
democratic. Such feelings were plainly palpable when JPPI seminar participants
argued that discussing Israel without reference to "the non-democratic treatment
of the Palestinians in the West Bank" is impossible.148 In France, some participants
felt that "the democratic character of Israel is a condition" for stronger relations
between Israel and Diaspora Jews.
The ways world Jewry interprets Jewish identity, and the compatibility of such
interpretations with Israel's policies: A full understanding of Jewish identity in the
world today is very complex and beyond the scope of this study. For some, Judaism
is, first and foremost, a religion, for others it is a sense of belonging to a community,
a nationality, or a people. For others still, it is merely a biographical fact of no
particular importance.149 Surely, Israel, as the most visible manifestation of Jewish
national expression today, impacts the way Judaism is perceived by Jews and nonJews alike. Hence, its character and self-definition as "Jewish and democratic" can
influence Jewish identity in several ways – from enhancing the role of nationality as
the main expression of Judaism, to making Judaism more or less attractive for young
people, and intensifying or diminishing their desire to belong to, and take pride in,
their Jewishness.
148

This quote comes from the summary of JPPI seminar in Chicago.

149 JPPI's Dr. Shlomo Fischer coined the useful "sacred ethnicity" term to differentiate between
Jews whose identification as Jews is meaningful in a communal way, and those whose recognition of
being Jewish is anecdotal. See: Fischer, Shlomo, (Nov. 2013), “Who are the “Jews by Religion” in the
Pew Report?,” JPPI, (http://jppi.org.il/news/146/58/Who-are-the-%C5%93Jews-by-Religion-%20-inthe-Pew-Report/)
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Seminar participants said they want "Israel to be an active part of the lives of
young American Jews" (Washington). And a plethora of past research has proved
that Israel has played a major role in Jewish identity development throughout the
Jewish world.150 There has also been research suggesting that the central role Israel
has traditionally played is weakening somewhat, especially in North America where
the individualization of Judaism has been a dominant force in the last two or three
decades.151 Recent studies point to the success of Israel-visit programs (especially
Birthright and Masa) in enhancing feelings of Jewish identity among young travelers.
"Regardless of a Jew’s background, a trip to Israel was found to be associated with
an enhanced sense of Jewish identity," found one of many such studies.152 TaglitBirthright participants' "enduring sense of being part of a global Jewish people" was
markedly higher than that sense among non-participants.153 Of course, with travel
programs one never exactly knows whether it's the travel that makes the difference
or the destination and its impact.
Still, most current research finds that it is a combination of both. And there is a
general consensus that Israel is part of the toolbox with which Jewish identity can be
fostered, as "one's relationship to Israel is part of the ethnic human capital of Jewish
identity."154 Seminar participants acknowledged this fact repeatedly and expressed
the desire that it continue and even be enhanced. It is "very positive that Israel took
responsibility for the strengthening of Jewish identity among world Jewry," said a
participant in Atlanta. "Israel as the leading Jewish community should take the lead
in strengthening the Jewish people throughout the world." In New Jersey, participants
150 For example see: Goldstein, S. & Goldstein, A., (1996), Jews on the move: Implications for
Jewish identity. State University of New York Press.
151 See: Cohen, S. M. & Eisen, A. M., (2000), The Jew within: Self, family and community in
America. University of Indiana Press.
152 A Mega-Experiment in Jewish Education: The Impact of birthright Israel, Leonard Saxe, Charles
Kadushin, Shaul Kelner, Mark I. Rosen, Erez Yereslove, Maurice and Marilyn Cohen Center for Modern
Jewish Studies Brandeis University, 2002.
153 See: Generation Birthright Israel: The Impact of an Israel Experience on Jewish Identity and
Choices, Leonard Saxe, Benjamin Phillips, Theodore Sasson, Shahar Hecht, Michelle Shain, Graham
Wright, Charles Kadushin, Maurice and Marilyn Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies Brandeis
University, 2009. "In regards to the statement, 'I have a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish people'
Taglit participants were 24 percent more likely to 'strongly agree' with this statement than were
nonparticipants".
154 Tabory , Ephraim, (Oct. 2010), “Attachment to Israel and Jewish Identity: An Assessment of an
Assessment,” Contemporary Jewry (Special Issue on the Distancing Hypothesis), Vol. 30, No. 2-3.
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expressed "positive recognition of the fact that at this stage Israel feels a responsibility
to enhance the Jewishness of Diaspora communities."
Some argue that as religion is becoming less of a common denominator for Jews,
Israel is already the most important component of a communal "Jewry."155 This is
not entirely new, and not confined to the largest community of the US. "Support for
Zionism was the most popular way to identify as a French Jew whose Jewish identity
was not based primarily upon religious belief and practice," wrote Paula Hyman in
The Jews of Modern France.156 If Israel is indeed such an important part of the Jewish
identity toolbox, it is reasonable to assume that Israel's "Jewish and democratic"
character has the ability to enhance or lessen its utility and effectiveness in playing
this role. The closer Israel's ideals are with the expectations of world Jewry (with the
obvious caveat that different Jews have different expectations), the more central it
becomes to Jewish identity and identification. On the other hand, if Israel’s values
and character are in contradiction with the values of other Jews, especially when
these values are perceived as misinterpretations of "Jewish values," the less central it
will be in defining and fostering Jewish identity.
The discussion of Jewish values is especially important, as it is an issue on which Israeli
Jews and North American Jews (the research on other communities is sketchier)
seem to be moving in opposite directions.157 In Israel an emphasis on particularistic
culture and identity has been prevalent in recent years, while in the US, and to a
lesser degree in other Jewish communities around the world (of non-Orthodox
Jews), the trend is toward conflating Jewish values with universalistic culture and
ideals. "In some [Jewish] circles," Prof. Jack Wertheimer sarcastically wrote, "the very
notion of holding a special allegiance to a country or people is seen as an unfortunate
throwback to an era of blind chauvinism."158 If such a view continues to gain traction
and Israel moves further toward tribal culture, then Jews will have three choices: to
consider Israel a poor representative of Jewish values, and distance themselves from
155 See, Shain, Yossi, (Feb. 2013), The Israelization of Jewish Identity: The Israeli Election and
Beyond (http://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/events/the-israelization-of-jewish-identity-the-israelielection-and-beyond).
156

Paula Hyman, The Jews of Modern France, University of California Press, 1998

157 Rosner, Shmuel, Dov Maimon and Inbal Hakman, (2012), “Young people in Israel and in the USA:
Using the difference to make a difference,” Position Papers, The Israeli Presidential Conference 2012
158 Wertheimer, Jack, (2012), “The Ten Commandments of America's Jews,” Commentary
Magazine
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it; to view Israel as a representative of Judaism and distance themselves from Judaism;
or to accept that Judaism holds many paths and live with the differences. Clearly,
not all Jews would necessarily choose the desired third option. So the more Israel
alters its interpretation of "Jewish and democratic" in ways vastly different from that
of Jews around the world, the higher the probability that Diaspora Jews will take this
as a sign that either Israel or Judaism is incompatible with their values.
Thus, Israel and non-Israeli Jewish communities have an incentive not to widen the
gap between their respective interpretation of Jewish values and concerns. Certainly,
some such gaps are inevitable because of the different nature of Judaism as it is
practiced in a national setting like Israel and the ways it is practiced and experienced
as a minority religion-ethnicity in the Diaspora. But world-Jews, when asked to
express their interpretation of "Jewish and democratic," clearly gravitate toward
interpretations as compatible as possible with their own values.
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The Israel-Diaspora Sphere: What
World Jewry Expects
With the exception of a small minority, most non-Israeli Jews believe that there
is a special, strong relationship between Israel and Diaspora Jews that should be
preserved; Diaspora Jews widely support the Law of Return as an expression of
solidarity between Israel and the Diaspora and believe that it guarantees a safe
haven for Jews in distress.
A hefty portion of JPPI discussions was dedicated to the question of relations
between the "Jewish and democratic state" and Jews who are not citizens of that
state. Thinking in broad terms about the questions raised in these discussions, four
should be listed as most emblematic.
1. Should there be a connection that Israel and the Jewish communities maintain?
2. Should it be an official connection on the part of Israel, and should it have legal
expression?
3. Should there be a mechanism, and if so what type, for non-Israeli Jews to
influence Israel?
4. Does this connection make Israel less democratic, as it connects the state to a
group of people united not by citizenship but by other factors?
The first question was quite easily answered in all discussions, and that answer is
consistent with other research. “The relationship between non-Israeli Jews and Israeli
Jews is special and must be maintained,” a report from a Cleveland seminar said. Even
Jews who do not themselves have a very strong connection to Israel, would rarely
oppose the connections other Jews have to Israel.
Obviously, there are strands of world Jewry that do oppose support of, and attachment
to, Israel on ideological (anti or post Zionist) or religious bases. However, these
strands are currently at the margins, and the inclination to support a connection,
more or less critical in nature, with Israel is much more common. "A connection to
Israel is the basis, and there is no mainstream Judaism today that opposes it," said
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a participant in the New York seminar. "Participants agreed that there is a special,
strong relationship between Israel and Jews in the rest of the world and they hoped
that would always be the case," states the report of NIF, Australia. 87% of American
Jews, according to the 2013 Pew study of American Judaism, defines “caring about
Israel” as either “essential” (43%) or “important but not essential” (44%) to being
Jewish. Only 12% contend that “caring about Israel” is “not an important part of
being Jewish.”159
JPPI seminar deliberations related to an official, codified expression of the
connection were considerably more complicated. When it comes to specific
steps Israel could take to maintain the relationship, many JPPI seminar groups
commended Israel for considering bolstering financial assistance in funding
Jewish identity related and other programs.160 "The participants thought that
Israeli funding for identity building… were extremely positive" (Canada, Webinar
2); "The group thought that the participation of Israel in funding Jewish identity
programs was very positive," its members felt that it conveys the notion that "all
Jews are in this together" (Atlanta). As for whether to formalize the connection,
and how, views differed. "The bond between Israel and Diaspora communities
should be given symbolic expression in Israeli law and also a more formal
expression through the establishment of a mechanism for consultation between
Israel and Diaspora Jewry," argued the report from ECAJ, Australia. But the New
Jersey seminar report said, "Participants were a bit hesitant to request that a
159 From Pew, a comment on the age gap in answering that question: “Older Jews are more likely
than younger Jews to see caring about Israel as an essential part of what being Jewish means to them.
More than half of Jews 65 and older say caring about Israel is essential for their Jewish identity (53%),
as do 47% of Jews ages 50-64. By comparison, 38% of Jews in their 30s and 40s and 32% of Jewish
adults under age 30 say caring about Israel is central to what being Jewish means to them. It is hard
to know whether these age differences suggest that U.S. Jews’ attachment to Israel will weaken over
time. If younger Jews retain their lower levels of attachment to Israel, then overall attachment to
Israel may weaken with time. Alternatively, if Jews become more attached to Israel as they get older,
then attachment to Israel overall could hold steady or even grow in strength”.
160 It should be noted that some responses to Israel’s recent initiatives were not as positive.
See, for example, the comments made by Yehudah Kurtzer: “the structure of the initiative… is
problematic… threatens to wreak enormous havoc on the very community it is seeking to “repair.”
By running the initiative itself, the Jewish Agency is ironically borrowing an American Jewish model
– the Federation! – in its belief that a centrally organized approach can work more effectively than
seeding its money in the open market”. Times of Israel, 2.3.2014 (http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/letus-help-you-help-us/)
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formal relationship between Israel and the Diaspora be codified into Israeli law.
In part because they did not feel that they as non-citizens are included in an
Israeli law."
Currently, the main legal expression of the connection between Israel and Diaspora
Jewry is the Law of Return, according to which every Jewish individual in the
world is entitled to Israeli citizenship. The Law of Return was considered in all JPPI
seminar; discussants were asked whether it is still essential, and whether it passes
the threshold of democratic acceptability. It was framed as an example of official
Israeli legislation meant to connect Jews around the world with Israel. We found that
participants overwhelmingly viewed the relationship between Israel and non-Israeli
Jews as configured in the Law of Return as not just essential but also as compatible
with democratic ideas.
All in all, discussants were nearly unanimously in agreement that the Law of Return
should be maintained as an expression of Jewish solidarity. Many participants
thought that it serves a practical need, even today when Jews tend to live in countries
hospitable to Judaism. The report from the Zionist Federation of Australia includes
the following comment: “One participant expressed [the view] that in the era of
globalization the argument of Jewish persecution is less valid. However, this view
was dismissed by close to all other participants who used the recent persecution of
French Jews as an example.”
JPPI seminar participants offered two main rationales for keeping the Law of Return:
1. The belief that the Jewish people must have a homeland and a guarantor of
safe haven:
“Israel is the political embodiment of Jewish peoplehood and provides the
ultimate refuge for persecuted and distressed Jews worldwide, publicly exposing
the mistreatment of Jews anywhere and thereby enhancing the sense of safety
and security of Jews everywhere.” (ECAJ- Australia); “I cannot imagine there being
any substantial support for eliminating the Law of Return, it is so basic to us;[it]
is fundamental to Israel to accept every Jew”; “This law allows Jews worldwide
to feel secure.” (New Orleans); “The participants [viewed the law of return] as
providing a remedy for the persecution of Jews.” (Atlanta); “Oh well – we need
this.” (Cleveland).
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2. The understanding that this law embodies Israel’s special connection to world
Jewry:
“Other participants thought that the Law of Return was not only for Jews at
risk, but expressed the special connection between Israel and world Jewry and
that Israel was the nation state of the Jewish people.” (Toronto); “There was a
widespread feeling that the law of return expressed the special relationship
between Israel and the Jews of the world and that it expressed the essence of
Israel as a Jewish state.” (Chicago); “[There was] overwhelming consensus over
the maintenance of the Law of Return. The Law of Return is seen as a central/
sufficient condition of the Jewish nature of the Israeli State. Some even defined it
as ‘backbone.’” (France). “This group was rather adamant that the Law of Return
is the essence of what Israel is about.” (Atlanta).
A few cases arose in which participants expressed some unease with the legislation –
but even then it carried a caveat. “One dissenting voice stated that the Law of Return
did violate democratic norms but was justified because of the historic and ongoing
persecution of Jews.” (Toronto); “Some youngsters consider the Law of Return
undemocratic because it is based on ethnic principles.” (Brazil); “If there’s justification
for making an exception for a law that is not totally democratic, this is the case that
justifies exception.” (San Francisco). With increasing frequency, countries around the
world have instated laws granting repatriation rights to individuals that belong to the
ethnic or cultural majority of the state. Generally speaking, Jews in most communities
tended to agree that there is nothing undemocratic about a Law of Return, as many
past studies on the topic have argued.161 “They thought that the Law of Return was
the essence of what the Jewish state was about – as the nation state of the Jews and
as a needed refuge in case of persecution. They did not think that the Law of Return
was undemocratic. Other countries have similar laws.” (Canada, Webinar 2).

161 For a detailed discussion of this topic see, for example, Ethnonationalism and Liberal
Democracy, by Steven Menashi: “Other nations, in fact, continue to follow “kin repatriation” policies
that differ little from Israel’s Law of Return. The phenomenon became so significant following the
collapse of the Soviet Union that in 1995, the Council of Europe established a committee specifically
to consider the repatriation of ethnic migrants policies (such as those of Germany, Poland, and Israel)
date from the postwar period. Indeed, many states have: “set up specific reception and integration
policies, which are different from immigration policies and which give preferential treatment to those
who want to “come back” to their country of “origin.” . . . Most of the States consider, for different
reasons and to varying extents, that they have a moral duty to receive their co-ethnics who wish to
move, to “return” to their historic homeland”.
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But whether additional official legal crystallization of the connection is necessary or
desirable was another matter. Participants tended to focus less on the question of
legal expression and more on the outcome that they envision – the desire for more
consultation and even a formal avenue of influence was raised as a possibility in
many discussions (naturally, many ideas were not fully developed, but they did give a
sense of people’s wishes). “In many formal and informal ways, such a process already
exists,” said the report from the Zionist Federation of Australia. It went on to say that
“a more formal recognition and structure may be needed.”
What kind of structure? “There is a need to create a mechanism which should be
developed by Israel in consultation with the Jewish world and allow… to express
their voices. These voices should get to the policy makers. The policy makers will
have the obligation to hear, but not to accept or implement…” (Palo Alto); “In the
Israeli Legislature, organized Jewish communities should have the right to participate
in the decisions of the State of Israel… with limitations and obligations that should
precede those rights…. Most also believe that, although Israelis alone must make
decisions about Israel, Israel should welcome and encourage expressions of opinion
and advice, including criticism, from Jews elsewhere in the world.” (Brazil); “A few
thought that Israel might consider some form of representation of world Jewry in the
Knesset, as occurs in some other countries that have a connection with the diaspora,
but by representatives able to vote in Israel.” (NIF-Australia). An idea was raised
and discussed in the London seminar: that Diaspora Jews might participate not in
electing of the government, but in electing Israel’s president. The thought was that
a ceremonial position, such as the presidency, could provide a sense of participation
to world Jewry, yet without the pretense of having the right to directly impact
government policies.
On the other side, there were also many discussants who preferred the indirect and
unofficial influence of non-Israeli Jews on Israel. “Most of them opposed creating any
more formal framework or relationship through legislation. Reasons given for this
included: a) blurring of the distinction between Israelis and Jews; b) World Jewry
potentially being wrongly perceived as responsible for policy decisions by Israeli
government; c) a statutory special relationship with non-citizens being inconsistent
with Israel being a truly democratic and independent state.” (Australia). Concern also
came from France: “A codification of this relationship would bring about divisions
within world Jewry itself, given the wide diversity of the Jewish population and the
dynamics of Jewish identity.”
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In conclusion, the following elements appeared to be the most commonly expressed
and consensual in JPPI discussions with regard to the connection between Israel and
world Jewry:
1. Israel should keep an unapologetic connection with world Jewry as one of its
core mission. Official codification of the connection is desirable, if done with
appropriate sensitivity.
2. Israel should consult more with world Jewry and give it more voice in the Israeli
sphere of influence. There was, however, no consensus in regard to whether such
consultation should be official, quasi-official, or totally disconnected from Israel’s
political machinery.
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Appendix A:
Background on the Seminars:
Strengths and Limitations
This paper is largely based on a vast volume of research and relies on a plethora of
previously published studies, papers, books, and articles. But the more specific we
wanted to be about world Jewry’s perspectives the "Jewish and democratic" question
the less material we found exactly matching the need. Therefore, our process also
relied heavily on concerted JPPI efforts to arrange, within a short period of time, a
significant number of seminars around the Jewish world. These seminars included
deep discussions on the topic and provided us with the opportunity to get and
assemble first-hand impressions of the views of Jewish leaders, professionals, rabbis,
philanthropists and activists. Seminars took place in January and February of 2014,
and culminated with JPPI’s brainstorming conference (March 11-12, 2014) in Glen
Cove, New York. Conference discussions were partially based on an interim report on
JPPI’s seminars and many of its conclusions are also incorporated into this report.162
Naturally, the lessons we draw from the seminars and the conference are subject to
all kinds of review and criticism, and we cannot present them without raising a few
warning flags, and explain the context in which the seminars were held, and what
they can and cannot tell us with certainty.
First and foremost, it must be understood that the local communities (and
organizations) were responsible for gathering the groups for the seminars. Hence, the
groups vary in character and size. They all have one thing in common though: the
established community – usually a federation, but sometimes another organization
– was the convening body. As we rely on the reports from the seminars in these
communities, it is important to acknowledge that these reports express the views of
Jews more within the so-called "core" Jewish community, and are less representative
of those Jews whose ties to established Jewish life are weaker or non-existent. We

162 The interim report can be found here: http://jppi.org.il/news/151/58/Jewish-and-DemocraticState.
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know from previous research that the core community is more attached to Israel,
scores higher on Jewish identity markers, and on some matters also tends to be a
little less liberal than other Jewish groups.163 Clearly, such characteristics can impact
the outlook of JPPI seminar participants.
It is also fair to assume that the groups all suffered from self-selection bias – that is,
we should suppose that those Jews who have little interest in Israel and its character
probably tended not to attend the seminars, even in the cases when they were
invited to the seminars by their local communities. So the overall picture drawn from
the seminars is definitely one that tilts toward those components of the world Jewish
community that care about Israel, and are interested in having some influence on its
nature.
The groups gathered mostly comprised people with communal status, and, therefore,
tended not to include many young people, whom we also know have a relatively
liberal outlook, a tendency to be more critical of Israel's policies, and to have a weaker
connection to Israel.164
At JPPI’s Glen Cove conference some participants expressed a strong belief – with
admittedly no data to support it except for anecdotal personal experiences – that
younger American Jews would feel much more discomfort with the concept of the
Law of Return. This law, in our seminars, was an exceptionally consensual topic:
a vast majority of discussants, believing it to be highly justified, expressed strong
the belief that it should be retained, and did not believe that it challenges Israel’s
democratic character. Yet, a debate ensued with some participants asserting that
JPPI seminar findings failed to capture the more negative sentiments of younger
Jews on the Law of Return. Others argued that on this particular issue there
would be little difference of opinion between younger and older Jews (the debate
referred to young American Jews). More investigation is needed to determine how
163 The most notable example of these characteristics were made clear by the 2013 Pew study
of Jewish Americans, and with the valuable differentiation between Jews by religion and Jews not by
religion. More about this: Who are the “Jews by Religion” in the Pew Report?, Shlomo Fischer, JPPI.
'Jews Not by Religion': How to Respond to American Jewry's New Challenge, Shmuel Rosner, JPPI,
2013 (http://jppi.org.il/uploads/Jews_Not_by_Religion.pdf).
164 Pew: "Older Jews are more likely than younger Jews to see caring about Israel as an essential
part of what being Jewish means to them. More than half of Jews 65 and older say caring about Israel
is essential for their Jewish identity (53%), as do 47% of Jews ages 50-64. By comparison, 38% of Jews
in their 30s and 40s and 32% of Jewish adults under age 30 say caring about Israel is central to what
being Jewish means to them".
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young Americans Jews truly regard the Law of Return. Yet we present this specific
debate about young Jews’ views on the Law of Return to demonstrate the type of
difficulties and inherent biases that have to be acknowledged as we present this
report to the public.
We also note that the process included very few ultra-religious (Haredi) participants.
JPPI has had similar difficulty in producing past reports – for example the one on
conversion165 – convincing Haredi representatives to participate in community-wide
discussions. It is fair to assume that this tilted our report toward a more liberal view
on the Jewishness of Israel. On the other hand, the Haredi community is attached
to Israel more than some people believe and does travel to and communicate with
Israel frequently and intensively.166 But as the percentage of Haredi Jews in the world
is relatively small, and as their views are known to be different on many issues,
their limited participation in the process, while regrettable, is unlikely to result in a
misreading of the Jewish world’s general view.
More caveats and cautionary notes on the process: in some cases we relied on the
communities to take notes during the seminars and prepare their own summaries,
and in other cases JPPI staff members wrote them; JPPI fellows moderated seminars
in some communities, while other communities conducted their seminars on their
own; some communities sent questionnaires in lieu of holding seminars, so their
conclusions are based on individual written responses rather than group discussions
(a detailed list appears in appendix A). Seminars varied in length, level of discussion,
and depth of summation. It should be noted, though, that all participant communities
showed a remarkable level of seriousness and dedication to the process. “In general,”
reads the Jewish Federation of Ocean County report, “the participants engaged in a
lively discussion which many of them felt was thought provoking on issues they were
either not aware of, or took for granted.” This description certainly applies to many of
the other community discussions.
Having laid out all the obvious limitations of this seminar-driven process, it is also
appropriate to point out some of its strengths. Having participants with a clear
interest in being involved with Israel might be preferable to a discussion that also
includes people with lesser ties and thinner levels of interest in Israel. As the aim of
165

See: Rosner, Shmuel, (2011), “Conversion, after the dialogue and the crisis,” JPPI

166 For example, take a quick look on how New York Haredis are attached to Israel: Multiple
Streams: Diversity within the Orthodox Jewish Community in the New York Area, Jacob B. Ukeles.
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the process was to debate (and possibly, but not necessarily alter) Israel's character, it
would be reasonable to argue that only the views of those world-Jews who care about
Israel should be considered, and that counting in the Jews who do not much care
about Israel does not make much sense. It would definitely not make much sense to
the majority of Israelis, who, as we will detail later, do not always want to take into
account the views of even the most involved and engaged Jews. And it would also
not make much sense for many involved Jews around the world, to have their voices
counted on the same level and with the same seriousness as those who do not invest,
visit, contribute and show interest in the affairs of Israel on a frequent basis.
Nevertheless, in order for us to present a full and comprehensive picture of world
Jewry’s perspectives, we have included in this report a lot of information that reflects
the views of groups less engaged with the established community, including data
from surveys and quotes from articles. We have made an intentional effort to present
a picture that is as full and comprehensive as possible, one that also includes the
voices of dissenting Jews and less attached groups.
The geographical spread of JPPI seminars was quite wide. Communities from various
continents participated in the process. The especially impressive representation of
North American communities is in keeping with the Jewish population numbers
there.167 However, some communities that should have had a direct voice, such
as those in Argentina and Russia, were unable to do so because of time and other
constraints. We have attempted to compensate for this under representation through
a careful analysis of existing material on these communities.

167 See: DellaPergola, Sergio, (2011), “Jewish demographic policies, population Trends and options
in Israel and in the diaspora,” JPPI
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Appendix B:
Technical Details about the Project,
Including Participant Lists
JPPI’s project on “Israel as a Jewish and Democratic state: world Jewry’s perspective”
included several main components of research: extensive reading and analyzing of
background material on the moral, social and legal dilemmas facing Israel; extensive
reading and analyzing of material and on world Jewry’s and Israelis’ views on this
topic; several dozen seminars moderated by JPPI fellows in communities around the
world, and self-moderated seminars in several other communities; surveys in several
communities; interviews and discussions with persons in leadership positions in the
Jewish world; reading and analysis of opinion articles on this matter from around the
world, and analysis of the concluding paper from all the above mentioned seminars.
The material produced for this project at this stage:
JPPI’s background paper for the seminars (can be found on JPPI’s website).
JPPI’s PowerPoint presentation for the seminars.
Background paper on the importance of including world Jewry’s perspectives
in Israel’s discussion of its Jewish and democratic nature (can be found on JPPI’s
website).
Interim conclusions paper for JPPI’s conference on the topic (presented here).
Concluding paper presented to Prof. Ruth Gavison on May 21, 2014.
A chapter for JPPI’s 2013-2014 Annual Assessment.
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Communities who Held Seminars Moderated by JPPI Fellows:
Community

Country

Date(s) of
seminar(s)

Number of
participants

UJA Federation of
Greater Toronto

Canada

18/01/2014

27

Jewish United Fund/
Jewish Federation
of Metropolitan
Chicago

USA

30/01/2014

22

Jewish Federation of
Greater Atlanta

USA

3/02/2014

24

Number of
groups

2 groups
Three sessions:

Jewish Federations
of Canada – UIA

Canada

27/01/2014
5/02/2014

30

27/1- 15 People
27/1- 7 People
5/2- 8 People

Jewish Leadership
Council, UK

United
Kingdom

09/02/2014

72

Greater Miami
Jewish Federation

USA

13/02/2014

19

UJA-Federation of
NY

USA

18/02/2014

35

Jewish Federation of
Cleveland

USA

19/02/2014

80

Jewish Federation of
Greater Washington

USA

20/02/2014

26

San Francisco
Jewish Community
Federation &
Endowment Fund

6 groups

3 groups:
USA
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24-25/02/2014

42

February 24th
February 25th
February 25th

Names and Roles of Participants, by Community:
UJA Federation of Greater Toronto
Ronald Appleby- Past Federation Chair and past Campaign Chair
Eran Barlev- Israeli- Canadian
Abraham Bogler- Israeli-Canadian, very involved in UJA Campaign
Donald Carr- Past Federation Chair
Jack Chisvin
Andrea Cohen
Mark Finkelstein
Hedy Ginzberg
Irving Granovsky
Bernard Gropper
Robert Harlang- Past Campaign Chair
Murray Kane- Staff
Debra Landsberg- Reform Rabbi. Chair of Reform Rabbis of Ontario
Keith Landy- JAFI Committee member, past chair of Canadian Jewish Congress
Adam Minsky- Staff
Benjamin Mogil
Berl Nadler- Chair, Centre for Israel & Jewish Affairs Local Partnership – Toronto
Mitchell Oelbaum
Felicia Posluns- Past board member, incoming Campaign Chair
Madeleine Sarick
DJ Schneeweiss- Consul General of Israel
Abraham Schonbach- Israeli-Canadian
Heather Shapiro
Ralph Shedletsky
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Honey Sherman – Board member, past Campaign Chair
Randy Shiff- Past board member
Steven Shulman- Staff
Myer Siemiatycki- President, Darchei Noam Congregation, member of UJA Federation
Community Advisory Council
Eileen Silver- Past board member
Shoel Silver- Incoming Campaign Chair, Past Treasurer, JAFI, Past chair, Jewish
Federations of Canada-UIA
Ted Sokolsky- UJA president & CEO
Yael Splansky
Jeff Springer- UJA Senior Vice-President, Corporate Affairs
Susan Steinberg- Member, Israel & Overseas Committee
Joseph Steiner- Past Federation Chair, JAFI committee member, Member of Israel &
Overseas Committee
Carole Sterling- Past Women’s Chair, Past Chair of Canadian Council for Reform
Judaism
Lorne Zon- Member, Community Advisory Committee
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Jewish United Fund/ Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago
Caryn Rosen Adelman – JUF and JAFI Board Member
Rabbi Michael Balinsky – Modern Orthodox Rabbi and Executive Director of the
Chicago Board of Rabbis (works primarily with non-Orthodox Rabbis )
Debbie Berman – JUF Board Member and Israel and Overseas Commission Chair. She
serves on the Board of Governors of JAFI
Rabbi Ellen Dreyfus – Reform Rabbi
Art Friedson – Member of Israel and Overseas Commission
Richard Goodman – JUF Board Member and JDC Board Member
Rabbi Gerald Isenberg – Orthodox Rabbi and Head of the Chicago Rabbinic Council
(Orthodox Only Rabbis)
Rose Jagust – Assistant Vice-President, Legacies and Endowments
Ann-Louis Kleper – JUF Board Member and JFNA Board Member
Jeff Kopin – Past JUF Board Member and lay person representing the Conservative
Movement
Rabbi Vernon Kurtz – JPPI, JAFI, and JUF Board Member
Lenore Mass – Reform Movement lay representative
Rabbi Lenny Matanky – Orthodox Rabbi, JUF Rabbinic Action Chair, Ida Crown
Jewish Academy Principal
Steve Nasatir – JUF/JF President
Elissa Polan – JUF Assistant Vice-President, Israel and Overseas
Sophie Fellman Rafalovitz – Shlicha
Kim Schwachman – JUF Board Member
Midge Perlman Shafton – JUF Board Member and past Chairman of the Board
Bill Silverstein – JUF Board Member
Alan Solow – JPPI and JUF Board Member
Caren Yanis – Crown Family Foundation Staff Person
Deb Zaluda – JUF’s Partnership Committee Chair
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Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta
Amanda Abrams
Elizabeth Appley
Noah Appley
Shelley Buxbaum
Stevin Chervin
Sheila Katz Cohen
Sandra Cuttler
Randy Farrow
David Garron
Myrna Garron
Beth Gluck
Michael Horowitz
Meredith Lefkoff
Cheri Levitan
Elliot Levitas
Miriam Strickman Levitas
Dr. Ted Levitas
Jonathan Minnen
Susan Moray
Jane Schlachter
Roey Shoshanm
Renette Throne
Itai Tsur
Rachel Wasserman
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Jewish Federations of Canada – UIA
Monday, January 27
Rabbi Ron Aigen- The Reconstructionist Synagogue of Montreal
Jonathan Bicher- (Montreal)JFC-UIA Board Member
Howard Driman- (Toronto – JFC-UIA) Chief Financial Officer, Jewish Federations of
Canada UIA
Heather Fenyes- Immediate Past-President of Congregation Agudas Israel Synagogue
in Saskatoon. Board Member at the Centre for Israel & Jewish Affairs
Rabbi Reuben Poupko- Rabbi of Beth Israel Beth Aaron Congregation[3] in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada
Michael Soberman- Director of National Initiatives for the Next Generation at the
UIA Federations of Canada
Daniel Stern- (Toronto – JFC-UIA) Director of Regional Development, the UIA
Federations of Canada
Wednesday, February 5
David Amiel-(Montreal). Community Leader
Jonathan Ben-Choreen- (Ottawa). Community Leader
Faye Rosenberg Cohen- (Winnipeg). Federation Professional
Marc Gold- (Montreal). JFC-UIA Board Member
Steven Goluboff- (Saskatoon). JFC-UIA Board Member
Rabbi Claudio Jodorkovsky- (Saskatoon). Community Leader
Russ Joseph- (Edmonton). Federation Professional
Linda Kislowicz- (Toronto – JFC-UIA). JFC-UIA Professional
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Jewish Leadership Council, UK
Mr. Sydney Assor- Board of Deputies
Mrs. Simi Ben Hur- New Leadership Network
Mr. Jerrold Bennet
Mr. Ephraim Borowski- Board of Deputies, Regional Council, Scotland
Mr. Jon Boyd- JPR, Professional
Mrs. Hilary Brass
Mr. Laurence Brass - Board of Deputies
Mrs. Dina Brawer
Rabbi Dr. Naftali Brawer
Mr. Colin Bulka
Mr. Paul Charney- ZF
Mr. David Chinn- Political Oversight Group
Mr. Adrian Cohen- JLC, LJF
Mr. David Dangoor- JLC, S&P
Mr. Eugene Esterkin
Ms. Debbie Fox- Women in Jewish Leadership
Mr. Mark Gardner- CST Professional
Ms. Jennifer Gerber- LFI
Mr. Andrew Gilbert- UJIA
Mr. Rael Goodman
Ms. Lousie Gould
Dr. Roy Graham- UJIA
Mr. Colin Green
Mr. Maurice Helfgott- NLN
Mr. Lucian Hudson- JLC, Liberal J
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Mr. Simon Jackson- JLC, Leeds
Mr. Elliot Jebreel- BoD International Division
Mr. Ari Jesner- Office of Chief Rabbi
Mr. Simon Johnson- JLC, Professional
Ms. Debbie Klein- JLC, JW3
Dr. Kopolwicz
Mr. David Krikler
Mr. Doug Krikler
Ms. Tali Krikler
Mr. Adam Langleben- Jewish Labour Movement
Ms. Amanada Lee
Rabbi Dr. Abraham Levy- S&P
Mr. John Levy- FOIET
Mr. Jerry Lewis
Ms. Janice Lopatkin
Ms. Carly Maisel
Ms. Laura Marks- Board of Deputies
Ms. Shelley Marsh- Limmud
Mr. Neil Martin- JLGB, Professional
Ms. Carly McKenzie- Office of Chief Rabbi
Mr. Alan Mendoza- S&P
Mrs. Claudia Mendoza
Ms. Gillian Merron- JLC (VP)
Dr. Helena Miller- UJIA Professional
Ms. Abigail Morris- Jewish Museum, Professional
Mr. Ian Myers
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Mr. Eitan Na’aeh- Embassy
Mr. Leo Noe- JLC (VP)
Mr. Tal Ofer- UK rep European Jewish Parliament
Mr. Adam Ognall
Mr. Stephan Pack- JLC, United Syn
Mr. Martin Paisner- JPR
Mr. Lee Petar
Rabbi Avrohom Pinto (Charedi)
Ms. Jo Rosenfelder - Tzedek
Mr. Howard Ross
Ms. Jill Shaw- JLC, WIZO UK
Mr. Peter Sheldon - Chief Rabbinate Trust, BoD International Division
Mr. Edwin Shuker- BoD International Division
Rabbi Benzi Sudak - Chabad (Charedi)
Ms. Maggie Sussia- UJS
Mr. Daniel Taub- Israeli Ambassador
Lord George Weidenfeld GBE
Mr. Michael Weiger- UJIA, Professional
Ms. Hannah Weisfeld- Yachad, Professional
Mr. Vivian Wineman- JLC
Mr. Rony Yedidya
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Greater Miami Jewish Federation
Sara Adler- Florida director of the New Israel Fund. Past member of the Greater
Miami Jewish Federation’s Board of Directors.
Dahlia Bendavid- Federation Director of Israel and Overseas
Helene Berger- Board of Directors
Brian Bilzin- Chair of the Board
Elisabeth Frank- Board of Directors
Mikki Futernick- Board of Directors
Patty Goldsmith- Board of Directors
Larry Joseph- Board of Directors
Michelle Labgold- chief planning officer of the Greater Miami Jewish Federation
Nathan Lewinger- Board of Directors
Norman Lipoff- Board of Directors
Sheree Savar- Board of Directors
Raquel Scheck- Board of Directors
Mark Schnapp- Board of Directors
Maxine Schwartz- Board of Directors
Steve Schwartz- Chief Financial Officer, Greater Miami Jewish Federation
Marsha Soffer- Board of Directors
Jacob Solomon- President and CEO
Hedy Whitebook- Chair, Greater Miami Jewish Federation Israel and Overseas
Committee
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UJA-Federation of New York
Rabbis
Rabbi Heshie Billet
Rabbi Sara Hurwitz
Rabbi Rick Jacobs
Rabbi Jeremy Kalmanovsky
Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum
Rabbi Matalon
Rabbi Michael Strassfeld
Rabbi Gordon Tucker
Lay leaders
Lou Bravmann
Alisa Doctoroff
Eric Goldstein
Marshall Heubner
Alisa F. Levin
Sara Nathan
Vlad Rashkovich
Mikhail Ratner
Marcia Riklis
Roni Rubenstein
David Sable
Jeff Schoenfeld
Marc Suvall
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Community Leadership
Gideon Aronoff – Ameinu
Nigel Savage - Hazon
Marion Stolz-Loike - JCRC, Touro
Organization Staff
David Bryfman - JEP
Nancy Kaufman (NCJW)
Joy Levitt - JCC of Manhattan
Michael Miller - JCRC
Michael Salberg (ADL)
Bob Sherman - JEP
Dan Smokler - NYU Bronfman Cntr
UJA-Federation Staff
Lyn Light Geller
David Mallach
Alex Roth-Kahn
John Ruskay
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Jewish Federation of Cleveland
Sheila Allenick
Julie Jaslow Auerbach
Eric E. Bell
Rabbi Naphtali Burnstein
Deborah A. Coleman
Shelley Fishbach
Adrienne Goldberg
Francine M. Gordon
Edith Sznajder Greenberg
Andrea Kanter Grodin
Gary L. Gross
Rubin Guttman
Rachel E. Heiser
J. David Heller
Stephen H. Hoffman
Ilanit Gerblich Kalir
Amy R. Kaplan
Susan Kariv
Rabbi David Kosak
Andy Lefkowitz
Abigail Levin
Keith J. Libman
Rabbi Sharon Y. Marcus
Shelley Milin Marcus
Hedy P. Milgrom
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Todd S. Polikoff
Judge Dan Polster
Shmuel Shkop
Michael Siegal
Renny Wolfson
Donna Karon Yanowitz
Dan Zelman
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Jewish Federation of Greater Washington
Paul Berger- Past President, JFGW
Joel Breslau- former President, JFGW
Jessica Eizenstat
Stuart Eizenstat- Co-chair, JPPI
Diana Epstein- Major Donor
Michael David Epstein- Major Donor
Doug Feith-Director of the Center for National Security Strategies; Senior Fellow at
the Hudson Institute
Ron Glancz- Executive Committee, JFGW
Ron Halber- Executive Director, JCRC
Avital Ingber- Chief Development Officer, Jewish Federation of Greater Washington
(JFGW)
Billy Kreisberg- Executive Committee, JFGW
Neil Kritz- Senior Scholar in Residence, United States Institute of Peace
Bruce Lane- AIPAC activist
Liza Levy- President, JFGW
Marion Lewin-Major Donor
Bruce Lustig- Senior Rabbi, Washington Hebrew Congregation
Louis Mayberg- Major Donor, Chair of the Board, Yeshiva of Greater Washington and
George Washington University Hillel
Ben Milakovsky- Federation Young Leadership volunteer
Larry Nussdorf- Major Donor
Melanie Nussdorf- Major Donor
Jamie Poslosky- Federation Young Leadership volunteer
Steve Rakitt- CEO, JFGW
Jonathan Schnitzer- Senior Rabbi, B’nai Israel Congregation
Hilary Kapner Smith- AIPAC activist
Josh Stevens- Board Member, JFGW, YL Board Member
Stuart Tauber-Executive Committee, JFGW
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San Francisco Jewish Community Federation & Endowment Fund
February 24th (8:00 am)
Riva Berelson
Frank Brody
Roy Bukstein
Rosalind Franklin-Jekowsky
Joe Goldman
Marsha Hurwitz
Doug Kahn
Rosie Kaplan
Linda Kurz
Melissa Lee
Adin Miller
Bernard Riff
Siggy Rubinson
Ellen Saliman
Lynn Sedway
Joelle Steefel
Cissie Swig
Sheldon Wolfe
February 25th (8:00 am)
Emily Blanck
Judy Bloom
Gayle Donsky
Stacy Friedman
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Marv Goodman
Judy Gussmann
Fredrick Hertz
Steve Lipman
Larry Milder
Roberta Zucker
February 25th (5:30 pm)
Julie Bernstein
Terry Fletcher
Rabbi Jill Cozen Harel
Naomi Jatovsky
Lenny Kristal
Ephraim Margolin
Shawn Matloob
Sarah Persitz
Haim Pomerantz
Robert Schiff
Eva Seligman-Kennard
Norma Tarrow
Danit Trau
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Communities who Held Self-Moderated Seminars:
Community

Country

CIDI – Centrum
infomatie en
documentatie
Israel

Netherland

Israeli Cultural
Connection
Oshman Family
JCC Taube Koret
Campus for
Jewish Life (Palo
Alto)

USA

Date(s) of
seminar(s)

February 10
February 12

Number of
participants

Number of
groups

20

2 Groups

3
Feb. 3- Sao
Paulo
Jewish Federation
São Paulo

Brazil

February 3,
4, 12

59

Feb. 4 – Rio de
Jeneiro
Feb. 12– Sao
Paulo

Zionist Council
of Victoria

Australia

16/02/2014

35

Jewish Federation
of Ocean County,
NJ

USA

20/02/2014

17
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Date(s) of
seminar(s)

Community

Country

New Israel
Fund Australia
Foundation (NIF
Australia)

Australia

Jewish Federation
of Greater New
Orleans

USA

20/03/2014

South African
Zionist
Federation

South
Africa

03/2014
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Number of
participants

49

24

Number of
groups

Names and Roles of Participants, by Community:
Israeli Cultural Connection Oshman Family JCC Taube Koret Campus for
Jewish Life (Palo Alto)
February 10
Serena Eisenberg- Executive Director, Stanford Hillel
Andi Frenkel- Community member
Estee Solomon Grey- Community member, tech entrepreneur
Danny Inbar - Associate Director for Arts & Culture, the Israel Center, Jewsih
Community Federation, San Francisco
Mordecai Kurz- Economy Prof. at Stanford University
Josh Lauder- Student, prospective Pen Hillel member
Laura Lauder- Venture Philanthropist
Susan Mirbach- Community member
Talya Ronen -Community member
Jeff Rosenberg
Karen Wisialowski- Director Pen JCRC
February 12
Adi Gamon- High-Tech Consultant
Ruth Gamon- Operations, Admin, Finance & HR Professional
Yair Hadas- High-Tech engineer
Ronit Jacobs - Director, ICC@JCC Oshman Family JCC PA
Mordecai Kurz- Economy Prof. at Stanford University
Shoham Nicolet- Co- Founder of the Israeli American Council, CEO of Sookooroo
Noga Niv- Psychotherapist
Israel Niv- High-tech company CEO
Orli Rinat- Executive Committee, OFJCC and Chair of ICC@JCC in Palo Alto
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The Jewish Federation of the State of São Paulo (Fisesp), The Jewish
Federation of Rio de Janeiro (Fierj), The Brazilian Jewish Confederation
(Conib)
Yoel Barnea- General Israel Consu, São Paulo
Rodrigo Baumworcel- Eliezer / Max Jewish School / Hillel, Rio de Janeiro
Anna Bentes Bloch- FIERJ Board, Rio de Janeiro
Ricardo Berkiensztat- FISESP Executive Vice President, São Paulo
Jayme Blay- Brazil-Israel Trade Chamber in Sao Paulo CAMBICI President, São Paulo
Cecilia Cohen - Chazit / Ari Synagogue, Rio de Janeiro
Flavia Cohen - FIERJ, Rio de Janeiro
Dan Dayan- Hillel / FIERJ, Rio de Janeiro
Daniel Douek- Fórum 18 University Students Program Coordinator, São Paulo
Samuel Feldberg- Political Scientist, São Paulo
Mario Fleck- FISESP President, São Paulo & Rio de Janeiro
Bruno Fridman Schwetz - Habonim Dror Youth Movement, Rio de Janeiro
Henrique Fridman- Eliezer / Max Jewish School, Rio de Janeiro
Carolina Freihof- Chazit Hanoar Youth Movement, Rio de Janeiro
Paulo Gaiger- Writer, Translator and Editor, Rio de Janeiro
Michel German- Hillel Former Director, Rio de Janeiro
Henry Gherson- FISESP Youth Adviser, São Paulo
Abraham Goldstein- B’nai Brith São Paulo President, São Paulo
André Grunebaum- General Treasurer- FISESP, São Paulo
Adrian Gottfried- Shalom Community Rabbi, São Paulo
Eitan Gottfried- Noam Youth Movement Maskir, São Paulo
Cláudia Hochman- FIERJ, Rio de Janeiro
Gerson Hochman- FIERJ, Rio de Janeiro
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Celso Lafer- Former Brazilian Chancellor and FAPESP President, São Paulo
Luia Liberman- Zionist Organization, Rio de Janeiro
Renato Liberman- FIERJ, Rio de Janeiro
Sofia Débora Levy- CNPIR Brasilia DC/ CONIB, Rio de Janeiro
Luiz Mairovitch- Hebraica / RJ- President, Rio de Janeiro
Paulo Maltz- Lawyer and Judge of the Court of Appeals – CONIB, Rio de Janeiro
Sônia V. Mehl- Habonim Dror Youth Movement, Rio de Janeiro
Raul Meyer- Jewish Culture House / FISESP, São Paulo
Alberto Milkewitz- Executive Director – FISESP, São Paulo / Rio de Janeiro
Daniel Nussim Z. Plattek- Habonim Dror, Rio de Janeiro
Sam Osmo- B’nai Brith, São Paulo
Heloisa Paint- Political Scientist, São Paulo
Samy Pinto- Ohel Yaacov Synagogue Rabbi / Iavne Jewish School Principal, São Paulo
Revital Poleg- Jewish Agency Brazil – Chief Schlicha, São Paulo
Joel Rechtman- The Jewish Tribune Newspaper Editor, São Paulo
Claudio J. Rehfeld- Culture House Dror, Rio de Janeiro
Herry Rosenberg- FIERJ Strategic Planning Director, Rio de Janeiro
Joseph Hauser Rosenberg- Chazit Youth Movement, Rio de Janeiro
Kike Rosenburt- Jewish Agency Brazil/Dror, Rio de Janeiro
Jaime Salomon - FIERJ President, Rio de Janeiro
Ilana Sancovschi - Hillel, Rio de Janeiro
David Schipper- FIERJ, Rio de Janeiro
Richard Sihel- Habonim Dror Youth Movement, São Paulo
Jaime Spitzkowski- CONIB Institutional Relations Director, Rio de Janeiro
Bernard Stern- Chazit Hanoar Youth Movement, Rio de Janeiro
Ruben Sternschein- Congregação Israelita Paulista CIP Rabbi, São Paulo
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Patricia Tolmasquim- Human Rights Institute, Rio de Janeiro
Eduardo Wurzmann- Keren Hayesod / CONIB, São Paulo
Celso Zilbovicius- March of the Living for University Students Program Coordinator,
São Paulo
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Zionist Council of Victoria
Mr. Sam Tatarka- President, Zionist Council of Victoria
Mr. John Searle- Community Relations Chairman, Zionist Council of Victoria
Ms. Jane Rapke- Executive Director, Zionist Council of Victoria
Ms. Brenda Segal- Communications and Events Coordinator, Zionist Council of
Victoria
Mr. Eitan Drori- Executive Director, Australian Friends of the Hebrew University
(Vic)
Ms. Talia Meltzer- AZYC
Mrs. Helen Shardey- Progressive Judaism Victoria
Rabbi Adam Stein- Rabbi Kehillat Nitzan Synagogue
Mrs. Sharene Hambur- Vice President, Zionist Council of Victoria
Ms. Gabsy Debinski- Zionist Federation of Australia
Mr. Alex Goodman- Chairman, Trade and Investment for the ZCV
Mr. Joel Lazar
Mr. Victor Rosenberger- Vice President, Kew Hebrew Congregation
Mr. Sam Salcman- Executive Member, Zionist Council of Victoria
Mr. Ryan Saffer- Rosh Hineni, Hineni representative to the Zionist Council of Victoria
Mrs. Sylvia Green- President, WIZO Victoria
Mr. Adiel Cohney- Habonim Dror
Mr. Yaron Gottlieb
Ms. Alex Fein
Mrs. Nina Bassat- AM President, Jewish Community Council of Victoria
Mr. Daniel Goodman- Honorary Treasurer Zionist Council of Victoria
Mr. Josh Back- Caulfield Hebrew Congregation
Mrs. Leonie Fleiszig- Director, Lamm Jewish Library of Australia
Ms. Rebecca Silk- Representative ARZA
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Ms. Jade Karp- Representative Netzer
Ms. Rachel Tofler- Representative Betar
Mr. Yoni Unger- Representative Meretz Australia
Mrs. Sharon Woolf- Australian Friends of the Technion
Mr. Ian Samuel- Information Chairman, Zionist Council of Victoria
Mrs. Ruth Gilmour
Mr. Yiftach Nenner- Shaliach Betar
Rabbi Jonatha Keren-Black Progressive Judaism Victoria
Ms. Dana Slonim- Representative Hineni
Mr. Nadav Shachman- Shaliach, Progressive Judaism Victoria and Netzer
Mr. Brian Samuel- Representative, Progressive Judaism Victoria
Ms. Ginette Searle- Executive Director, Zionist Federation of Australia
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Jewish Federation of Ocean County NJ
Michael Berman- Fed JFCS chair
Howard Butensky- Past Board
Jane Butensky- Fed. Women’s div.
Cyndy Freidland- Board Member
Ross Gertner - Fed Treasurer
Danny Goldberg- Fed Staff
Peter Kitay- Past Board
Jason Krane- Fed staff
Annabel Lindenbaum - JFNA Board & Fed. Past President
Manfred Lindenbaum- Past JFCS Chair, Kinder transport survivor
Ellyn Lyons - Fed Board, National Hadassah Treasurer
Larry Mandel- Fed JCRC Chair
David Rosen- Past Fed President
Lauren Rosen-Fed Co- President
Randy Rozovsky- Fed Co- President
Rita Sason - JFCS Staff
Anise Singer- Past chair W/D
Debbie Troy- Past Board, Regional chair NAAMAT
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New Israel Fund Australia Foundation (NIF Australia)
Michele Alberth- Registered practitioner Chinese Medicine; former member Zionist
Youth movement in Switzerland
Dr. Ted Arnold- Medical practitioner; former student Zionist activist, including
Mefaked Betar Sydney and Chairman of NSW Zionist Youth Council
John Balint- Retired professional engineer; Sculptor; Foundation chairperson of Jews
for Social Action, the social justice group of North Shore Temple Emanuel
Elizabeth Ban- Journalist, writer and editor (radio, film, print); former Deputy of the
NSW Jewish Board of Deputies and one of its current representatives to the Sydney
Alliance Associate Professor Mark Baker- Director of the Australian Centre for Jewish
Civilisation at Monash University
Associate Professor Lee Ann Basser- Director of NIF Australia, Associate Professor of
Law, La Trobe University, Adjunct, Graduate Programme in Critical Disability Studies,
York University Canada
Ric Benjamin- Vice-president of NIF Australia; former CEO of Foodbank Victoria;
immediate past president of Jewish Aid Australia
Susan Braham- Former High School teacher and Head of History at Masada College;
former board member and president of SDN Children’s Services (providing early
intervention in a range of areas, for vulnerable children and families)
Dr. Ilan Buchman- Manager, Children Family and Community Team of JewishCare
(NSW)
Stephan Center - Former company director; philanthropist; supporter of inter alia
JewishCare, NIF Australia, Jews for Social Justice Associate Professor Yola CenterRetired Associate Professor of Education at Macquarie University; philanthropist;
supporter of inter alia JewishCare, NIF Australia, Jews for Social Justice
Miriam Feldheim- Research student at Australian Centre for Jewish Civilization,
Monash University
Professor Raimond Gaita- Professorial Fellow in Melbourne Law School and Faculty
of Arts at the University of Melbourne; Emeritus Professor of Moral Philosophy at
King’s College London; Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities; author
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of many articles, essays and books, including Romulus My Father and A Common
Humanity: Thinking about Love and Truth and Justice
Liam Getreu- Executive Director of NIF Australia; former national chair of Australian
Zionist Youth Council and Australasian Union of Jewish Students
Ori Golan- Teacher, journalist
David Gordon- Solicitor
Simon Green- University student, part-time mechanical engineer, madrich at
Hashomer Hatzair, member Hashomer Hatzair Parents and Friends Committee
Amir Harel- Company director
Kati Haworth- Constituent Deputy and Executive member of NSW Jewish Board of
Deputies and chair of its Membership Committee
Helen Imber- Manager Relationships and Promotions, Asia Pacific Centre for
Social Investment and Philanthropy, Faculty of Business, Swinburne University of
Technology, formally Executive Officer of Australian Jewish Funders, Melbourne
Community Foundation and other senior roles in the philanthropic sector
Joanna Kalowski- Workshop leader, judicial educator, senior mediator; member
of the WIPO (Geneva) Panel of Neutrals, the Centre de Mediation et d’Arbitrage
de Paris and Singapore Mediation Centre’s international panel; member standards
commission of the International Mediation Institute and co-chair of its intercultural
accreditation committee; formerly Director of Community Relations at the NSW
Anti-Discrimination Board, member of Federal Administrative Appeals Tribunal,
member National Native Title Tribunal; past chair of Foodbank and LEADR Australia
Rabbi Zalman Kastel- CEO of Together for Humanity, inter-faith based diversity
education
Mandi Katz- Director of NIF Australia; legal and governance risk specialist in financial
services sector; former chairperson of Australasian Union of Jewish Students Victoria;
committee member and now co-chair of Limmud Oz Melbourne; secretary of Shira
Chadasha synagogue
Harry Kestin- Technology professional
Herschel Landes- Former company director; involved in Jewish communal organization
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Ilona Lee AM- Director of NIF Australia; Deputy of NSW Jewish Board of Deputies and
member of its Social Justice Committee; former president of the Shalom Institute
Karen Loblay- Company Executive, Founder Matana Foundation for Young People,
Director of NIF Australia; Director Rotary Club of Sydney
Robin Margo S.C.- President of NIF Australia; barrister and mediator; immediate past
president of NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, member Committee of Management of
the Executive Council of Australian Jewry
Paul Norton- Lecturer, Business School, Griffith University
Dr. Sam Perla- Medical practitioner
Dr. Doodie Ringelblum- Supporter of inter alia Yiddish Australia, Kadimah, Bund,
Sholem Aleichem College
William David Rooseboom- Retired
Les Rosenblatt- Former lecturer and tutor in social sciences and community
development at TAFE and Victoria University
Professor Suzanne Dorothy Rutland OAM- Professor in Department of Hebrew,
Biblical and Jewish Studies, University of Sydney; Trustee and Academic Chair
Mandelbaum House; member Education Sub-Committee of NSW Jewish Board of
Deputies; Hon Secretary, Fund for Jewish Higher Education; member Conference
Committees and Editorial Board, Australian Association for Jewish Studies; editor of
the Australian Jewish Historical Society Journal
Pamela Sackville- Artist; formerly Chair of Women’s Division, Jewish Communal
Appeal
The Hon Ronald Sackville AO QC- Acting Judge of Appeal, Supreme Court of New
South Wales; Visiting Professorial Fellow, University of New South Wales. Formerly
Judge of the Federal Court of Australia; Dean, Faculty of Law, University of New South
Wales; Chair, Coordinating Committee of Jewish Day Schools
Gary Samowitz- CEO of Jewish Aid Australia; formerly Hillel Director in New South
Wales
Robyne Schwarz AM- Advisory Board NIF, Chair Australian Centre for Jewish
Civilization Monash University, Australian Press Council Member, Formerly President
Jewish Care Victoria
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John Serry- Psychiatrist; Life Governor JewishCare (Victoria); Chairman Jewish Mutual
Loan Fund; member Mental Health Review Board (Victoria)
Oscar Shub- Partner in leading global law firm
David Singer- Australian Lawyer, Foundation Member of the International Analyst
Network; Convenor of Jordan is Palestine International; has written extensively on
the Jewish-Arab conflict and been published online and distributed through news
services in many countries
Debbie Sleigh- Teacher, animated film writer, producer, director; Constituent Deputy
for the Great Synagogue and Honorary Returning Officer of the NSW Jewish Board
of Deputies; former president of Womanpower, an Australian Jewish Women’s
organization
Professor Ilana Snyder- Professor, Faculty of Education, Monash University
Dr. Raymond Snyder- Medical oncologist
Peter B. White- Director, PhD. Director, Rosh White & Associates, Social Science
Consultants. Retired academic with the special interest in the media and social
policy
Uri Windt- Deputy and Executive member of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies,
member Sydney Inner West Chavura, director filling the Gap (provides dental services
for indigenous Australians)
Lawrie Zion- Associate Professor of Journalism at La Trobe University. Editor in chief
of at Upstartmagazine. Documentary maker
Harold Zwier- Computer software engineer; member of a modern orthodox
synagogue and former member of its board; member and former executive member
of the Australian Jewish Democratic Society
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South African Zionist Federation
Anthony Arkin – SAZF
Julie Berman –SAZF Cape Council
Suzanne Edmunds – KZN Zionist Council
Isla Feldman – South African Zionist Federation, Jewish National Fund
Reeva Forman - South African Jewish Board of Deputies, SA Zionist Federation
Beulah Hyman – Magen Dovid Adom
Mark Hyman – Magen Dovid Adom
Harold Jacobs – South African Zionist Federation
Kendyl Jacobson – Netzer Olami
Shaun Katz – Habonim Dror Southern Africa
Wendy Khan – South African Jewish Board of Deputies
Greg Kinross - South African Zionist Federation
Grant Maserow - Kwa-Zulu Natal Zionist Council
Eleanor Laszlo – Private
Ori Leizer – Betar Shaliach
Ben Levitas – SAZF Cape Council
Steven Lurie – South African Union of Progressive Judaism
Basil Platzky – Likud South Africa
Leon Reich - Likud South Africa
David Saks - South African Jewish Board of Deputies
Benji Shulman – South African Zionist Federation/ Jewish National Fund of South
Africa
Jonathan Silk - South African Zionist Federation
Michael Simmons – SAZF Port Elizabeth
Wayne Sussman – Limmud South Africa
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Communities who Sent Surveys to Community Members:
Community

Organizing body

France

CRIF

Council of
Australia Jewry
(ECAJ)

Australia

Date(s) of
survey(s)

Number of
participants
18

24/02/2014

43

Executive Council of Australian Jewry
Robert Goot- President AM S.C
Dr. Danny Lamm- Imm. Past President
Peter Wertheim AM - Executive Director
Jill Segal- Deputy President
Sharene Hamburg- Hon. Secretary
Peter Wise- Hon. Treasurer
Yair Miller-Vice President; President of New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies
Nina Bassat- Vice President; President of Jewish Community Council of Victoria
David Denver- Vice President; President of Jewish Community Council of Western
Australia
Norman Schueler- Vice President; President of Jewish Community Council of South
Australia
Jason Steinberg- Vice President; President of Queensland Jewish Board of Deputies
Daniel Albert- Vice President; President of Hobart Hebrew Congregation
Robert Cussel- Vice President; President of Australian Capital Territory Jewish
Community
David Knoll AM (NSW)
Julian Leeser (NSW)
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Robin Margo (NSW)
Jeremy Spinak (NSW)
Jennifer Huppert (Vic)
Tom May (Vic)
John Searle (Vic)
Sam Tatarka (Vic)
Jane Feller (NSW)
Melissa McCurdie (NSW)
Dr. Dvir Abramovich (Vic)
Rysia Rozen OAM (Vic)
Ian Samuel OAM (Vic)
AFFILIATE ORGANISATIONS
Nicola Kobilski (NSW)- Chairperson Australian Union of Jewish Students
Morris Tobias- B’nai B’rith of Aust/NZ. President
Romy Leibler-Council of Orthodox Synagogues of Australia (COSA)
Peter Smaller (NSW) - Jewish National Fund President [Nominated Alternate: Dan
Springer, Chief Executive]
Lisa Borowick (VIC)- Maccabi President
Di Hirsh OAM (VIC)- President, National Council of Jewish Women of Australia
Stephen Freeman- Union for Progressive Judaism (UPJ)
Gilla Liberman- WIZO President
Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky (SA)- Council of Progressive Rabbis Chairperson
Pres. Wesley Browne OAM- Federation of Australian Jewish Ex-Service Associations
President
Stephen Goodman & Geoff Levy- New Zealand Jewish Council President
Philip Chester (VIC)-Zionist Federation of Australia President
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ADVISERS
Nechama Bendet (VIC)- Australian Council of Jewish Schools
Rabbi Jeffrey Kamins (NSW)- Interfaith
Rabbi Jeremy Lawrence (NSW)- Interfaith
Ian Lacey AM (NSW)- Legal
Steven Lieblich- Public Affairs
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JAFI's Committee for the Unity of the Jewish People
Avi Ablov
Caryn Rosen Adelman
Rabbi Meir Azari
David Barish
Phyllis Bernstein
Harvey Blitz
Gillian Caplin
Becky Caspi
Jack Corcos
William Daroff
Rabbi Stanley Davids
Avraham Duvdevani
Hagay Elitzur
Shaul Farber
Martine Fleishman
Reeva Forman
Joan Garson
Beth Goldsmith
Eric Goldstein
Norman Goldstein
Vera Golovensky
Mike Grabiner
Tzvi Graetz
Aryeh Green
Harley Gross
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Andy Groveman
Richard Hirsch
Chaim Iram
Benny Ish-Shalom
Rabbi Rick Jacobs
Jack Kahn
Adnan Kandiyoti
Yogev Karasenty
Gilad Kariv
Warren Kimel
Bobi Klotz
David Koschitzky
Robert Kuchner
Alisa Kurshan
Vernon Kurtz
Joan Levin
Dalya Levy
Daniel Liwerant
Noga Maliniak
Michael Marmur
Samuel Meline
Rabbi Joel Meyers
Esti Moskowitz
Sylvie Pelossof
Shai Pinto
Heschel Raskas
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Zvi Raviv
John Ruskay
Solly Sacks
Tikva Schein
Jim Schiller
Alan Schneider
Josh Schwarcz
Natan Sharansky
Alan Silberman
Shoel Silver
Moishe Smith
Francine Stein
Elaine Steiner
Joseph Steiner
Chaim Wasserman
Yehiel Wasserman
Dani Wassner
Ron Weiserr
Rabbi Steve Wernick
Dorothy M. Wizer
Stephen Wolnek
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Participants in JPPI’s Conference on the Future of the Jewish People,
March 11-12, 2014, Glen Cove, New York:
Elliot Abrams - Council of Foreign Affairs
Rabbi Daniel Allen- Executive vice chairman of United Israel Appeal (UIA)JFNA
Danny Ayalon- Former Deputy Foreign Minister and a member of the Knesset
Marshall Breger- Professor of Law, Catholic University of America
Rabbi Yuval Cherlow- Head Yeshivat Hesder Petach Tikva
Abby Joseph Cohen- Economist and financial analyst on Wall Street
Steven Cohen- Berman Jewish Policy Archive Director
Leonard Cole- Adjunct Professor
Irwin Cotler- National Chair at The Anti-Defamation League
Barry Curtiss Lusher- National Chair at The Anti-Defamation League
Robert Danin- CFR Eni Enrico Mattei Senior Fellow for Middle East and Africa
Studies
Stuart Eizenstat- Former US Ambassador to the European Union and Deputy
Secretary of Treasury. Co-chairman of JPPI’s board and professional guiding council
and currently heads the international practice of the Covington and Burlington law
firm.
Shai Feldman- Professor, Brandeis University
Marvin Feuer- Director, Policy & Government Affairs, AIPAC
Wayne Firestone- Genesis Foundation
Rachel Fish- Brandeis University, Schusterman Center
Ben Fishman- Washington Institute
Abe Foxman- National Director, Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
Misha Galperin- CEO and President of Jewish Agency International Development
Eric Goldstein- CEO of UJA Federation of NY
Stanley Greenberg- Chairman & CEO Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research
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Malcolm Hoenlein- Executive vice chairman, the Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations
Alan Hoffmann- Director-General and CEO – Jewish Agency for Israel
Rabbi Rick Jacobs- President, the Union for Reform Judaism
Paul Kane- The Jewish Federations of North America
Alisa Kurshan- New York Federation
Rabbi Vernon Kurtz- North Suburban Synagogue Beth El, Chicago
Glen Lewy- Senior Managing Director of Hudson Ventures, a technology-focused
venture capital fund based in New York.
Edward Luttwak- Senior Associate, Center for Strategic and International Studies
David Makovsky- Indyk’s Middle East Peace Team
Mark Medin- senior vice president for Financial Resource Development, UJAFederation of New York
Aaron Panken- President of Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute
David Pollock- Senior Fellow, Washington Institute for Near East Policy
Gary Rosenblatt- editor and publisher of The Jewish Week of New York
Dennis Ross- Former special assistant to President Obama and NSC Senior Director
for the Central Region. Co-chairman of JPPI’s board and professional guiding council.
Ted Sasson- Senior researcher, Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis
University
Leonard Saxe- Klutznick Professor of Contemporary Jewish Studies and directs the
Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies and the Steinhardt Social Research Institute
at Brandeis University.
Rabbi Julie Schonfeld- Executive Vice President, The Rabbinical Assembly
Chemi Shalev- US foreign correspondent for the English-language edition of Haaretz
Natan Sharansky- Chairman of the Executive, JAFI
Sammy Smooha- Professor of Sociology at The University of Haifa
Susie Stern- The Jewish Federation of North America
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Suzanne Stone - University Professor of Jewish Law and Contemporary Civilization,
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University.
Ronnie Vinnikov- Special Advisor to the World President on Russia and Baltic States
- Keren Hayesod – UIA
Erwin Pearl- Erwin and Sandra Pearl Foundation
Sandra Pearl- Erwin and Sandra Pearl Foundation
JPPI Staff
Ita Alcalay- JPPI
Avinoam Bar-Yosef- JPPI
Shlomo Fischer- JPPI
Barry Geltman- JPPI
Avi Gil- JPPI
Mike Herzog- JPPI
Antony Korenstein- JPPI
Dov Maimon- JPPI
Steven Popper- JPPI
Shmuel Rosner- JPPI
Rami Tal- JPPI
Shalom Wald- JPPI
Einat Wilf- JPPI
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Appendix C:
“Jewish and Democratic” in Current
Israeli Law and Proposed legislative
Initiatives for change in “Jewish and
Democratic” Formulation
Declaration of Independence:
On the 29th November, 1947, the United Nations General Assembly passed a
resolution calling for the establishment of a Jewish State in Eretz-Israel; the General
Assembly required the inhabitants of Eretz-Israel to take such steps as were necessary
on their part for the implementation of that resolution. This recognition by the United
Nations of the right of the Jewish people to establish their State is irrevocable.
This right is the natural right of the Jewish people to be masters of their own fate, like
all other nations, in their own sovereign State.
Accordingly we, members of the people's council, representatives of the Jewish
community of Eretz-Israel and of the Zionist movement, are here assembled on the
day of the termination of the British mandate over Eretz-Israel and, by virtue of our
natural and historic right and on the strength of the resolution of the united nations
general assembly, hereby declare the establishment of a Jewish state in Eretz-Israel, to
be known as the state of Israel.
WE DECLARE that, with effect from the moment of the termination of the Mandate
being tonight, the eve of Sabbath, the 6th Iyar, 5708 (15th May, 1948), until the
establishment of the elected, regular authorities of the State in accordance with the
Constitution which shall be adopted by the Elected Constituent Assembly not later
than the 1st October 1948, the People's Council shall act as a Provisional Council of
State, and its executive organ, the People's Administration, shall be the Provisional
Government of the Jewish State, to be called "Israel".
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THE STATE OF ISRAEL will be open for Jewish immigration and for the Ingathering
of the Exiles; it will foster the development of the country for the benefit of all
its inhabitants; it will be based on freedom, justice and peace as envisaged by the
prophets of Israel; it will ensure complete equality of social and political rights to
all its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or sex; it will guarantee freedom of
religion, conscience, language, education and culture; it will safeguard the Holy Places
of all religions; and it will be faithful to the principles of the Charter of the United
Nations.
THE STATE OF ISRAEL is prepared to cooperate with the agencies and representatives
of the United Nations in implementing the resolution of the General Assembly of the
29th November, 1947, and will take steps to bring about the economic union of the
whole of Eretz-Israel.
WE APPEAL to the United Nations to assist the Jewish people in the building-up of
its State and to receive the State of Israel into the comity of nations.
WE APPEAL - in the very midst of the onslaught launched against us now for months
- to the Arab inhabitants of the State of Israel to preserve peace and participate
in the upbuilding of the State on the basis of full and equal citizenship and due
representation in all its provisional and permanent institutions.
WE EXTEND our hand to all neighbouring states and their peoples in an offer of peace
and good neighbourliness, and appeal to them to establish bonds of cooperation
and mutual help with the sovereign Jewish people settled in its own land. The State
of Israel is prepared to do its share in a common effort for the advancement of the
entire Middle East.
WE APPEAL to the Jewish people throughout the Diaspora to rally round the Jews of
Eretz-Israel in the tasks of immigration and upbuilding and to stand by them in the
great struggle for the realization of the age-old dream - the redemption of Israel.
PLACING OUR TRUST IN THE "ROCK OF ISRAEL", WE AFFIX OUR SIGNATURES
TO THIS PROCLAMATION AT THIS SESSION OF THE PROVISIONAL COUNCIL OF
STATE, ON THE SOIL OF THE HOMELAND, IN THE CITY OF TEL-AVIV, ON THIS
SABBATH EVE, THE 5TH DAY OF IYAR, 5708 (14TH MAY,1948).
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David Ben-Gurion
Daniel Auster
Mordekhai Bentov
Yitzchak Ben Zvi
Eliyahu Berligne
Fritz Bernstein
Rabbi Wolf Gold
Meir Grabovsky
Yitzchak Gruenbaum
Dr. Abraham Granovsky
Eliyahu Dobkin
Meir Wilner-Kovner
Zerach Wahrhaftig
Herzl Vardi

Rachel Cohen
Rabbi Kalman Kahana
Saadia Kobashi
Rabbi Yitzchak Meir Levin
Meir David Loewenstein
Zvi Luria
Golda Myerson
Nachum Nir
Zvi Segal
Rabbi Yehuda Leib Hacohen
Fishman

David Zvi Pinkas
Aharon Zisling
Moshe Kolodny
Eliezer Kaplan
Abraham Katznelson
Felix Rosenblueth
David Remez
Berl Repetur
Mordekhai Shattner
Ben Zion Sternberg
Bekhor Shitreet
Moshe Shapira
Moshe Shertok

* Published in the Official Gazette, No. 1 of the 5th, Iyar, 5708 (14th May, 1948).
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Basic Laws:
Basic Law: The Knesset (Amendment No. 9)*
Amendment of
section 7A

1. In the Basic Law: The Knesset**, the following section shall be
inserted after section 7:
"Prevention of participation of candidates' list
7A. A candidates' list shall not participate in elections to the Knesset
if its objects or actions, expressly or by implication, include one of
the following:
(1) negation of the existence of the State of Israel as the state of the
Jewish people;
(2) negation of the democratic character of the State;
(3) incitement to racism.".

Amendment
of Knesset
Elections Law

2. In the Knesset Elections Law (Consolidated Version), 5729-1969***
(1) in section 63, the words "A candidates' list duly submitted"
shall be replaced by the words "A candidates' list not prevented
by section 7A of the Basic Law: the Knesset from participating in
elections to the Knesset and duly submitted";
(2) in section 64 (a) the marginal note shall be amended to read "Appeal";
(b) the following subsection shall be inserted after subsection (a);
"(a) 1) Where the Central Committee has approved a candidates' list,
the Attorney-General or the Chairman of the Central Committee
or at least one quarter of the members of the Election Committee
may, not later than the 18th day before election day, appeal to the
Supreme Court on the ground that the list is prevented by section
7A of the Basic Law: the Knesset from participating in elections to
the Knesset.";
(3) in section 65, the words "or by the Supreme Court" shall be
replaced by the words "or as decided by the Supreme Court".
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SHIMON PERES
Prime Minister

CHAIM HERZOG
President of the State

* Passed by the Knesset on the 13th Av, 5745 (31st July, 1985) and published in Sefer Ha-Chukkim No.
1155 of the 20th Av, 5745 (7th August, 1985), p. 196; the Bill and an Explanatory Note were published
in Hatza'ot Chok No. 1728 of 5745, p. 193.
** Sefer Ha-Chukkim of 5718, p. 69 - LSI vol. XII p. 85; Sefer Ha-Chukkim of 5741, p. 168-LSI vol. XXXV,
p. 192.
*** Sefer Ha-Chukkim of 5729, p. 103 - LSI vol. XXIII, p. 110; Sefer Ha-Chukkim of 5743, p. 106 - LSI vol.
XXXVII, p. 125.
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Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty
Purpose

Preservation of life,
body and dignity
Protection of
property
Protection of life,
body and dignity
Personal liberty

Leaving and entering
Israel
Privacy

1. The purpose of this Basic Law is to protect human dignity
and liberty, in order to establish in a Basic Law the values of
the State of Israel as a Jewish and democratic state.
2. There shall be no violation of the life, body or dignity of
any person as such.
3. There shall be no violation of the property of a person.
4. All persons are entitled to protection of their life, body
and dignity.
5. There shall be no deprivation or restriction of the
liberty of a person by imprisonment, arrest, extradition or
otherwise.
6. (a) All persons are free to leave Israel.
(b) Every Israel national has the right of entry into Israel
from abroad.
7. (a) All persons have the right to privacy and to intimacy.
(b) There shall be no entry into the private premises of a
person who has not consented thereto.
(c) No search shall be conducted on the private premises of
a person, nor in the body or personal effects.

Violation of rights

Reservation
regarding security
forces

(d) There shall be no violation of the confidentiality of
conversation, or of the writings or records of a person.
8. There shall be no violation of rights under this Basic Law
except by a law befitting the values of the State of Israel,
enacted for a proper purpose, and to an extent no greater
than is required.
9. There shall be no restriction of rights under this Basic
Law held by persons serving in the Israel Defence Forces,
the Israel Police, the Prisons Service and other security
organizations of the State, nor shall such rights be subject
to conditions, except by virtue of a law, or by regulation
enacted by virtue of a law, and to an extent no greater than
is required by the nature and character of the service.
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Validity of laws
Application
Stability

10. This Basic Law shall not affect the validity of any law
(din) in force prior to the commencement of the Basic Law.
11. All governmental authorities are bound to respect the
rights under this Basic Law.
12. This Basic Law cannot be varied, suspended or
made subject to conditions by emergency regulations;
notwithstanding, when a state of emergency exists,
by virtue of a declaration under section 9 of the Law
and Administration Ordinance, 5708-1948, emergency
regulations may be enacted by virtue of said section to
deny or restrict rights under this Basic Law, provided the
denial or restriction shall be for a proper purpose and for a
period and extent no greater than is required.

YITZHAK SHAMIR
Prime Minister

CHAIM HERZOG
President of the State

DOV SHILANSKY
Speaker of the Knesset

* Passed by the Knesset on the 12th Adar Bet, 5752 (17th March, 1992) and published in Sefer HaChukkim No. 1391 of the 20th Adar Bet, 5752 (25th March, 1992); the Bill and an Explanatory Note
were published in Hatza'ot Chok, No. 2086 of 5752, p. 60.
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Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation (1994)
1. Fundamental human rights in Israel are founded upon
recognition of the value of the human being, the sanctity
of human life, and the principle that all persons are free;
these rights shall be upheld in the spirit of the principles
set forth in the Declaration of the Establishment of the
State of Israel.
Purpose
2. The purpose of this Basic Law if to protect freedom of
occupation, in order to establish in a Basic Law the values
of the State of Israel as a Jewish and democratic state.
Freedom of occupation. 3. Every Israel national or resident has the right to engage
in any occupation, profession or trade.
Violation of freedom of 4. There shall be no violation of freedom of occupation
occupation
except by a law befitting the values of the State of Israel,
enacted for a proper purpose, and to an extent no greater
than is required, or by regulation enacted by virtue of
express autorisation in such law.
Application
5. All governmental authorities are bound to respect the
freedom of occupation of all Israel nationals and residents.
Stability
6. This Basic Law shall not be varied, suspended or made
subject to conditions by emergency regulations.
Entrenchment
7. This Basic Law shall not be varied except by a Basic Law
passed by a majority of the members of the Knesset.
Effect of nonconforming 8. A provision of a law that violates freedom of
law
occupation shall be of effect, even though not in
accordance with section 4, if it has been included
in a law passed by a majority of the members of the
Knesset, which expressly states that it shall be of effect,
notwithstanding the provisions of this Basic Law; such law
shall expire four years from its commencement unless a
shorter duration has been stated therein.
Repeal
9. Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation** is is hereby
repealed.
Basic principles
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Provisional

10. The provisions of any enactment which, immediately
prior to this Basic Law would have been of effect but
for this Basic Law or the Basic Law repealed in section 9,
shall remain in effect two years from the commencement
of this Basic Law, unless repealed earlier; however, such
provisions shall be construed in the spirit of the provisions
of this Basic Law.

In Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty Amendment of Basic
Law: Human Dignity and (1) Section 1 shall be designated 1(a) and shall be
Liberty
preceded by the following section:
Basic principles
1. Fundamental human rights in Israel are founded upon
recognition of the value of the human being, the sanctity
of human life, and the principle that all persons are free;
these rights shall be upheld in the spirit of the principles
set forth in the Declaration of the Establishment of the
State of Israel.
(2) At the end of section 8, the following shall be added:
"or by regulation enacted by virtue of express
authorization in such law."
YITZHAK RABIN
Prime Minister

EZER WEIZMAN
President

SHEVAH WEISS
Knesset Speaker

Passed by the Knesset on the 26th Adar, 5754 (9th March, 1994) and published in Sefer Ha-Chukkim
No. 1454 of the 27th Adar, 5754 (10th March, 1994) p. 90; the Bill and an Explanatory Note were
published in Hatza'ot Chok No. 2250 of 5754, p. 289.
** This Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation repeals and replaces the former Basic Law on freedom of
occupation, enacted in 1992 (Sefer Ha-Chukkim of 5752, p. 114.)
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Basic Law Proposal: Israel as the Nation-State of the Jewish People Jewish
State:

The 18th Knesset
Draft Law submitted by Members of Knesset
Ayelet Shaked
Yariv Levin
Robert Ilatov
Basic Law Proposal: Israel as the Nation-State of the Jewish People
1. Jewish State
The State of Israel is the National Home of the Jewish People wherein the Jewish
People fulfills its yearning for self-determination in accordance with its historical and
cultural heritage.
The right of national self-determination in the State of Israel is unique to the Jewish
People.
The Land of Israel is the historic homeland of the Jewish people and place of the
establishment of the State of Israel.
2. Purpose
The purpose of this Basic Law is to secure the character of Israel as the nation state
of the Jewish People in order to codify in a basic law the values of Israel as a Jewish
democratic state in the spirit of the principles of its Declaration of Independence.
3. A Democratic State
The State of Israel is a democratic state
The State of Israel will be founded on freedom, justice and peace as envisaged by the
prophets of Israel, and committed to the individual rights of all its inhabitants as
described in any basic laws.
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4. State Symbols
The national anthem is "Hatikvah".
The flag is white, two blue stripes along its top and bottom margins and a blue Star
of David at its center.
The State symbol is a seven-branched menorah with olive branches on either side of
the menorah and the word "Israel" at its base.
5. Return
Every Jew shall have the right to immigrate to Israel and to obtain citizenship as
provided by law.
6. Ingathering of the Exiles and Jewish Settlement
The State will act to gather in the exiles of Israel and to strengthen the connection
between Israel and the Jews of the Diaspora.
7. Assistance to members of the Jewish People who are in distress
The State will extend its assistance to members of the Jewish People who are in
distress or in captivity on account of their being Jews.
8. Jewish Heritage
The State will act to preserve the cultural and historical heritage of the Jewish People
and will act to nurture it in Israel and the Diaspora.
9. Preservation of Culture, Heritage and Identity
The State will act to enable each resident of Israel, without regard to his religion
or nationality, to strive for the preservation of his culture, heritage, language and
identity.
10. The Official Calendar
The Hebrew Calendar is the official State calendar.
11. Independence Day and Memorial days
a) Independence Day is the national holiday of the State.
b) The Day of Remembrance for fallen soldiers and Holocaust Memorial Day are
official state days of remembrance.
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12. Days of Rest
The established days of rest in the State of Israel are the Sabbath and the Jewish holy
days; an employee shall not work on these days of rest except under conditions
established by law. Individuals belonging to ethnic groups recognized by law shall be
entitled to refrain from work on their holy days.
13. Jewish Civil Law
Jewish Civil Law will serve as a source of inspiration to the legislature and judges in
Israel.
Where a court decides that a dispute cannot be resolved by existing statute, judicial
precedent, or strict legal analogy, it shall render its decision in accordance with the
principles of freedom, justice, equity, and peace derived from Israel's heritage.
14. Preservation of Holy Sites
The holy sites shall be protected against desecration and all other damage and against
anything that would interfere with freedom of access of religious groups to places
holy to them or to their sensibilities regarding said holy sites.
15. Validity
No person shall infringe upon the rights provided under this basic law unless
by means of a law that conforms with the values of the State of Israel, and that is
intended for an appropriate purpose to the extent that it does not accomplish its
required objectives, or by means of such a law enacted under this express authority.
16. Stability
This basic law shall not be altered, unless by another basic law enacted by a majority
of Knesset members.

Explanatory Notes
The First Zionist Congress approved the Basel Program, which defined the goal of
Zionism "to establish a national home for the Jewish People in the Land of Israel." The
Declaration of Independence declared that the newly-established state to be a Jewish
state and the national home of the Jewish people. In 2001, the Kinneret Covenant
was issued and endorsed by public figures from the entire political spectrum. Its
first chapter states that "the State of Israel is the national home of the Jewish People."
Despite the fact that the definition of the State of Israel as a Jewish state is widely
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accepted by the Israeli public, the characteristics of the State of Israel as the nationstate of the Jewish people have never been anchored in the State's basic laws.
The proposed basic law legislation emphasizes the traditional and historical
connection between the Jewish People and the Land of Israel, and the national
rights granted to the Jewish People as expressed in the Declaration of Independence:
“The Jewish People was born in Eretz-Israel, where its spiritual, religious and political
character was shaped. Here they first attained to statehood, created cultural values
of national and universal significance… After being forcibly exiled from their land,
the people kept faith with it throughout their lands of their Dispersion… Impelled
by this historic and traditional attachment, Jews strove in every successive generation
to re-establish themselves in their ancient homeland… This right was recognized in
the Balfour Declaration of 2nd November, 1917, and re-affirmed in the Mandate of
the League of Nations which, in particular, gave international sanction to the historic
connection between the Jewish people and Eretz-Israel and to the right of the Jewish
people to rebuild its National Home.” The justness of the Jewish people's course in
the Land of Israel rests on political, national and historical foundations, which are
applied to all the rules arising from the Jewish People's right of self-determination.
The Need for a Basic Law: Israel – the State's identity as the nation state of the
Jewish people – takes on additional importance, especially at a times when there are
those who seek to deny the Jewish People's right to a national home in its land and
recognition of the State of Israel as that national home. Anchoring the State of Israel's
Jewish character in a basic law will make it possible in the future to achieve broad
agreement in adopting a complete and comprehensive constitution.
Throughout, the law includes practical elements that express the State of Israel's
status as the nation state of the Jewish people. Some of these are reflected in existing
legislation: the symbols of the State (in the Flag, Emblem and National Anthem Law
of 1949), its language, the Law of Return, the "ingathering of exiles", Jewish settlement,
the connection with Diaspora Jewry, Jewish heritage, the Hebrew calendar, and the
holy places.
According to this law, Jewish law and principles of Jewish heritage serve as a source
of inspiration for the legislature in statutory language and for the courts in their
interpretation of the law. The former Deputy President of the Supreme Court,
Menachem Alon, defined this as follows (in Hendels v. Bank Kupat Am (Rehearing of
Civil Appeal 13/80), Decisions, vol. 35, section 2, p. 795) "Referring to the system of
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Jewish law as the principal and foremost source of inspiration for interpreting Israeli
law – when such reference is made with the appropriate consideration and necessary
caution, according to the needs of the moment and in the interest of the law –
will provide Israeli law with its own historical roots and will develop the synthesis
between Jewish law and the justice system of the Jewish State."
The determination that the State of Israel is a democratic state as well as being a
Jewish one is anchored in paragraph 3 of the proposed legislation and is a thread that
is woven throughout its various paragraphs, including those dealing with language,
with heritage preservation, with community settlement, with days of rest/holidays,
and with the protection of the holy sites.
Essentially similar proposed laws were tabled during the 18th Knesset by MK Avraham
Dichter and a group of other MKs (P/18/3541) and by MK Aryeh Eldad.
------------------------------Submitted to the Speaker and Deputy Speakers of the Knesset
and tabled in the Knesset
22nd July, 2013
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Basic Law Proposal: Israel as the Nation State of the Jewish People:
The 18th Knesset
Draft Law submitted by Members of Knesset
Avraham Dichter
Ze'ev Elkin
David Rotem
Einat Wilf
Haim Katz
Roni Bar-On
Shaul Mofaz
Ruhama Avraham-Balila
Ze'ev Bielsky
Yoel Hasson
Gideon Ezra
Arie Bibi
Nahman Shay
Moshe (Motz) Matalon
Otniel Schneller
Marina Solodkin
Uri Orbach
Zevulun Orlev
Hamad Amar

Robert Ilatov
Eli Aflalo
Zion Finian
Julia Shmuelov-Berkovic
Orli Levi-Abuksis
Arie Eldad
Ofir Akunis
Ronit Tirosh
Carmel Shama
Miri Regev
Anastasia Michaeli
Tzipi Hotovely
Israel Hasson
Shay Hermesh
Yaacov Edri
Meir Shetrit
Uri Ariel
Yariv Levine

Basic Law Proposal: Israel as the Nation State of the Jewish People
1. Jewish State
a) The State of Israel is the national home of the Jewish People, in which the Jewish
People fulfills its yearning for self-determination in accordance with its historical
and cultural heritage.
b) The right of national self-determination in the State of Israel is unique to the
Jewish People.
c) The Provisions of this basic law or of any other legislation shall be interpreted in
light of this section.
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2. A Democratic State
The State of Israel is a democratic state
3. State Symbols
a) The national anthem is "Hatikvah".
b) The flag is white, two blue stripes along its top and bottom margins and a blue
Star of David at its center.
c) The state symbol is a seven-branched menorah with olive branches on either side
of the menorah and the word "Israel" at its base.
4. Language
a) Hebrew is the state language.
b) Arabic shall have a special standing in the state; those who speak Arabic shall
have access to State services in their own language, all as prescribed by law.
5. Return
Every Jew shall have the right to immigrate to Israel and to obtain citizenship in
accordance with the provisions of law.
6. Ingathering of the Exiles and Jewish Settlement
The State shall act to gather in the exiles of Israel and to promote Jewish settlement
in its territory and it shall allocate resources for these purposes.
7. The Connection to the Jewish People in the Diaspora
a) The State shall act to strengthen the connection between Israel and the Jews of
the Diaspora.
b) The State will extend assistance to members of the Jewish People who are in
distress or in captivity on account of their being Jews.
8. Jewish Heritage
a) The State shall act to preserve the cultural and historical heritage of the Jewish
People and shall act to nurture it in Israel and the Diaspora.
b) The history of the Jewish people, its heritage and its traditions shall be taught in
all educational institutions serving the Jewish public.
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9. Preservation of Culture, Heritage and Identity
a) Every resident of Israel, without regard to his religion or nationality, shall be
entitled to strive for the preservation of his culture, heritage, language and
identity.
b) The State may permit a community, including the members of a single religion or
members of a single nationality, to establish separate community settlements.
10. The Official Calendar
The Hebrew Calendar is the official State calendar.
11. Independence Day and Memorial days
a) Independence Day is the national holiday of the State.
b) The Day of Remembrance for fallen soldiers and Holocaust Memorial Day are
official state days of remembrance.
12. Days of Rest
The established days of rest in the State of Israel are the Sabbath and the Jewish holy
days; an employee shall not work on these days of rest except under conditions
established by law. Individuals belonging to ethnic groups recognized by law shall be
entitled to refrain from work on their holy days.
13. Jewish Civil Law
a) Jewish civil law shall serve as the source of inspiration for the legislature.
b) Where a court decides that a dispute cannot be resolved by existing statute,
judicial precedent, or strict legal analogy, it shall render its decision in accordance
with the principles of freedom, justice, equity, and peace derived from Israel's
heritage.
14. Preservation of Holy Sites
The holy sites shall be protected against desecration and all other damage and against
anything that would interfere with freedom of access of religious groups to places
holy to them or to their sensibilities regarding said holy sites.
15. Stability
This basic law shall not be amended, unless by another basic law enacted by a
majority of Knesset members.
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Explanatory Notes
The First Zionist Congress approved the Basel Program, according to which it is the
goal of Zionism "to establish a national home for the Jewish People, in the Land of
Israel." The Declaration of Independence declared that the newly-established State to
be a Jewish State and the national home of the Jewish people. In 2001, the Kinneret
Covenant was published with the endorsement of public figures from the entire
political spectrum. Its first chapter states that "the State of Israel is the national
home of the Jewish People." Despite the fact that the definition of the State of Israel
as a Jewish state is widely accepted by the Israeli public, the characteristics of the
State of Israel as the nation-state of the Jewish people have never been anchored in
the State's Basic Laws.
The necessity of the Basic Law: Israel – the Nation state of the Jewish People assumes
greater validity at a time when there are those who wish to abolish the Jewish People's
right to a national home in its land, and to deny the recognition of Israel as the nation
state of the Jewish people. Anchoring the Jewish nature of the State of Israel in a basic
law will allow for broad agreement in the future with the establishment of a complete
and comprehensive constitution.
The first clause states that all other state laws shall be interpreted in light of the
said clause. In this context, it is appropriate to cite the former President of the
Supreme Court, Justice Aharon Barak: "The values of Israel as a Jewish state possess a
constitutional, supra-legal status. They influence the interpretation of all basic laws,
and thus affect the constitutionality of all statutes. They affect the interpretation of
all legal texts, for they should be viewed as part of the fundamental values of the
State of Israel, and as such they are also part of the general purpose underlying every
legal text in Israel. Thus, for example, it is presumed that every law passed by the
Knesset and every order issued by the government are meant to realize the values of
the State of Israel as a Jewish state (A Judge in a Democratic Society, 2004, p.89).
Throughout the bill one can find practical aspects that express the fact that the State
of Israel is the nation-state of the Jewish people, some of which are already expressed
in current legislation: the State's symbols (anthem, flag, emblem), its language, the
Law of Return, the ingathering of the exiles, Jewish settlement, the bond with the
Jews of the Diaspora, the Jewish heritage, the Hebrew calendar, and the protection of
holy sites.
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The assertion that the State of Israel is a democratic as well as a Jewish state is
anchored in clause 2 of the proposed bill, and is an underlying motif in its various
clauses, such as those dealing with language, preservation of heritage, communal
settlement, days of rest, and the protection of holy sites.
------------------------------Presented to the Knesset speaker and his Deputies
And tabled in the Knesset
3 August 2011
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Basic Law Proposal: Jewish state with a democratic form of government:
The 18th Knesset
Draft Law submitted by Members of Knesset
Yariv Levin
David Rotem
Basic Law Proposal: Jewish state with a democratic form of government
Amendment to the Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty
1. In the Human Dignity and Liberty basic law,168 section 1, the term “Jewish and
democratic” will be replaced by “a Jewish state with a democratic form of
government”.
Amendment to the Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation
2. In the Freedom of Occupation basic law,169 section 2, the term “Jewish and
democratic” will be replaced by “Jewish state with a democratic form of
government”.
Amendment to the Basic Law: The Knesset
3. In The Knesset basic law,170 section 7A(A) (1-2) the term “Jewish and
democratic” will be replaced by “Jewish state with a democratic form of
government”.

Explanatory Notes
The question of the relationship between the components of the term “Jewish
and democratic” led to a serious controversy in the juridical ruling and literature.
Although the Supreme Court ruled that this is a single concept with two
component, and even ruled in the past that since the Jewish state is the reason
for the existence of the State of Israel, there is a sense that the term “Jewish state”
168

12th Adar Bet, 5752 (17th March, 1992)

169

28th Adar Aleph, 5752 (3rd March, 1992)

170

22nd Shevat, 5718 (12th February, 1958)- Amendment No. 9
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is sometimes drained of its content, as if the term "Jewish state" were superfluous
to the term “democratic state”.
We therefore propose to change the term “Jewish and democratic state” to
“Jewish state with a democratic form of government” so as to clarify and
emphasize on the one hand, the centrality of the definition of Israel as a Jewish
state, and on the other, its democratic form of government.
------------------------------Presented to the Knesset speaker and his Deputies
and tabled in the Knesset
4 October 2010
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Basic Law Proposal: The Israeli Declaration of Independence and the
Jewish and Democratic State:
The 19th Knesset
Initiators:

Members of the Knesset
Ruth Calderon
Amram Mitzna
Rina Frenkel
Shimon Solomon
Eliezer Stern
Ronen Hoffman
David Tsur
Boaz Toporovsky
Binyamin Ben-Eliezer

Basic Law Proposal: The Israeli Declaration of Independence and the Jewish and
Democratic State
1. Purpose:
This basic law aims to secure and protect Israel's values as a Jewish and democratic
State by anchoring in the form of a basic law the basic principles stated in the
Declaration of Independence,171 which is annexed to this law.
2. Infringement
Emergency stipulations shall not be able to alter this basic law or temporarily annul
its validity or add any provisions to it.
3. Stability
This basic law shall not be altered, unless by another basic law enacted by a majority
of Knesset members.

171
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Appendix
(Clause no. 1)
The Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel
The land of Israel was the birthplace of the Jewish people. Here their spiritual,
religious and political identity was shaped. Here they first attained to statehood;
create cultural values of national universal significance and gave to the world the
eternal Book of Books.
After being forcibly exiled from their land, the people kept faith with it throughout
their Dispersion and never ceased to pray and hope for their return to it and for the
restoration in it of their political freedom.
Impelled by this historic and traditional attachment, Jews strove in every successive
generation to re-establish themselves in their ancient homeland. In recent decades
they returned in their masses. Pioneers, defiant returnees, and defenders, they made
deserts bloom, revived the Hebrew language, built villages and towns, and created
a thriving community controlling its own economy and culture, loving peace but
knowing how to defend itself, bringing the blessings of progress to all the country's
inhabitants, and aspiring towards independent nationhood.
In the year 5657 (1897), at the summons of the spiritual father of the Jewish State,
Theodore Herzl, the First Zionist Congress convened and proclaimed the right of the
Jewish people to national rebirth in its own country.
This right was recognized in the Balfour Declaration of the 2nd November, 1917,
and re-affirmed in the Mandate of the League of Nations which, in particular, gave
international sanction to the historic connection between the Jewish people and
Eretz-Israel and to the right of the Jewish people to rebuild its National Home.
The catastrophe which recently befell the Jewish people - the massacre of millions
of Jews in Europe - was another clear demonstration of the urgency of solving the
problem of its homelessness by re-establishing in Eretz-Israel the Jewish State,
which would open the gates of the homeland wide to every Jew and confer upon
the Jewish people the status of a fully privileged member of the community of
nations.
Survivors of the Nazi holocaust in Europe, as well as Jews from other parts of the
world, continued to migrate to Eretz-Israel, undaunted by difficulties, restrictions
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and dangers, and never ceased to assert their right to a life of dignity, freedom and
honest toil in their national homeland.
In the Second World War, the Jewish community of this country contributed its full
share to the struggle of the freedom- and peace-loving nations against the forces of
Nazi wickedness and, by the blood of its soldiers and its war effort, gained the right
to be reckoned among the peoples who founded the United Nations.
On the 29th November, 1947, the United Nations General Assembly passed a
resolution calling for the establishment of a Jewish State in Eretz-Israel; the General
Assembly required the inhabitants of Eretz-Israel to take such steps as were necessary
on their part for the implementation of that resolution. This recognition by the United
Nations of the right of the Jewish people to establish their State is irrevocable.
This right is the natural right of the Jewish people to be masters of their own fate, like
all other nations, in their own sovereign State.
Accordingly we, members of the People's Council, representatives of the Jewish
Community of Eretz-Israel and of the Zionist Movement, are here assembled on the
day of the termination of the British Mandate over Eretz-Israel and, by virtue of our
natural and historic right and on the strength of the resolution of the United Nations
General Assembly, hereby declare the establishment of a Jewish state in Eretz-Israel,
to be known as the State of Israel.
We declare that, with effect from the moment of the termination of the Mandate
being tonight, the eve of Sabbath, the 6th Iyar, 5708 (15th May, 1948), until the
establishment of the elected, regular authorities of the State in accordance with the
Constitution which shall be adopted by the Elected Constituent Assembly not later
than the 1st October 1948, the People's Council shall act as a Provisional Council of
State, and its executive organ, the People's Administration, shall be the Provisional
Government of the Jewish State, to be called "Israel."
The State of Israel will be open for Jewish immigration and for the Ingathering of
the Exiles; it will foster the development of the country for the benefit of all its
inhabitants; it will be based on freedom, justice and peace as envisaged by the
prophets of Israel; it will ensure complete equality of social and political rights to all
its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or sex; it will guarantee freedom of religion,
conscience, language, education and culture; it will safeguard the Holy Places of all
religions; and it will be faithful to the principles of the Charter of the United Nations.
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The State of Israel is prepared to cooperate with the agencies and representatives of
the United Nations in implementing the resolution of the General Assembly of the
29th November, 1947, and will take steps to bring about the economic union of the
whole of Eretz-Israel.
We appeal to the United Nations to assist the Jewish people in the building-up of its
State and to receive the State of Israel into the community of nations.
We appeal - in the very midst of the onslaught launched against us now for months
- to the Arab inhabitants of the State of Israel to preserve peace and participate
in the up building of the State on the basis of full and equal citizenship and due
representation in all its provisional and permanent institutions.
We extend our hand to all neighboring states and their peoples in an offer of peace
and good neighborliness, and appeal to them to establish bonds of cooperation and
mutual help with the sovereign Jewish people settled in its own land. The State of
Israel is prepared to do its share in a common effort for the advancement of the
entire Middle East. We appeal to the Jewish people throughout the Diaspora to rally
round the Jews of Eretz-Israel in the tasks of immigration and up building and to
stand by them in the great struggle for the realization of the age-old dream - the
redemption of Israel.
Placing our trust in the Almighty, we affix our signatures to this proclamation at this
session of the provisional Council of State, on the soil of the Homeland, in the city of
Tel-Aviv, on this Sabbath eve, the 5th day of Iyar, 5708 (14th May, 1948).

Explanatory Notes
The Declaration of Independence is a basic legal renowned document which
establishes important and fundamental principles regarding the state of Israel's
identity. As a result, the court of law has been turning to this document for decades
when ruling in a variety of issues. This basic law seeks to anchor the Declaration of
Independence, which expresses Israel's credo and its basic values by giving it the force
of a basic law. Anchoring the Declaration of Independence is necessary in order to
secure and protect Israel's values as a Jewish and democratic state.
Since the state of Israel does not yet have a constitution, the basic laws are those
that define its character and identity, and hence are the highest ranked legal statutes.
Today, laws are interpreted by the courts in light of the few already existing basic
laws. That said, a basic law dealing with the state's identity has not been enacted to
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date. Therefore, there is a genuine need to enact this proposed law, which shall ratify
the Declaration of Independence and shall provide it with the highest existing legal
status in Israel.
This basic law, like those previously enacted, determines that the State of Israel is
the homeland of the Jewish people. It is important to emphasize that the notion
of a Jewish state in this law does not refer to Judaism as a religion, but rather to the
cultural character of the nation-state as the home of the Jewish people. That said, the
State of Israel is committed to ensuring complete equality of social and political rights
to all its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or gender. Within the declaration
itself, there is an inherent expression of the will and intention to establish a country
which has a Jewish character on the one hand and is committed to full equality on
the other. This basic law aims to secure equal rights as well as Israel's democratic
character.
------------------------------Presented to the Knesset speaker and his Deputies
And tabled in the Knesset
22 July 2013
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About JPPI
The Jewish People Policy Institute (JPPI) is an independent professional policy planning
think tank incorporated as a private non-profit company in Israel. The mission of the
Institute is to ensure the thriving of the Jewish people and the Jewish civilization by
engaging in professional strategic thinking and planning on issues of primary concern to
world Jewry. Located in Jerusalem, the concept of JPPI regarding the Jewish people is global,
and includes aspects of major Jewish communities with Israel as one of them, at the core.
JPPI’s activities are action-oriented, placing special emphasis on identifying critical options
and analyzing their potential impact on the future. To this end, the Institute works toward
developing professional strategic and long-term policy perspectives exploring key factors that
may endanger or enhance the future of the Jewish People. JPPI provides professionals, decision
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JPPI is unique in dealing with the future of the Jewish people as a whole within a
methodological framework of study and policy development. Its independence is assured
by its company articles, with a board of directors co-chaired by Ambassadors Stuart Eizenstat
and Dennis Ross — both have served in the highest echelons of the U.S. government, and
Leonid Nevzlin in Israel — and composed of individuals with significant policy experience.
The board of directors also serves as the Institute’s Professional Guiding Council.
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